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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this dissertation is to explore the 

consequences of political change in Latin America. Given 

the diversity of over-time political trends in these na

tions, particularly the rise and fall of military govern

ments, the term political change is defined as the change in 

control over the apparatus of the state from one government 

to another. The consequences of political change are deter

mined through the analysis of the effects on over-time poli

cy trends which result from the transition from one 

government to another. 

As previous studies of the effects of political 

characteristics on the policy decisions of governments have 

made clear, the social and economic characteristics of a 

polity are major influences on the content of public poli

cies. Indeed, the thrust of this literature is that the 

policy impact of political factors such as electoral charac

teristics or ideology is not independent from what is termed 

in this study "the decision-making environment." Rather, it 

is the factors which comprise the decision-making environ

ment and not politics which are found to account for changes 

in public policies. Urbanization, societal wealth, and in-

crementalism are identified by earlier studies as the major 

xi 



factors associated with policy trends and are, therefore, 

incorporated within the approach adopted for this 

dissertation. 

Additional components of the decision-making envi

ronment are drawn from studies of national dependence in 

Latin America. The central theme of this literature is that 

dependence affects the resources available to Latin American 

governments and leads to the intrusion of external decision

makers into the national policy-making process. As a re

sult, the policy decisions of these governments may be 

strongly influenced, if not determined, by the internal con

sequences of foreign trade, foreign investment, and foreign 

assistance. Therefore, unlike previous studies, the com

ponents of dependence as well as urbanization, societal 

wealth, and incrementalism are considered to comprise the 

decision-making environment for Latin American governments. 

Importantly, the findings of this study tend to confirm the 

dependency argument. 

The analysis of the extent to which political change 

independently affects the content of public policies is ap

proached through an application of regression analysis util

izing categorical or "dummy" measures of political change 

within thirteen Latin American nations. It is assumed that 

aspects of the decision-making environment will be related 

to policy trends. Therefore, the first stage of the 



analysis is the determination of which of these aspects pro

vide the best over-time explanation for measures of public 

policy. Then the focus shifts to the determination of the 

effects of those factors during the period of time encom

passed by different governments. If the relationships found 

for a particular government differ significantly from those 

established for the entire period of time, the inference is 

that the change to that government resulted in an indepen

dent effect on the content of the policy under considera

tion. The results of the country-by-country analysis are 

then subjected to a comparative analysis in order to deter

mine the extent to which political stability and the dis

tinction between civilian and authoritarian regimes account 

for the observed effects of political change. 

The results of this analysis suggest two major con

clusions. First, in contrast to the findings of most pre

vious studies, for several of these nations political change 

has exerted an independent effect on the content of public 

policies. Second, the policy consequences of the change 

from one government to another tend to be greater under con

ditions of political stability and civilian rule. Overall, 

the import of the findings of this dissertation is that in 

Latin America, politics have substantive as well as stylis

tic consequences. In essence, politics matters. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

The issue at the core of this dissertation concerns 

the consequences of political change for the nations of 

Latin America. The rise and decline of political parties, 

ideological shifts, and transfers of power between civilians 

and the military are representative of the complex, if not 

bewildering series of events and trends which comprise po

litical change within this region. Rather than exploring 

"why" or "how" these changes occur, this study asks "What 

does it mean?" For example, the concern is whether the 

change from a military dictatorship to an elected civilian 

regime espousing societal reform entails more than simply 

differences of style and rhetoric. For this dissertation, 

the consequences or "meaning" of political change are con

sidered to be indicated by the impact of change on the ac

tions of government, e.g. , public policies. Given this focus, 

the primary goal of the analysis is to determine whether 

changes in the political characteristics of a nation are in 

turn reflected by changing policy responses to national 

public problems. The remainder of this introductory chapter 

discusses the components of the approach adopted for this 

evaluation of political change. 

1 
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Public Policy, Political Change/ and 
the Decision-Making Environment 

As the term is used in this study, public policy is 

considered to be the end product of the public decision

making process. It is, therefore, a dependent phenomenon 

which responds to changes in the factors which influence 

public decision-making. As Norman T. Uphoff and Warren F. 

Ilchman (1972: 6) argue: 

. . . we are concerned with policy because the only 
test of social science theory is human activity, 
spontaneous or induced. The opportunities for sys
tematically and rigorously studying spontaneous ac
tion are, practically by definition, limited. 
Public policy is the major source of induced activ
ity and ought therefore to be of major'interest to 
social scientists. 

Therefore, because it is a dependent of induced phenomenon, 

public policy provides a base by which the consequences of 

political change can be assessed in relation to the effects 

of changes in other national characteristics, e.g., the 

decision-making environment. Clearly, the definition and 

measurement of political change as well as the identifica

tion of the components of the decision-making environment 

are central elements for the determination of which factors 

account for changes in the content of national public 

policies. 

As defined in the fourth chapter, the term "politi

cal change" refers to the transfer of control over the ap

paratus of the state from one government to another. This 
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application of the term is based on two related considera

tions: first, as a response to that body of literature 

which argues that "corporatism" and "clientelism" are the 

dominant characteristics of politics within Latin America; 

and secondly, as an approach to the measurement of over-time 

political change within Latin American nations. 

The major implication of the concepts "corporatism" 

and "clientelism" is that the consequences of changes in the 

more readily observed political attributes of a nation such 

as electoral trends or transfers of power between civilians 

and the military are largely confined to matters of style 

unless they are accompanied by alterations in the relation

ships between the state and functionally based societal 

groups. Discussed in the third chapter, "corporatism" and 

"clientelism" describe a polity segmented vertically by 

functional groups which are tied to the state and horizon

tally by a series of hierarchical superior-subordinate or 

patron-client linkages among individuals. Within this or

ganizational context, the actions of government are best 

understood as consisting primarily of responses to the de

mands of those groups that have acquired or been granted 

access to the state. Therefore, to the extent that politics 

in Latin American nations conform with the tenents of "cor

poratism" and "clientelism," the policy consequences of 



political change will rest on whether a government acknowl

edges the needs of previously excluded groups or acts to 

deny a previously acknowledged group continued access to the 

benefits controlled by the state. In other words, the im

pact or "meaning" of such political attributes as the degree 

of political participation or inter-party competition is de

pendent upon whether or not the change from one government 

to another entails alterations in the linkages between the 

state and societal groups. 

The second consideration stems from the problems 

associated with the application of measures based on politi

cal attributes to the analysis of political change in Latin 

America. Put briefly, the diversity of political forms and 

ideologies found in these nations largely precludes the use 

of many of the measures employed by several of the previous 

studies discussed in the second chapter. In particular, 

measures of political change derived from electoral results 

or the representation of different political parties in na

tional legislatures seem ill-suited for the analysis of 

over-time trends in nations which have experienced periods 

of military dictatorship. Given these difficulties, the 

approach adopted is to examine the effects of change from 

one government to another regardless of the characteristics 

associated with that transition. 
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This does not mean that the possible effects of the 

factors can be ignored or may not exert an impact on the 

content of public policy. Rather, given the "corporatist-

clientelist" perspective of Latin American politics and the 

problems associated with the over-time measurement of polit

ical characteristics, the approach is to first explore the 

impact of the change, if any, from one government to another 

on policy trends. Then, the analysis turns to the question 

of the extent to which different political characteristics 

are associated with the policy effects of regime change. 

For this study, the characteristics considered are political 

stability and the differences between elected civilian gov

ernments and authoritarian regimes. 

As the studies reviewed in the second chapter make 

clear, any analysis of possible consequences of political 

change for the actions of government must consider the poli

cy effects of trends in the decision-making environment. 

Indeed, the thrust of these studies is that when the effects 

of the decision-making environment are considered, political 

characteristics exert relatively little influence on the 

content of public policy. Theoretically, there is little 

reason to expect that policy trends will be unrelated to the 

social and economic conditions within a nation. Governments 

are affected by increases or decreases in national wealth or 

changing demographic patterns within the national community. 
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The question, of course, is whether different governments 

will respond in the same way to the influences emanating 

from the decision-making environment. 

The aspects of the decision-making environment con

sidered in this study are drawn from previous research into 

the relationships between politics and policy and from the 

literature which argues that the external relationships of 

these nations (dependence) are important, if not dominant 

influences on the actions of Latin American governments. 

The literature reviewed in the second chapter finds with 

some consistency that urbanization, societal wealth, and 

previous governmental decisions (incrementalism) are strong

ly related to the policy decisions of government. The ma

jority of these studies find that political characteristics 

exert little, if any, influence on the policies adopted by 

government which are independent from the effects of urbani

zation, societal wealth, or incrementalism. 

Explored in the third chapter, studies of national 

dependence in Latin America argue persuasively that foreign 

trade, foreign investment, and foreign assistance are essen

tial components of the decision-making environment within 

these nations. Each of these aspects of national dependence 

pose both potential influences and constraints on the ac

tions of Latin American governments, because of their impact 

on the amount of resources available to governments, the 
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distribution of political power, and the intrusion of exter

nal decision-makers into the national policy-making process. 

Once again, the theme is that political change will not 

exert an influence on the content of public policy indepen

dent from the effects of national dependence. As this dis

sertation includes the initial systematic analysis of the 

policy effects of Latin American dependence, a secondary 

goal of the study is to examine the extent to which the de

pendency argument can be accepted as characteristic of these 

nations. 

Thus, the evaluation of the consequences or "mean

ing" of political change within Latin America rests on the 

determination of whether or not the change from one govern

ment to another results in policy changes which are inde

pendent from the effects of the components of the 

decision-making environment (urbanization, societal wealth, 

incrementalism, foreign trade, foreign investment, and for

eign assistance). In turn, the degree to which the study 

achieves this goal is dependent to a considerable extent on 

the analytic approach adopted for the evaluation of the re

lationships of policy with political change and the 

decision-making environment. 
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Evaluating the Policy Consequences 
of Political Change 

Detailed in the fourth chapter, the approach adopted 

is based on two points: first, the definition of political 

change as the transition of power from one government to an

other, and secondly, on the view that public policies are 

necessarily influenced by changes in the decision-making 

environment. Therefore, the relationships between policy 

and aspects of the decision-making environment are deter

mined for the period of time encompassed by different regime 

periods which are then compared to the relationships found 

for the entire period of time encompassed by the data for 

that country. Throughout the analysis it is assumed that if 

the relationships between measures of public policy and the 

decision-making environment characteristic for a particular 

regime period differ significantly from those found for the 

overall period of time encompassed by the data, then the 

change to that regime resulted in policy changes which were 

independent from the effects of the decision-making environ

ment. The final portion of the analysis considers the ex

tent to which the differing effects evidenced by regime 

change and the decision-making environment within these na

tions can be explained by political characteristics (politi

cal stability and whether a government is civilian or au

thoritarian) and changing national conditions (economic 

change and population growth). 
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In sum, the objective of this research is to explore 

whether it matters if Latin American nations are governed by 

repressive dictatorships, the "modernizing" military, "re

formist" civilians, or continue to experience what is for 

some nations, such as Argentina, seemingly chronic instabil

ity. Clearly, the focus on public policies is but one as

pect of the possible consequences of political change which 

ignores such issues as individual freedom. However, ulti

mately the public policies adopted by governments affect in

dividual well-being. Whether it is measures to control 

inflation, alter land-tenure patterns, or attempt to cope 

with the maze of problems stemming from rapid population 

growth and urbanization, the question of how and indeed 

whether different governments will be able to alter public 

policies is the central issue. 

Admittedly, among the goals of this dissertation is 

the examination of whether the traditional concerns of stu

dents of Latin American politics such as political parties, 

elections, or trends in military governments are simply mat

ters of style and rhetoric which, as is implied by the domi

nant theme of previous studies, are largely irrelevant to 

the responses adopted by Latin American governments to the 

public problems within these national communities. Impor

tantly, the results of this study indicate that within sev

eral nations political change has exerted an influence on 
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the content of public policies. Further, the likelihood 

that political change will, regardless of the effects of the 

decision-making environment, result in differing governmen

tal actions is found to be increased under conditions of 

political stability and civilian rule. In essence, politi

cal change is found to have substantive as well as stylistic 

consequences, a finding which contrasts sharply with the 

findings reported by most of the studies reviewed in the 

following chapter. 



CHAPTER 2 

POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY: 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES 

The purpose of this critical review of previous 

studies of the relationships between politics and policy is 

to identify those political and non-political factors which 

may be relevant to the study of the consequences of politi

cal change in Latin America.^" With few exceptions, previous 

research into the link between the content of policy and 

political characteristics has concluded that it is the com

position of the decision-making environment (e.g., the econ

omy or urbanization) and not politics which is most closely 

related to the content of governmental actions. In general, 

variables such as electoral characteristics, ideology, and 

type of government (civilian or military) are»'found to be 

relatively less important than other factors for understand

ing either policy differences among states and nations or 

over-time policy changes. Together with the variety of ana

lytic approaches adopted by these studies, the factors 

identified and conclusions reported provide an essential 

1. For more complete discussions of this substan
tial body of research see Herbert Jacob and Michael Lipsky 
(1968), Charles 0. Jones (1973), and Richard I. Hofferbert 
(1972). 

11 
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base for this research into the meaning of political change 

for nations within Latin America. 

Initial Themes and Contradictions: 
V. 0. Key and Solomon Fabri·cant 

Most of the studies considered in this chapter are 

derived from the conclusions and propositions posed by po-

litical scientist V. 0. Key (1949) and economist Solomon 

Fabricant (1952) in their studies of factors associated with 

the actions of state governments in the United States. 

Given their differing perspectives it is not surprising 

that the conclusions of these two studies contradict. While 

Key emphasizes the importance of political differences and 

trends, Fabricant finds that policy differences among states 

are most closely related to per capita income. This initial 

contradiction has continued in the majority of subsequent 

studies which tend to draw hypotheses from the work of Key 

but adopt the approach and support the conclusions posed by 

Fabricant. 

On the basis of an analysis of politics in the Amer-

ican South, Key proposed (1949: 298-311) that policy out-

comes of the political struggle between those who "have" and 

those who "have not" are in large part determined by the 

scope of political participation, inter-party competition, 

and the organization of political parties. Because they are 

easily quantified, it is the first two elements of the 
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overall argument, political competition and participation, 

that have been frequently incorporated into subsequent re

search. Also, in general, the degree of political competi

tion and extent of political participation have been found 

to exert little influence on the policy decisions of 

government. 

However, the kernal of Key's argument is that the 

importance of competition and participation rests on the 

nature of the organization of political parties. On this 

point Key (19 49: 307) concludes that: 

. . . the grand objective of the haves is obstruc
tion. . . . Organization is not always necessary to 
obstruct; it is essential, however, for the promotion 
of a sustained program in behalf of the have-nots, 
although not all party or factional organization is 
dedicated to that purpose. It follows, if these 
propositions are correct, that over the long run the 
have-nots lose a disorganized politics. They have no 
mechanism through which to act and their wishes find 
expression in fitful rebellions led by transient dem
agogues who gain their confidence but often have 
neither the technical competence nor the necessary 
stable base of political power to effectuate a 
program. 

From this conclusion it follows that it is characteristic of 

political organization which will determine whether elec

tions, extensions of the right to participate, and competi

tion among political parties are meaningfully related to the 

content of public policies. 

In contrast to Key's emphasis on the importance of 

political party organization, Fabricant (1952: 122-129) 

finds that the dominant factor related to policy differences 
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among the American states is per capita income. He does 

suggest that urbanization has some effect on policy but 

finds this factor to be statistically less reliable than 

income. Summarizing his argument that economic wealth is 

the major factor influencing the actions of government, 

Fabricant (1952: 149) observes: 

Change in the population of the kind we have experi
enced, the end of the frontiers, advance and diffu
sion of science and technology, industrialization, 
urbanization, increase in size of enterprise, and 
business cycles were concomitants of that growth and 
suggest themselves as distinctive characteristics of 
a growing economy. If this view is sound, the ris
ing trend of government activity also is a concomi
tant of that growth. 

Apart from their contradictory conclusions, the 

studies by Key and Fabricant are based on differing assump

tions about the linkages between societal conditions and 

the policy responses of government. Key's argument suggests 

that in the absence of broad political participation and 

political competition between well-organized parties, the 

needs of those adversely affected by societal conditions and 

change will probably not even reach let alone elicit a poli

cy response from government. In effect, Key assumes the 

primacy of politics and gives little attention to the possi

bility that the social and economic characteristics of a 

community (i.e., the decision-making environment) will exert 

a direct influence on the content of public policies. In 

contrast, Fabricant does not directly consider the possible 
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effects of political characteristics which necessitates the 

assumption that the demands on government emanate from 

economic and social conditions and that these demands will 

be directly transmitted to government. It is left to the 

studies which build from the contradictions of Key and 

Fabricant to attempt to combine both perspectives and ad

dress the issue of whether political characteristics exert 

an influence on the content of policies when the impact of 

the economic and social conditions of the community are 

considered. 

Politics and Policy: 
A Dominant Theme with Some Variation 

Subsequent research in the relationships between 

politics and policy within the American states reports, with 

considerable consistency, that factors other than politics, 

typically defined in terms of electoral patterns, account 

for most of the observed variation. In particular, urbani

zation, societal wealth, and previous governmental decisions 

(incrementalism) are identified as important influences on 

the content of public policies. In addition to the similar

ity of the findings reported by these studies, they are 

also based on similar analytic approaches. Importantly, 

those studies reporting results which go against the overall 

trend tend also to be characterized by somewhat different 

methodologies. 
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The major example of the body of research which 

challenges the policy relevance of politics is Thomas Dye's 

(1966) Politics, Economics, and the Public. Both the con

clusion that aspects of the socio-economic environment are 

more directly related to the content of policies than are 

political factors, and the analytic techniques employed by 

Dye are also characteristic of much of this research. Be

cause of the importance of Dye's study, the following exam

ination and critique of this body of literature is centered 

on his analysis. 

The research question from which Dye's (1966) analy

sis builds concerns the identification of those characteris

tics of society that provide the greatest understanding of 

the actions of government. Dye (1966: 5) formulates the 

issue as, "In exploring the relationship between socio

economic variables, political system characteristics, and 

policy outcomes, we must ask whether or not differences in 

policy outcomes are independently related to system charac

teristics." Thus if political characteristics are found to 

be unrelated to the content of policy when the effects of 

the socio-economic environment are considered, then politics 

would contribute relatively little to the understanding of 

the changes or variation in governmental actions. 

From the results of his analysis, Dye (1966: 293) 

concludes that, "Differences in policy choices of states 
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with different types of political systems turn out to be 

largely a product of differing socio-economic levels rather 

than a direct product of political variables." In essence, 

both political characteristics and the actions of government 

are found to be products of the socio-economic environment. 

Political differences and, by inference, political change 

would therefore be expected to have but little effect on the 

apparently direct link between policy and such factors as 

wealth or urbanization. 

In addition to the finding that political character

istics are not independently related to the content of poli

cy, the body of research illustrated by Dye's (1966) 

analysis is characterized by a similarity in methodological 

approach, namely the use of simple, partial, multiple, and 

multiple-partial correlation coefficients. Though correla

tions are but one aspect of the information available from 

the general statistical technique of regression analysis, 

they do indicate the strength and direction of association 

or the degree to which the variation of different measures 

tends to be related. The use of this technique to identify 

factors that are "independently" related to measures of 

public policy involves first the determination of the degree 

to which an explanatory variable is related to the dependent 

variable (in this case "policy") by means of the simple 

correlation. Then, the effects of other independent 



variables on this relationship are considered through the 

computation of partial correlation coefficients. If the 

initial correlation is found to be substantially reduced 

when the consequences of a third variable are considered, 

the inference is that the initial relationship is spurious 

or determined by this third factor. 

In almost every case Dye (1966) and others who adopt 

this approach find that the initial relationships between 

political characteristics and policy are reduced when the 

effects of the socio-economic environment are considered. 

Conversely, the relationships between socio-economic charac

teristics and policy are largely unaffected by the introduc

tion of political characteristics. Thus, the conclusion is 

that political characteristics evidenced little independent 

association with the observed variation of the different 

policy measures. 

In spite of the number of studies which support the 

findings reported by Dye (1966), the use of correlation 

analysis as the sole basis from which these conclusions are 

drawn detracts from the argument that the impact of politics 

on policy are "spurious" because they do not consider the 

effect of the "control" variable on the regression coeffi

cient (slope) describing the initial relationship between 

measures of political and public policy. Statistically, in 

order for the inference that the initial relationship is 
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"spurious" or determined by a third variable to be accepted, 

both the partial correlation coefficient and the partial re

gression coefficient must show a substantial reduction. 

Summarizing his discussion of this point, Hubert Blalock 

(1961: 86-87) argues: 

In other words, if we focus on the slope we make the 
correct inference in either case. Instances where a 
control for W reduced the correlation between X and 
Y but leaves the slope unchanged, we would be on 
safer ground inferring a developmental sequence 
rather than a spurious relationship. The mere fact 
that a partial correlation goes down is not enough 
to infer spuriousness. 

In sum, the issue of the relationship between poli

tics and policy is unresolved by this body of research. 

Importantly, aspects of the decision-making environment, in 

particular economic wealth and urbanization, are identified 

by these studies as important influences on the content of 

policy. However, the purported overwhelming impact of 

socio-economic factors on policy and the resulting periph

erally of politics are not conclusively established because 

of the methodologies employed and the possible consequences 

of factors not considered. 

In what is essentially an expansion of Dye's (1966) 

analysis, Ira Sharkansky (1968) incorporates the possible 

effects of previous governmental decisions within his analy

sis of the links between politics (i.e., electoral character

istics) and policy, defined by levels of public expenditures. 

As with Dye, Sharkansky, basing his study on correlation 



analysis, finds that political characteristics are largely 

unrelated to the measures of policy when the effects of 

other factors are considered. However, in contrast, 

Sharkansky concludes that incrementalism exhibits a more 

pervasive effect on the actions of government than do even 

characteristics of the socio-economic environment. On this 

basis of this study, therefore, incrementalism is identified 

as an essential element of the decision-making environment 

to be considered along with the socio-economic conditions 

of the community. 

In spite of some variation in the reported impor

tance of incrementalism or different socio-economic charac

teristics, the overall finding of these studies, i.e. the 

relative lack of policy influence by politics, is challenged 

by research based on the analysis of regression coefficients. 

In particular, the analysis by Charles F. Cnudde and Donald 

J. McCrone (1969) is instructive in its use of regression 

analysis for the examination of the links between politics 

and policy. Utilizing essentially the same variables 

employed by earlier research, this study finds that the 

relative importance of political and environmental charac

teristics varies from one issue area to another (Cnudde and 

McCrone 1969: 865). Significantly, the influence of politi

cal characteristics on at least some areas of policy remains 



even when the effects of the socio-economic environment are 

considered (see also Pulsipher and Weatherby, 1968). 

In addition to challenging the thrust of the feel

ings reported by most studies of the link between politics 

and policy within the American states, Cnudde and McCrone 

(1969) eschew the use of correlation coefficients and in

stead base their research on the analysis of simple and par

tial regression coefficients. Their approach involves first 

the determination of the simple regression coefficient de

scribing the relationship between the independent variable 

and a measure of public policy and then the computation of 

the 95 percent confidence interval around that coefficient. 

If the introduction of the control variable reduced the orig

inal coefficient below the lower limit of 95 percent confi

dence interval, the inference is that the relationship 

between the original two variables is spurious. 

A major contribution of this approach is the use of 

the boundaries established by the 95 percent confidence 

interval as the criteria for assessing the magnitude of the 

impact by the control variable on the initial relationship 

between two measures. Unlike the correlation coefficient 

which ranges between -1 and +1, the size of regression co

efficients depends on the units of measure involved and 

there is no established range of values. As Cnudde and 

McCrone (1969) demonstrate, the 95 percent confidence 
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interval provides a means by which it is possible to assess 

the spuriousness or independence of relationships described 

by regression.coefficients. 

In siim, the extensive body of research spawned by 

the initial findings of Key (1949) and Fabricant (1952) has, 

in the main, concluded that wealth, urbanization, and incre-

mentalism rather than politics are the dominant influences 

on the actions of government. However, these general con

clusions are brought into question by the admonitions of 

Blalock (1961) against relying solely on correlation coeffi

cients and by the conclusions of the few studies based on 

the analysis of regression coefficients. 

Expansion and Confirmation; 
Studies of Nations other than the 

United States or those of Latin America 

The contention that the socio-economic environment 

exerts a greater influence on the content of policy than do 

political characteristics is, in general, supported by the 

studies of the link between politics and policy in nations 

outside the United States and Latin America. An important 

component of these studies is the use of either indices or 

categorization to define and measure political characteris

tics. The problem for any cross-national study is the com

parability of national political attributes such as 

elections, the role of legislatures, and ideology across 

nations with differing historical experiences. As such, the 
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studies consider not only identify factors related to the 

content of policy but also exemplify the effects of dif

fering approaches to the comparative measurement of 

politics. 

A major example of comparative research utilizing an 

index to measure political characteristics is Phillips 

Outright's (1965) analysis of the relationships among the 

representativeness of a political system, economic develop

ment, and social security programs in 76 nations. On the 

basis of his analysis, Cutright (1965: 548) concludes that: 

In spite of very great differences among nations in 
ideological orientation as well as in type of polit
ical organization, we found that actual activities 
of government in the social security field were 
strongly related to the complexity of social organi
zation in economic, social, and political institu
tions. Nations with high levels of economic 
development but with less than "perfect" (i.e. demo
cratic) political systems had government activities 
highly similar to those undertaken by democratic 
governments. 

Thus, it is the socio-economic environment and not "politi

cal representativeness" which is most directly associated 

with the content of social security policies. However, the 

questionable comparative validity of some components of the 

index measuring "political representativeness" challenges 

the acceptability of the overall conclusions and illustrates 

the difficulties of measuring the political attributes of 

different nations. 
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Outright's (1965) approach to the construction of an 

index measuring "political representativeness" is to assign 

points to a nation depending on the presence or absence of 

the political attributes included within the index. A nec

essary assumption of the approach is that the components of 

the index, such as electoral competition, will have the same 

meaning in each of the nations considered. 

The major example of the difficulties inherent in 

this assumption is that a component of "representativeness" 

is considered to be the distribution among political parties 

of seats in the lower house of the national legislature. 

Thus, more points are assigned to nations where the largest 

party holds less than 70 percent of the seats than to those 

in which the largest party holds a greater share of the 

seats. This measure assumes two points, neither of which 

may be accurate for at least some of the nations included in 

the analysis. First, it assumes that the number of legisla

tive seats held by a political party is indicative of popu

lar support and representation. Secondly, the focus on the 

distribution of party representation in the legislature nec

essarily assumes that this is an important site of interest 

representation within the policy-making process. 

Three examples from Latin America illustrate the 

problems which stem from the assumption that the number of 

legislative seats held by a political party is indicative of 
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popular support and representation. Nicaragua guarantees 

the party receiving the second highest number of votes one-

third of the seats in the national legislature. Similarly, 

Paraguay allocates two-thirds of the legislative seats to 

the party receiving the most votes, two-ninths to the party 

receiving the second most/ and one-ninth of the seats of the 

third ranking party. The third example is Mexico which al

locates seats in the lower house of the national congress to 

minority parties which receive at least 2.5 percent of the 

total national vote. For none of these countries can the 

distribution of legislative seats be considered an accurate 

measure of the "representativeness" of the political system. 

Yet, Nicaragua, under the criteria established by this 

measure, is considered to be a moderately representative 

system even though the Samoza dictatorship continues. 

The assumption that legislatures are important 

arenas for the representation of group interests within the 

decision-making process is equally suspect for many Latin 

American nations. With few exceptions, such as Chile prior 

to the 197 3 military take-over, legislatures in Latin Amer

ica are noted more for their weakness in relation to the 

executive than as independent sites for interest representa

tion. To suggest, as does Cutright (1965), that the lack of 

a relationship between the content of policy and the pres

ence or absence of organized forms of representation (e.g., 



legislatures or political parties) means that policy re

sponds more to socio-economic conditions than to politics 

may miss the reality of the situation. It may be that in 

many Latin American nations much of the effective interest 

representation occurs within the executive branch rather 

than the legislature, even when the legislature is allowed 

to function. This point is explored further in the next 

chapter of this dissertation. 

In sum, even though Outright's (1965) analysis once 

again establishes economic and social characteristics as 

essential components of the decision-making environment, the 

study also illustrates the problems of cross-national com

parability associated with the use of indices to measure 

political characteristics. Indeed, the difficulties exem

plified by this study suggest that the use of indices or 

direct measures of political characteristics may not provide 

an appropriate basis for the analysis of the consequences of 

political change in a region characterized by a mix of out

right dictatorships, single-party systems, multi-party sys

tems, and nations such as Brazil where electoral politics is 

but a facade for authoritarian rule. 

An alternative approach to the definition and mea

surement of national political characteristics is to cate

gorize those attributes under consideration. For example, 

ideological differences may be differentiated by categories 



such as "Liberal" and "Conservative" or degrees of political 

participation by "Democratic" and "Authoritarian." The 

drawback to the approach is the loss of the precision avail

able from both use of direct measures such as electoral 

statistics and indices such as that developed by Cutright 

(1965). However, depending on the definitions of the cate

gories employed, which is the key to the application to this 

approach, the problems of comparative validity encountered 

by research similar to that of Cutright (see Haniff 1975) 

may be reduced. The three examples discussed below illus

trate both the drawbacks and the advantages of this approach. 

Importantly, two of them suggest conditions under which po

litical characteristics may exert an influence on the con

tent of policy. 

The first example is contained within the general 

study of political development by Charles W. Anderson, Gred 

R. von der Mehden, and Crawford Young (19 74). They cate

gorize governments as either "Avowedly Socialist or Social 

Reform" or "Avowedly Non-socialist11 in order to examine the 

impact of ideology on the development policies adopted by 

different governments, and summarize their findings as 

follows: 

It is apparent that there is little overall differ
ence between socialist and reform-oriented nations 
and those of more orthodox—in some cases conserva
tive or reactionary—inclinations. It is apparent 
that many non-socialist states are as active, or 
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more active than socialist ones in directing the re
sources of the state toward developmental purposes 
(Anderson et al. 1974: 256). 

This conclusion does support the general trend of 

findings reporting the absence of a direct association be

tween political characteristics and the actions of govern

ment and conforms with the findings of other studies 

examining the policy consequences of different governmental 

ideologies (see Fried 1971). However, the use of a category 

which lumps together both socialist and social reform gov

ernments despite the often vast differences of ideology 

between the two governmental types results in an over

simplification and lends some confusion to the analysis. 

Indeed, the above summary of the research findings refers 

first to the similarities of "socialist and reform-oriented 

nations" and "orthodox" nations and then points to the lack 

of difference between "non-socialist" and "socialist" 

states. The differentiation between "socialist" and "non-

socialist" states was not measured by the categories em

ployed in the analysis. 

The second research example explores the relation

ship between ideology and education policy on the basis of 

the following categories: "Affluent Democracies," "Poorer 

Democracies," "Communist States," and "Autocracies11 (Groth 

and Wade 1970). From the analysis of the differences among 

the nations within these categories, the study reports the 



intriguing finding that the impact of ideology on the con

tent of education policy tends to be greater for more 

wealthy nations than it is for poor nations. The implica

tion is that as economic development occurs, ideological 

differences among the different governments of a nation 

will tend to result in a change in the content of the poli

cies adopted by government. For Latin America/ ideological 

differences among the governments of Venezuela and Argentina 

would be expected to show a greater impact on governmental 

actions than would similar differences within the poorer 

nations such as Bolivia or Honduras. 

The final research example is the study by David R. 

Cameron and Richard I. Hofferbert (1973) of the impact of 

federalism on education expenditures. Canada, the United 

States, and nations of Western Europe are classified as 

either federal or non-federal systems on the basis of their 

assessment of the organizational relationships between na

tional and svib-national governments. Then the relation

ships among socio-economic characteristics and educational 

expenditures of the nations within each category are exam

ined. From their results Cameron and Hofferbert (1973: 14) 

conclude: 

The analyses suggest that the structure of inter
governmental relations does indeed significantly af
fect the patterns of allocation of educational funds 
within a nation. In particular, we found that there 
does exist a systematic difference between federal 
and non-federal systems in policy performance. 
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The difference found by Cameron and Hofferbert (1973: 11) is 

that educational spending is less constrained by socio

economic conditions in non-federal than in federal systems. 

Within Latin America, even though some nations are nominally 

federal in terms of formal organization, the dominant char

acteristic is governmental centralism. Thus, Cameron and 

Hofferbert*s study suggests that because of the prevalence 

of non-federal systems within Latin America, socio-economic 

factors may exert less direct influence on the content of 

policies adopted by national governments than has been re

ported by studies of state policy-making within the United 

States. 

Politics and Policy: 
Research in Latin America 

The studies of the relationships between political 

characteristics and the actions of governments in Latin 

America considered include single country studies of Mexico, 

Venezuela, and Brazil as well as comparative studies. In 

spite of differing approaches, this research, with some ex

ceptions, again identifies aspects of the socio-economic 

environment and incrementalism as more important for explain

ing policy differences than are national political 

characteristics. 

The over-time analysis of national budgets in Mexico 

by James Wilkie (1970) concludes that change from one regime 



to another is not directly associated with changes in the 

allocation of public expenditures. Rather, the impact of 

ongoing programs is found to be a significant constraint on 

the ability of Mexican presidents to institute significant 

shifts in budgetary emphasis. Incrementalism, then, emerges 

as an important component of decision-making within Mexico. 

In contrast, two other studies suggest that politi

cal competition even within the single-party dominant system 

of Mexico does affect budgetary decisions, though the effect 

is with regard to the distribution of federal monies to the 

Mexican states rather than across issue areas. Barry Ames 

(1970) concludes that states exhibiting relatively low sup

port for the dominant Partido Revolucionario Institucional 

(PRI) receive a higher degree of federal support in subse

quent budgets than do those states which gave greater elec

toral majorities to the PRI. Kenneth Coleman and John Wanat 

(1973) suggest that in addition to this matter of the PRI 

using federal subsidies to increase support in different 

areas, subsidies to some states may be reduced as a form of 

punishment for poor performance by- the local party organiza

tion. In either case, the results of elections in Mexico 

appear to have an impact on the budgetary decisions of sub

sequent governments, at least with regard to the relation

ship between the national and state governments. 
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In a study which again calls into question the 

policy importance of ideology and regime type, Enrique 

Baloyra (1973) examines the policy differences between the 

military dictatorship of Marcos P^rez Jimenez and the subse

quent reform oriented governments of Accion Democrcitica (AD) 

in Venezuela. Baloyra (1973: 29) concludes: 

. . . although the analysis suggests that the AD 
regimes spent more in ministries which may be 
closely related to the tasks of economic develop
ment—such as Agriculture, Development, and Public 
Works—when the analysis turned to the matter of 
priorities no significant shifts were detected in 
these categories. Finally, the analysis does not 
corroborate the existence of typical patterns of 
public expenditure of authoritarian and democratic 
regimes. 

The implication of this conclusion is that ideology 

as well as differences between military and civilian-reform 

regimes may be more important in terms of governmental style 

than policy. However, Baloyra draws an important distinc

tion between the amounts allocated to different policy areas 

and the relative priority placed by government on the area 

distribution of public expenditures. The amounts allocated 

to the budgetary categories of "Education" and "Welfare and 

Health" are found to evidence a statistically significant 

increase with the accession to power by AD; but, when con

sidered in relation to the amounts allocated to other policy 

areas, these increases are not found to indicate a substan

tial shift in the priorities of government. Thus, apart 

from the conclusions reported, Baloyra's (1973) study 
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suggests that conclusions about the policy consequences of 

political change should consider the effects on the priori

ties of governments as well as changes within different 

policy areas. 

From her analysis of policy trends within the states 

of Brazil, Margaret Daly Hayes (1972) reports findings which 

suggest a contradiction of the conclusions of the previously 

discussed research by Groth and Wade (1970). She concludes 

that though political factors exhibit an impact on policy, 

their importance has declined over time. This trend implies 

that as economic growth occurs, as is the case with Brazil, 

the importance of political characteristics will decline. 

If this trend is characteristic of other nations in the re

gion, it would mean that political characteristics would be 

more important for the actions of government in richer na

tions such as Venezuela or Argentina, which is precisely the 

opposite of the implications of the conclusions by Groth and 

Wade (1970). Thus, there are two competing hypotheses 

about the interaction between economic growth and the policy 

importance of political characteristics. Both are subse

quently explored as part of this dissertation. 

Perhaps the most influential comparative analysis of 

policy-making in Latin America is Charles W. Anderson's 

(1967) Politics and Economic Change in Latin America. The 

descriptive portion of this work provides a contextually 



rich understanding of the evolution of politics and policy

making processes within the region. However, this most 

significant portion of the study does not form an integral 

part of his assessment of the effect of political character

istics on over-time policy trends in ten Latin American 

nations. It is this separation between the contextual back

ground and the analysis which diminishes the impact of his 

conclusion that political differences among these nations 

contribute little to the understanding of national policy 

trends. 

In the descriptive portion of his study Anderson 

emphasizes the policy importance of representation, partici

pation, and the evolution of "power contenders" (i.e., polit 

ically influential groups). However, none of these major 

points are incorporated within his analysis of policy trends 

Rather, both civilian and military regimes are classified 

according to what is, in essence, their policy approach or 

what might be called policy ideology (Anderson 1967: 157-

199). Further, for his examination of the policy differ

ences among the regime categories, Anderson eschews the use 

of any measures to determine whether these differences are 

statistically important. His assumption is that the data 

lack sufficient reliability to be submitted to statistical 

tests (Anderson 1967: 311). Yet, Anderson does apparently 

consider the data to be a sufficiently reliable base from 
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which to draw conclusions about the performance of different 

regimes. 

On the basis of his examination of policy trends 

within the ten Latin American nations, Anderson (1967: 331-

332) concludes that: 

. . . the pattern of public expenditures seems more 
than anything else to reflect the efforts of the 
smaller states to "catch up" with the policy format 
of the larger nations through the creation of new 
institutions and programs. . . . This factor seems 
far more important than political regime in explain
ing national differences in budget structures in the 
postwar period. 

Thus, it is not ideological differences among the govern

ments of a nation but the policy examples of other nations 

in the region which account for changes in national policy 

trends. 

Though this is indeed a provocative explanation for 

policy change, the argument does raise at least one equally 

plausible alternative. If policy innovation occurred first 

in the larger states, they may also have experienced the 

emergence of the degree of socio-economic complexity associ

ated with the expansion of governmental activity earlier 

than did the smaller, less advanced nations. If this is 

the case, then the tendency of small nations to alter policy 

in order to "catch up" may actually be less the result of 

regimes emulating the policies and programs of other govern

ments and more a response to later socio-economic growth. 

Anderson does not explore this alternative but it would be 
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supported by the several studies which conclude that the 

socio-economic characteristics of a community are the 

dominant factors associated with the content of public 

policies. In either case, the importance of political 

characteristics, including ideology, would be secondary. 

In contrast to the conclusions of Anderson and most 

other studies, Phillipe Schmitter (1971a) finds that the 

different political characteristics of governments are re

lated to variations in the allocation of public expendi

tures. Schmitter (1971a: 493) summarizes his findings as 

follows: 

In short, politics or in this instance military in
tervention and party competitiveness are relevant to 
an understanding of the nature of public policy in 
this region of the world, definitely more so than in 
the more limited, homogeneous area of North American 
state politics. 

More specifically, Schmitter concludes on the basis of his 

very complex analysis, which employs a variety of approach

es , that military governments tend to spend more on defense 

expenditures while those of civilian governments which are 

relatively free from the threat of military overthrow spend 

more on welfare and tend to more rapidly increase the socie

tal role of public institutions. 

Schmitter's measurement of politics rests on the 

classification of regimes as either civilian or military and 

in terms of degrees of political competitiveness, and his 

use of these categories for the analysis of over-time trends 
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indicates that change from one regime to another is policy 

relevent. Further, the influence of regime change is found 

to continue even when the effects of the socio-economic en

vironment and external economic relations (dependence) are 

considered. 

From the results of a carefully drawn regression 

based on the over-time study of policy trends in Latin 

America, Barry Ames and Ed Goff (1974) conclude that socio

economic conditions and incrementalism account for more of 

the variation in education and defense expenditures than do 

political characteristics. In particular, these conclusions 

emphasize the importance of the constraints imposed on cur

rent governments by the decisions of previous regimes, par

ticularly in the area of education. As such this study 

tends to confirm once again for Latin America the general 

thrust of research into the relationships between politics 

and policy. 

In addition to conclusions which contrast with those 

of Schmitter (1971a), Ames and Goff (1974) also adopt a dif

ferent approach to the measurement of political characteris

tics. As with Cutright's (1965) study, Ames and Goff (1974: 

15-17) rely on the construction of indices to measure politi

cal differences. Also, as with Cutright, some components of 

these measures create problems of comparability across Latin 

American nations. In particular, the measure of the 



"Legislative Strength of the Left" creates conceptual dif

ficulties for the analysis; the measure is based on the per

centage of the vote received by parties appealing to the 

"blue collar" vote and the number of legislative seats held 

by these parties. Again, the measure assumes that the leg

islative arena is an important site for interest representa

tion and decision-making and that voting for political 

parties is an effective means of transmitting the demands of 

the "have nots" to the governments of these nations. Indeed, 

Ames and Goff (1974: 16) evidence some uncertainty about the 

expected effects of the left on policy, yet, the measure is 

used as part of the basis from which it is determined that 

political factors exert little independent influence on the 

content of policy. 

The difficulties associated with this and other ef

forts at direct measurement of political characteristics in 

a region characterized by considerable diversity argue for 

the use of categories as the means by which the policy ef

fects of changes in national political characteristics are 

subjected to analysis. The conceptual basis for the use of 

categories in this analysis is explored in the following 

chapter with the analytic approach adopted presented in the 

fourth chapter. 
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Summary 

From this literature review it is clear, with the 

few exceptions noted, that the thrust of previous research 

has been to identify the importance of incrementalism and 

the socio-economic characteristics of a community, particu

larly wealth and urbanization, for understanding trends in 

the public policies adopted by governments. Inter-party 

competition, political participation, group representation 

in legislative bodies, and ideology are, in general, found 

to exert relatively little influence, especially in terms of 

over-time policy change. 

Common to these studies are the problems associated 

with the measurement of political differences or political 

change. For cross-national analysis the study by Outright 

(1965) and that by Ames and Goff (1974) illustrate the con

ceptual difficulties which appear to be inherent with direct 

measurement. In contrast, though the conclusions by 

Anderson (1967) and Schmitter (1971a) differ, their studies 

evidence improved comparative validity through the use of 

categories for the analysis of political characteristics; 

however, as the analysis by Anderson, von der Mehden, and 

Young (1974) illustrates, the utility of this approach is 

greatly affected by the definitions of the categories 

employed. 
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In terms of analytic technique, the studies by 

Cnudde and McCrone (1969) and Ames and Goff (1974) demon

strate that the full use of regression analysis provides a 

more substantial basis from which to draw conclusions than 

does the sole focus on correlation coefficients character

istic of the body of research exemplified by Dye (1966). 

Thus, the methodological dilemma becomes that of how it 

might be possible to base the study on regression analysis 

while employing categories to measure political change. 

This issue is explored at some length in the fourth chapter. 

Finally, the analysis by Schmitter (1971a) suggests 

that in addition to wealth, urbanization, and incremental-

ism, an important element of the decision-making environment 

in Latin America is the influence of external economic rela

tionships , e . g. , dependence. In another study which is not 

directly related to policy analysis, Schmitter (1971b) lends 

some support to this contention by his conclusion that polit

ical characteristics of these nations are influenced by 

national dependence. The following chapter is, then, an 

examination of this aspect of the decision-making environ

ment, as well as a consideration of the conceptual basis for 

the definition of political change. 



CHAPTER 3 

, DEPENDENCE, CORPORATISM, AND CLIENTELISM: 
POLITICS AND ECONOMICS IN LATIN AMERICA 

As was discussed in the preceding chapter, previous 

research has identified wealth, urbanization, and incremen-

talism as important influences on the content of the public 

policies adopted by government while reporting little inde

pendent effect by political factors such as electoral partic

ipation competition, or regime ideology. There are, 

however, two areas of research that suggest additional polit

ical and non-political factors which may also be important 

influences on the content of public policies within Latin 

America, First, analyses of the consequences of the exter

nal relationships characteristic of the region (i.e., depen

dence) suggest that Latin American governments are both 

influenced and constrained by patterns of foreign trade, 

foreign investment, and foreign assistance. In essence, the 

dependency literature argues that these external relation

ships exert a greater impact on the actions of governments 

than do the factors identified by previous studies. 

The second area of research concerns the implica

tions of corporatist and clientelist linkages between the 

state and groups or interests within the national community. 

41 
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The central theme of this literature is that the more obvious 

and more readily measured political characteristics such as 

elections may be little more than symbolic and may not be in

dicative of political change unless there is an accompanying 

change in the relationships between the state and societal 

groups. 

Dependence 

Studies of dependence emphasize that Latin American 

nations have lost control over decisions affecting their own 

economies as a result of the linkages established through 

foreign trade, foreign investment, and foreign assistance. 

The impact of these linkages on dependent nations is such 

that the exploitation of natural resources, development of 

industrial potential, and the value of imports and exports 

are more responsive to decisions adopted in the "developed" 

economies than they are to needs and demands emanating from 

within the nation. Consequently, the content of the public 

policies adopted by governments in dependent nations is in

fluenced if not dictated by external decision-makers rather 

than being shaped by conditions within the national commun

ity. From his analysis of budgetary patterns in Colombia, 

John Bailey (1974: 7-8) emphasizes the effects of dependence 

on policy by noting that: 

Latin American nations formulate policies on an in
ternational setting in which the conditions of for
eign markets (e.g. the prices paid for export 
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commodities) and activities of foreign governments 
have significant consequences for taxing and spend
ing. Adjustments in allocations are often taken in 
response to external stimuli rather than solely to 
internal demands. ... To analyse Colombia as an 
autonomous political unit and to seek explanations 
for budgetary patterns with only casual reference to 
the international setting is obviously fallacious. 

Therefore, to the extent that a Latin American na

tion is dependent upon foreign trade, foreign investment, and 

foreign assistance for the creation of wealth and provision 

of goods and services, demands and decisions adopted in the 

"developed" economies become prominent inputs into the policy

making process. Under such conditions, the problems and de

mands of the national community must compete with and may be 

secondary to the requirements of external decision-makers. 

The economic and policy consequences of dependence 

for the nations of Latin America stem from their subordinate 

position in relation to the industrialized nations. As ar

gued in a classic definition by Brazilian economist Theotonio 

Dos Santos (19 73: 109) dependence creates: 

. . . a situation in which the economy of certain 
countries is conditioned by the development and ex
pansion of another economy to which the former is 
subjected. The relation of interdependence between 
two or more economies, and between these and world 
trade, assumes the form of dependence when some 
countries (the dominant ones) can expand and can be 
self-sustaining, while other countries (the dependent 
ones) can do this only as a reflection of that expan
sion, which can have either a positive or negative 
effect on their immediate development. 

Thus, dependent nations have little prospect for self-

sustained economic growth. Growth is possible only within 
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the confines of decisions adopted within and reflecting the 

needs of the developed economies. 

This argument is expanded by another Brazilian econ

omist, Celso Furtado (1973: 120), who describes the evolu

tion of what he terms "peripheral capitalism:" 

(The) process of transplanting consumption pat
terns, provoked by the industrial revolution and 
operating through a system of internal division of 
labor imposed by the industrialized countries, gave 
rise to peripheral capitalism, a capitalism unable 
to generate innovations and dependent for trans
formation upon decisions coming from the outside. 
I call external dependence the structural situation 
in which such a peripheral capitalism prevails in 
certain countries, the countries where modernization 
started on the basis of static comparative advantage 
and has operated as a framework for the process of 
cultural domination. . . . 

The ability of certain countries to control 
technical progress and to impose consumptive pat
terns became the decisive factor in the structuring 
of the productive apparatus of other countries, 
which in consequence became "dependent." 

These arguments suggest that, in effect, the economy 

of a dependent nation exists apart from the demands, econom

ic potential, and policy decisions of that national com

munity. What is produced, how much is produced, and the 

value of commodities traded in the international market are 

largely, if not totally, determined by decisions adopted 

within the dominant, "developed" nations. 

For the policy decisions of governments in dependent 

nations, these economic consequences of external dependence 

mean that the amount of resources available to support 
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public policies rests to a significant degree on external 

rather than internal conditions. Further, control by exter

nal concerns over internal economic activities, e.g., mining 

or manufacturing, gives political prominance to interests 

whose demands are based on conditions outside the bounds of 

the national community. Finally, though not explicitly dis

cussed by either Dos Santos or Furtado, the advent of for

eign assistance has meant the direct intrusion of externally 

derived perceptions of solutions to public problems within 

the policy-making processes of dependent nations (White 

1973). As summarized by Dale Johnson (1973: 11) the loss of 

national decision-making control and the intrusion of exter

nal forces leads to: 

. . . the inability of a nation to make decisions 
freely that affect its people's well being, their 
economic, political, and social life; it also means 
the vulnerability of a nation to the consequences 
of decisions made or significantly formulated by 
other parties. 

The discussion below examines the contributions of foreign 

trade, foreign investment, and foreign assistance to these 

general implications of dependence for the content of public 

policy in Latin America. 

Foreign Trade 

Beginning with the colonial era, the general pattern 

of trade characteristic of Latin America has been the ex

change of raw materials (i.e., precious metals, food, and 
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industrial inputs) for the finished products of the indus

trialized nations. The consequence of this underlying pat

tern of international exchange affects the distribution of 

political power, the resources available to Latin American 

governments, and, importantly, contributes to the removal of 

policy-making control from these national communities. 

The consequences of foreign trade for Latin America 

stem primarily from the market control exercised by the 

dominant trading partners of the region. Following politi

cal independence in the early 1800's, first England and then 

the United States assumed prominence as suppliers of finished 

products and as purchasers of the raw materials produced 

within the region. The control exercised by these trading 

partners has been such that they have been able to determine 

the price received by Latin American nations for the goods 

exported and the cost of the products imported. In effect, 

the demand for and value of the different commodities of the 

region have been determined by events within the "developed" 

economies. Decision-making control, then, has been exer-

cised by these economies with Latin American nations in the 

position of having to respond to the consequences of deci

sions over which they had little or no influence. 

For nations which rely on the export of raw materi

als to purchase the benefits of a "modern" economy, the 

market domination of the industrialized nations precludes 
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self-sustained growth and creates the potential for what 

Andre Gunder Frank (1969) has termed the "development of 

underdevelopment" which affects both the content of the 

problems which confront government and the amount of re

sources available for public policies. As discussed by 

Frank (1969), economic growth based on the exploitation of 

a commodity in demand by the dominant economies forms but a 

fragile facade of wealth and modernity. The facade is 

shattered when that commodity is no longer of value to the 

dominant economies because of technological change or the 

discovery of an even cheaper source. When this occurs, once 

highly "developed" regions of the nation lose the source of 

their economic wealth and as a consequence tend to become 

poor and "underdeveloped," constituting a national problem 

which drains resources rather than"adding to national 

wealth. 

As examples of regions which have experienced this 

transition from wealth to poverty, Gunder Frank (1969: 13) 

suggests the sugar exporting areas of Northeastern Brazil 

and the tin mines of Bolivia. To these could be added the 

experience of the nitrate mines in Chile or the sudden emer

gence and decline of the Brazilian city of Manaus which was 

based on the exploitation of rubber. In each of these cases, 

the impoverishment or "underdevelopment" of a region stemmed 

from the reality that capital investments in the 
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exploitation of mineral resources or the production of a 
j 

particular agricultural commodity were not easily, if at 

all, transferrable to the production of the new commodities 

demanded by the industrialized economies. As a result, the 

governments of nations whose products are no longer in de

mand face the prospect of significant social and economic 

problems because of trends and decisions adopted within the 

dominant trading partners of the region (see Griffin 19 69: 

87-104). Therefore, to the extent that a Latin American 

nation is dependent upon foreign trade as a source of 

wealth and "modernity," the marketing and pricing decisions 

adopted within the industrialized nations assume a prominent 

role in relation to the public policies adopted by 

government. 

The potential policy importance of external commod

ity decisions is given added weight by the political power 

of what might be termed the "dependent elites" or those who 

have benefitted in terms of wealth and position from the 

prevailing system of trade. Those who enjoy the "modernity" 

of urban centers, purchased by the wealth of rural areas, 

have little incentive to alter existing relationships (see 

Chilcote and Edelstein 1974: 47-57; and Gonzales Casanova 

1969) . In effect, the interests of these individuals tend 

to reflect the demands of the dominant economies. Further, 

because of their wealth and position, they are able to exert 



a direct influence on government, if not control it. As 

argued by Simon Schwartzman (1973) , the pattern of trade 

between Latin America and the industrialized nations has 

inhibited the emergence of a national manufacturing elite 

which has meant that for many of these nations there has 

been no internal force either attempting or politically 

capable of challenging the interests of trade oriented 

elites. Indeed, the benefits to these groups have been 

such that it can be argued that the maintenance and 

strengthening of the historical pattern of trade has been 

sought by groups within these nations rather than imposed 

by the machinations of the "developed" economies. 

Thus any government regardless of its policy in

clinations must at some point confront the reality of the 

market control exercised by the dominant trading partners 

of Latin America and the political power of those who bene

fit from their association with the prevailing pattern of 

trade. The thrust of this portion of the dependency argu

ment is that the impact of this characteristic of the 

decision-making environment in Latin America will largely 

preclude any impact on the content of public policies by 

political change. 

Foreign Investment 

The major policy consequences of foreign investment 

have been the creation of further constraints on the policy 
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decisions of Latin American governments, and the direct in

trusion of external decision-makers within the policy-making 

process. As posed by the dependency literature, these con

sequences of foreign investment stem primarily from the 

attendent decapitalization of Latin American economies and, 

more importantly, from external control over internal econom

ic activities. As with foreign trade, the effects of for

eign investment imply that political change will exert 

little, if any, impact on the content of public policies. 

Though decapitalization, that is the transfer of 

wealth from Latin America to the "developed" economies, is a 

prominent focus of the dependency literature (see Griffin 

1969: 145-147, Chilcote and Edelstein 1974: 60-65, and 

Muller 1973), there is considerable disagreement as to its 

extent and with regard to its implications for these nations 

(see Hunt 1974 and Nisbet 1970). Indeed, the focus on de-

capitalization emphasizes what is more a symbol of dependence 

rather than addressing the more important consequence of 

foreign investment, foreign control over internal economic 

activities. 

Simply put, the argument that the tendency for more 

wealth to be removed from the region than is brought in 

through foreign investment rests on the fact that invest

ment decisions are based on the potential for profit rather 

than altruism. Profits gained within Latin America are 
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returned to the investing corporation. Additionally, the 

subsidaries of foreign corporations purchase patent rights, 

industrial components, etc., which also contributes to the 

removal of wealth from the national community. 

The extent of this transfer of wealth is suggested 

in a study by the United Nations Economic Commission for 

Latin America (1965: 82) which indicates that the outflow of 

capital from the region has increased rapidly since the sec

ond world war, reaching some 2,000 million dollars for the 

period 1956-1960. However, the several different accounting 

procedures used to determine the amount of decapitalization 

due solely to foreign investment preclude an accurate, 

agreed-upon assessment of the loss of wealth experienced by 

the region. Further, a full assessment of this factor would 

also include the balance between the removal of profits and 

the possible benefits of foreign investment for the national 

community, e.g., jobs and improved productive capacity. 

These reservations are not meant to deny that decap

italization has occurred as a consequence of foreign invest

ment. There is no doubt that foreign corporations have 

derived excess profits thrugh a variety of machinations such 

as the over-pricing of components purchased by subsidiaries 

from the parent corporation. Richard Barnet and Ronald 

Muller (1974: 164»-165) note two examples of this practice in 

Colombia: 
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In one instance, a global corporation was selling 
machinery to its own subsidiary at a price 30 per
cent higher than it was charging for the identical 
item to an independent Colombian firm. In another, 
a subsidiary of a global paper company applied for 
a government permit to import used machinery which 
it claimed had a value of over $1 million. The 
government agency then solicited international com
petitive bids for new models of the same machinery 
and found that the going price for new models was 
50 percent less than what the company was charging 
its subsidiary for used models. 

Also, the establishment of foreign owned enterprises has 

increasingly not entailed the influx of a large amount of 

foreign capital; rather, the trend has been for foreign sub

sidiaries to be financed through the mobilization of inter

nal capital (Muller 1973: 138-139). However, though the 

economies of Latin American nations may well suffer as a 

result of decapitalization, it is symptomatic of the more 

important effect of foreign investment, foreign control over 

national economic activities. 

As argued by Theotonio Dos Santos (1968) and Sergio 

Bagu (1971) , foreign investment has the effect of increasing 

national dependence on external decisions regarding the prod

ucts produced, the quantity produced, the export potential 

of national industries, and the responsiveness of these in

dustries to the demands of the potential internal market. 

Decisions on these issues are influenced and may be totally 

determined by the concerns of the foreign investor which may 

differ substantially from the needs of the national communi

ty and the goals of the government of that community. 
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Albert 0. Hirschman (1969: 7) describes the consequences of 

the lack of support from foreign investors for national 

development programs as follows: 

Not only does policy-making fail to be invigorated 
by the influence normally emanating from a strong, 
confident, and assertive group of industrialists; 
more directly, the presence of a strong foreign 
element in the dynamically expanding sectors of the 
economy is likely to have a debilitating and corrod
ing effect on the rationality of official economic 
policy-making for development. For, when newly 
arising investment opportunities are largely or pre
dominantly seized upon by foreign firms, the na
tional policy-makers face in effect a dilemma: more 
development means at the same time less autonomy. 

The impact of foreign control over internal economic 

activities on the potential for export diversification and 

increased employment opportunities illustrates and expands 

the implications of Hirschman's observations. Though export 

diversification is an important developmental goal for many 

Latin American nations, the export potential of foreign 

owned subsidiaries is typically limited by the parent cor

poration so that its different subsidiaries won't compete 

with each other (Muller 1973: 140-141). Existing unemploy

ment levels and, given rapid population growth, the prospect 

that this situation will worsen, constitute a major public 

problem for many Latin American governments. Yet, govern

ment has almost no control over the technologies employed by 

foreign-owned forms which are generally capital rather than 

labor intensive. This means that the industry adds little 

to the supply of employment opportunities available to a 



largely unskilled population (Furtado 1970: 107-109). In 

both cases the actions of government and characteristics of 

internal economic activities are determined by the needs of 

the external investor rather than those of the national 

community. 

The fact of external control over important aspects 

of the national economy means that the representatives of 

these firms often assume prominent positions within the 

governmental decision-making process. It is not unusual for 

Latin American governments to circulate proposed policies 

among these actors and their national embassies for comment 

and suggested revisions. Charles Goodsell (1974: 216-218) 

notes that even though the "revolutionary" military regime 

which seized power in Peru in 1968 has strengthened national 

control over foreign investors, after an initial period, 

this government once again circulated draft regulations 

among foreign actors for comment. In effect, foreign in-
/ 

vestors became part of the "invisible government" whose 

policy influence is not derived from their ability to mobi

lize public support and whose interests may compete, often 

successfully, with demands and needs emanating from the na

tional community. 

To summarize, the thrust of this argument has been 

that decapitalization is largely a symbolic aspect of the 

policy consequences of the foreign«-investment component of 
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national dependence. Rather, because of direct influence by 

foreign decision-makers on the content of policy and because 

of substantial constraints on the actions of government, it 

is the extent of external control over national economic 

activities which looms as a major element of the decision

making environment in Latin America. 

Foreign Assistance 

The effects of foreign assistance on the policy 

decisions of governments in Latin America arise from the 

direct intrusion of external decision-makers into the 

policy-making process and from the limitations imposed by 

the requirements for access to foreign assistance. Whether 

in the form of direct grants or repayable loans, this com

ponent of dependence directly involves the governments of 

Latin American nations. It is the government which receives 

these resources and may become dependent on them. Further, 

it is the characteristics of these governments and their 

policies which are an important, if not dominant, aspect of 

the assistance decisions adopted by granting agencies. In 

essence, as foreign assistance comes to be an essential 

source of funds for Latin American governments, the granting 

nations acquire significant leverage or influence over the 

content of national policies (see Hayter 1971: 15-23 and 

Bodenheimer 1971: 351-354). As a result of this leverage, 

externally derived perceptions of both the nature of public 
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problems and the approaches necessary to alter these condi

tions compete, often with considerable success, with inter

nal demands. 

In addition to the direct intrusion of external 

decision-makers, Albert 0. Hirschman and Richard Bird (1968) 

suggest a somewhat more subtle effect of foreign assistance 

on the actions of recipient governments. The areas of pro

gram emphasis adopted by the granting agencies tends to in

fluence governments to adopt policies within those areas 

regardless of the internal demand or need because such poli

cies are considered essential for the acquisition of foreign 

assistance funds. Hirschman and Bird (196 8: 9) summarize 

their discussion of this point as follows: 

. . . the knowledge that aid is available if certain 
policies are adopted serves to make these policies 
more attractive and less costly than they would 
otherwise be. These policies will therefore often 
be adopted by aid-hungry governments in spite of 
continuing doubts of the policy-makers themselves, 
resistance from some quarters within the government, 
onslaught against the "deal" from the opposition, 
and general distaste for the whole procedure. 

Two additional policy effects of foreign assistance 

are implied by the Latin American experience with these pro

grams: non-support of existing governmental activities and 

additions to the external debt. The consequences of foreign 

assistance for ongoing policies stem from the tendency of 

programs devised by external decision-makers to either re

place existing governmental activities or to begin new 
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activities rather than channeling funds to the support of 

the broad range of existing policies (see Burke 1971). This 

tendency means that the previous experience of these govern

ments in different policy areas is often ignored and does 

not inform the new programs emanating from foreign assists 

ance agencies. The second point arises from the requirement 

that recipient nations pay back with interest the loans re

ceived from external agencies. As loans become an important 

source of governmental resources, the additions to the ex

ternal debt affect the amount of foreign exchange that can 

be retained within the national community (Griffin and Enos 

1970) . 

The 1966 dispute between the government of Colombia 

and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) illustrates the 

leverage which accrues to granting agencies as Latin Ameri

can nations become dependent on foreign assistance. Briefly 

summarized, the conflict involved a request by the govern

ment of Carlos Lleras Restrepo for assistance in financing 

internal reform policies and the condition imposed by the 

IMF that the Colombian currency must be devalued prior to 

the granting of that assistance. In effect, the IMF was at

tempting to use its leverage to impose its perception of 

what policies should be adopted to resolve economic prob

lems within Colombia. For the Colombian government, devalu

ation would have entailed adverse consequences for the 
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support given to the regime and a major point of attack for 

the opposition. Though Lleras was skillfully able to trans

form the dispute into a nationalistic issue which served to 

increase his popularity, his government did eventually ac

cede to the requirements of the IMF (Maullin 19 72). 

Perhaps the clearest example of the impact of the 

political characteristics of recipient nations on the as

sistance decisions by granting nations is provided by the 

recent experience of Chile. Figures reported by the Agency 

for International Development (1975) indicate a dramatic 

decrease of aid to Chile from the United States and inter

national organizations during the period in which the so

cialist regime of Salvador Allende was in power. For the 

last year, 1970, of the preceding regime headed by Christian 

Democrat Eduardo Frei, Chile received some 200 million dol

lars in aid. For the following year, the first of the 

Allende government, this dropped to $62.2 million. By the 

last year of the Allende regime, 1973, the amount of foreign 

aid received by Chile was only $31.3 million. In contrast, 

for 1974, the first year of the military government which 

had overthrown the Allende regime, aid increased dramati

cally to the highest level ever, $236 million. The clear 

implication is that in this case, as in others, aid deci

sions were based neither on the needs of the recipient 
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nation nor on altruism, but on the political acceptability 

of different regimes. 

Finally, the following reflections of former Peru

vian President Fernando Belaunde illustrate the constraints 

on Latin American decision-makers who are dependent on for

eign assistance to finance internal programs: 

AID is very feminine; it never says no, but it al
ways says maybe. We told them what we wanted and 
they said maybe. What we need to do first (accord
ing to AID) is a preliminary study. That takes 
some time. Then I go back and present the prelimi
nary study but AID says we now need a feasibility 
study. That takes time and by the time we finish 
the feasibility study, I am in a plane flying to 
Argentina. AID is a U.S. machine to export Bureauc
racy (quoted in Petras and LaPorte 1973: 407). 

To summarize, in terms of the internal distribution 

of political power, the intrusion of external decision

makers, and the resources available to policy makers, the 

three components of national dependence in Latin America 

emerge as significant characteristics affecting the link be

tween political change and the policy actions of government. 

Indeed, the suggested consequences of dependence imply that 

political change will exert little influence on the content 

of public policies within Latin American nations. Though 

the all-pervasive effects attributed by the dependency lit

erature to foreign trade, foreign investment, and foreign 

assistance are certainly open to question, it is clear that 

these factors are important elements of the environment 

within which Latin American governments adopt policies and 
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allocate resources. As such, the possible policy conse

quences of national dependence form an essential component 

for this analysis of the link between political change and 

public policy which is in addition to the characteristics 

identified by previous research. 

Corporatism-Clientelism 

While the factors identified by the dependency lit

erature add to the understanding of the decision-making en

vironment in Latin America, the political characteristics 

attributed to the region by studies of corporatism and cli

entelism contribute to the definition of political change 

adopted for this study. The central theme of this litera

ture is that changes in the more obvious and more readily 

measured political characteristics of a nation are largely 

symbolic and therefore may not be indicative of political 

change. The kernel of the argument is that changes in the 

electoral or ideological characteristics of national pol

itics will not be associated with policy change unless there 

is an accompanying alteration in the relationships between 

societal interests (groups) and the state. 

For the following discussion of corporatism and 

clientelism a distinction is made between the terms "state" 

and "government." The "state" is considered to be the per

manent institutions or governing apparatus of a nation. 

"Government" refers to the individuals in control of the 



apparatus of the "state" during a given period of time. 

Thus, for example, the "governments" of Eduardo Frei and 

Salvador Allende in Chile existed only so long as they had 

control over the apparatus of the "state." 

Corporatism: The State, 
Government, and Societal Groups 

The policy consequences of corporatism flow from the 

nature of societal groups and their relationships with the 

state. Within the corporatist policy the public policies 

adopted by government are seen as being comprised of re

sponses to the demands of groups acknowledged by and linked 

to the state. Thus, policy change occurs only when a gov

ernment alters existing relationships or grants acknowl

edgement to new groups. 

These consequences for the content of policy arise 

from the central position of the state within the corpora

tist system. It is the state which controls benefits and 

privileges sought by groups within the national community. 

Further, the state determines which groups are politically 

legitimate, a precondition for access to the benefits con

trolled by the state. Thus, at any given time, the corpora

tist policy is comprised of those groups which have 

acquired political recognition, each pursuing its own sep

arate interests in its relationship with the state (Wiarda 

1974a and Littwin 1974). The content of policies adopted by 



governments in control of the apparatus of the state are, 

then, in large measure comprised of those benefits demanded 

by groups which have achieved political legitimacy. Change 

in policy, therefore, rests on the emergence of new groups 

with new interests or, less likely, the decline of existing 

groups. 

The process by which the composition of groups with

in the corporatist-polity undergoes change, and therefore 

policies altered, is profoundly affected by the nature of 

these groups. Groups are considered to arise from the 

"functional" interests within the national community (see 

Williams 1967: 234-235). That is, those who perform dif

ferent tasks within the community, e.g. , religious, military, 

or agricultural, are considered to have their interests 

determined by the requisites for performing that "function." 

Thus, if an individual is associated with agricultural pro

duction, his policy interests are determined, for example, 

by the need for governmental support, export programs, and 

concern for land tenure arrangements. Individual interests 

are, then, linked to the state through formal or informal 

groups which are organized and separated on the basis of 

function. 

Ronald C. Newton (1974a: 41) observes that the seg

mentation of society which results from the organization of 

interests in terms of functionally specific goals means that 



"the multiple affiliations or cross-cutting solidarities 

possible or demanded of individuals are few." Therefore, 

the demands of functional groups on the state are particu

laristic and those of other groups are largely peripheral 

except when continued access to the benefits controlled by 

the state are threatened. The effect of this segmentation 

on the characteristics of political groups in a corporatist 

polity is described by Newton (1974b: 152) as follows: 

. . . insofar as they are effective in creating a 
framework for creature satisfactions, material and 
psychological, they take on the character of par
tially closed social environments in which sizeable 
numbers of persons find a single fount of authority 
and a single focus of allegiance. They thus mani
fest a high degree of "inclusiveness," and corre
spondingly, a mutual isolation, characteristics of 
a more traditional, pre-industrial order of 
secondary-group organizations. 

Therefore, within the corporatist polity interests 

tend to be bounded by the "function" of that group with the 

demands of other groups and indeed the notion of a national 

community relevant only insofar as they affect the pursuit 

of particularistic goals. Thus, new interests which emerge 

as a consequence of social and economic change are not read

ily assimilated within those groups which have previously 

been recognized by the state. The interests of labor, for 

example, are not directly compatible with the demands of 

those linked to the production of agricultural exports. In 

effect, each new group must on its own seek state recogni

tion of its legitimacy in order to acquire access to the 
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resources and priveleges controlled by the state. Until 

this recognition is achieved, the group and those linked to 

it are not in a position to influence the policy decisions 

of government. 

Though he does not explicitly discuss corporatism, 

Charles W. Anderson's (1967: 105) analysis of "power con

tenders" provides an apt description of the factors which 

determine whether a new group will be recognized by the 

state. In order to acquire legitimacy before the state a 

group must possess sufficient power to pose a threat to the 

state and exhibit a willingness to abide by the existing 

"rules of the game." The power of a group may, for example, 

rest on its control over a prominant economic activity or 

ability to engage in violence. The willingness to abide by 

the "rules of the game" means the acceptance by the group of 

existing practices and, importantly, the right of other 

groups to continue to have access to the state. In other 

words this is the willingness of the group to be co-opted 

within a set of political arrangements determined by those 

previously linked to the state. Groups which do not possess 

a power capability will, in all likelihood, continue to be 

ignored by the state. On the other hand, the state will 

attempt to crush those who do pose a threat but refuse to 

acknowledge the legitimacy of other groups and prevailing 

political arrangements. 
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Thus an important component of political change 

within a corporatist polity is the struggle of new groups to 

attain access to the benefits controlled by the state. The 

violence and possible governmental instability which may 

attend this struggle are not indicative of efforts by a par

ticular group to fundamentally alter the system, but rather 

of the attempt to become part of it. 

A change of the government in control of the appara

tus of the state is often associated with the acquisition of 

legitimacy by new groups. For example, labor rose to promi-

nance in Argentina following the acquisition of power by 
/ 

Juan Peron, and peasant groups were incorporated within the 

Venezuelan state under the regimes headed by Accion Demo-
/ 

cratica. However, not every governmental change means that 

new groups will be recognized; and as the rise to power of 

business interests in Mexico indicates, groups can gain ac

cess to the state without an obvious change in those who are 

in control of the state apparatus. 

In terms of public policies, the recognition of a 

previously excluded group entails the expansion of the ac

tivities of the state (Wiarda 1974b: 211-221). The inter

ests and demands of that group become part of the ongoing 

content of governmental actions. Typically, the link be

tween the group and the policy-making agencies of the state 

is direct and remains largely unaffected by governmental 



change. Further, the linkages with and flow of benefits to 

previously recognized groups are not, in general, altered 

by the addition of new interests. Thus, because public 

policies within the corporatist polity are in effect the 

agglomeration of the responses to the particularistic de

mands of those groups which have gained access to the state, 

policy change occurs when new interests become linked to the 

state. 

An additional circumstance under which policy change 

may occur in the corporatist system is when there is an al

teration of the ordering of those groups already linked to 

the state. Despite the premise of corporatism that groups 

are equal before the state, it is clear that some are more 

important than others, i.e. there tends to be a hierarchical 

ordering of groups. For example, even though labor groups 

in Brazil are still linked to the state, they are far less 

prominent under the current military regime than during the 

preceding civilian regimes. Similarly, the interests of 

traditionally powerful groups within Peru have been chal

lenged by the current reformistic regime. Therefore, if a 

change of government includes a reordering of the positions 

of groups before the state, policy would be expected to be 

altered in reflection of the new priorities. 

In sum, the thrust of the argument is that politics 

in Latin America operates within a corporatist framework and 
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therefore political change is meaningful only to the extent 

that the relationships between societal interests and the 

state are also altered. Differences in the actions of gov

ernments, therefore, reflect either the addition of new 

groups or change in the relative positions of groups linked 

to the state. Elections or military take-overs may be part 

of the process by which these changes occur, but unless 

these events include alterations of the group relationships 

characteristic of the polity, little, if any, change in 

policy would be expected. 

Clientelism: 
Corporatism Reinforced 

The theme of studies of "clientelism" is that indi

viduals within functional groups are linked to the state 

through a system of hierarchical control over the benefits 

required or demanded by individuals. The implication of 

these relationships is that the exchanges between govern

ment and individuals occur within a hierarchical series of 

linkages bounded by functional groups which tends to rein

force the policy consequences of corporatism as well as con

tribute to the role of personalism in Latin American poli

tics. In essence, while corporatism envisions a society 

segmented vertically on the basis of functional differences, 

clientelism posits the presence of horizontal divisions 

within functional groups. 
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/ 
The foundation of clientelism or patron-client rela

tionships is the exchange of goods and services between in

dividuals of unequal status. For the subordinate, in the 

relationship, the exchange may be the sole means of acquir

ing essential- resources. For the individual of superior 

status, the relationship is a means of acquiring respect and 

support within the community but the material content of the 

exchange is not immediately essential. Further, the ex

change is personal, face-to-face, and not enforceable by law 

or contract. In this situation the subordinate has no re

course if the expectations of the relationship are not ful

filled (Powell 1970, and Lemarchand and Legg 1972). 

The consequences of clientelistic relationships stem 

first from their pervasiveness throughout society. John 

Duncan Powell (1970: 412) argues that the characteristics of 

clientelism are present "whether the parties are individuals, 

which is often the case, or kinship groups, extended kinship 

groups, informal voluntary groups, or even institutions." 

Thus at all levels of society, those who control the flow of 

benefits exercise extensive control over those dependent 

upon their largess. For example, licenses, water rights for 

communities, deeds to land, or even positions within politi

cal organizations are among the elements contained within 

these relationships (Ugalde 1973, Cornelius 1973). 
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The increasing complexity of society coupled with 

the expansion of governmental activity has meant that the 

state has come to be the source of benefits sought by those 

within clientelist networks. Rather than the traditional 
/ 

image of the patron as the large landowner, it is increas

ingly agents of governmental bureaucracies or political 

parties who have become the source for the benefits re

quired by clients. In effect, the entire chain of relation

ships may become incorporated within the apparatus of the 

state; however, in spite of these changes, the nature of 

the relationship and the role of the patron is maintained 

(Lemarchand and Legg 1972). 

The control of the state over resources and privi

leges demanded, if not required, by functional groups is 

mirrored by the control exercised by superiors within the 

clientelist chains which comprise these groups. As in the 

relationship between a group and the state, individuals do 

riot have an alternative source from which they can acquire 

essential benefits. The flow is from the top down as at 

each level within the clientelist chain the subordinate is 

dependent upon and does not possess the* means to effectively 

challenge the decisions of the superior. Thus, subordinates 

are dependent upon the largess of superiors for access to at 

least some of the benefits available from government. In 

terms of the content of public policy, the implication of 
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this series of linkages is that both the demands emanating 

from society and the distribution of benefits are controlled 

by those at the apex of the clientelist chain rather than 

representing responses to independent agitation from below 

(see Schmitter 19 72: 95-9 7; Landsberger and de Alcantara 

1971). 

An additional implication of the control exercised 

by superiors in clientelist relationships is that when 

leadership changes, both the expression of demands and the 

distribution of benefits within these.relationships will 

also change; in other words, the content of policy is al

tered. Because of the importance of the superior in clien

telist networks, political parties, factions within parties, 

labor and peasant movements are dominated by and often iden

tified with the individual who occupies the leadership posi

tion. Perhaps the most prominent example of the consequent 

personalization of political factions is the phenomenon of 

the "camarilla" within the dominant political party in Mex

ico, the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI). Indi

viduals at lower levels of the party attach themselves to a 

superior in the hope of advancement and increased personal 

opportunities as the leader advances through the ranks of 

the party. In turn, these subordinates provide a base of 

support for the superior in intra-party struggles. Thus 

conflict within the PRI is often indicative of the struggle 



among different "camarillas," each attempting to help their 

chief acquire a more powerful position. In this way, all 

those involved in the victorious factions increase the flow 

of benefits to themselves (Padgett 1976: 62-76; Johnson 

1971: 67-76). 

In terms of the possible policy effects of the per-

sonalist component of clientelism, the implication is that 

leadership change may also entail substantial shifts in the 

distribution of benefits within the organization, whether 

a political party, union, or government. Those who are per

sonally linked to the leader will expect and will probably 

receive increased benefits. At the governmental level 

there is, in effect, a reordering of groups resulting from 

leadership change. This is not to suggest that the superior 

is totally without constraints, but rather that the emphasis 

of policy may well shift given the nature of his support and 

his ability to strongly influence the flow of benefits. For 

example, even within the single party system of Mexico, the 

change from one president to another does appear to be as

sociated with shifts in policy emphasis. The government of 

Adolfo Lopez Mateos seemingly placed more emphasis on social 
t 

programs than did the subsequent regime of Gustavo Diaz 

Ordaz. These changes did not occur as the result of elec

toral competition or military involvement but rather from 

the shift in leadership from one individual to another. 
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In sum, to the extent that the relationships de

scribed by corporatism and clientelism are characteristic 

of politics in Latin America, the policies adopted by gov

ernments will change primarily in response to the addition 

of new groups or the alteration of the relationships between 

the state and societal groups. Within this context changes 

in the electoral characteristics of the polity, military 

takeovers, or ideological differences among governments 

would not be expected to affect the content of public policy 

unless they are associated with a change in the composition 

of group relationships with the state, a circumstance gen

erally associated with change in leadership from one gov

ernment to another. 

Summary 

The implications of analysis of dependence and 

corporatism-clientelism for this study of the "meaning" of 

political change for the actions of Latin American govern

ments is that the economic and political environment within 

which policy decisions are made include elements not consid

ered by previous research. The external relationships de

scribed by dependence suggest that there are constraints on 

the actions of Latin American governments in addition to 

those previously found for wealth, urbanization, and incre-

mentalism. Indeed, it may be that foreign trade, foreign 

investment, and foreign assistance exert a greater impact on 



the content of policy in some nations than do the socio

economic characteristics of the national community. 

The characteristics attributed to the region by 

corporatism-clientelism imply that the content of public 

policies is influenced by political relationships which may 

be only marginally captured by focusing on electoral charac

teristics, legislative representation, ideology, or military-

civilian differences as previous studies have done. While 

these factors may exert some influence on the content of 

policy, the thrust of analyses of corporatism and clientel-

ism in Latin America is that the policy impact of changes in 

these characteristics rests on the extent to which they are 

associated with alterations in the relationships between 

societal groups and the state. Therefore, for this analysis, 

the definition and measurement of political change centers 

on the transition from governmental regime to another. 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYTIC APPROACH 

The focus of the dissertation on the consequences or 

"meaning" of political change guides the analysis of the re

lationships between the content of public policies and the 

political and non-political characteristics pointed to by 

previous studies and by the concepts dependence, corporatism, 

and clientelism. The statistical approach, indicators, and 

hypotheses discussed below are, therefore, directed toward 

separate, over-time examinations of possible explanations 

for public policy trends within thirteen Latin American 

nations.^ 

Hypotheses, Indicators, 
and Data Characteristics 

The policy responses of governments to public prob

lems are considered to be measured by social expenditures, 

defense expenditures, and education expenditures. Because 

some countries do not report educational expenditures sepa

rately from social expenditures, the figures for social ex

penditures include the amount allocated by the central 

government to education. Even though expenditures capture 

1. A summary of the data and data sources in pre
sented in Appendix A. 
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but one element of public policy, the assumption is that if 

governments do attempt to respond to changing societal con

ditions through alterations in the content of public poli

cies/ these alterations will include changes in the expend 

Because each country uses somewhat different ac

counting and categorization procedures, the broad categories 

presented in reports by the United Nations and the Inter-

American Statistical Institute were adopted in the effort to 

improve comparability across nations and over time within 

each nation. Further, not all categories were available for 

each of the countries over an adequate period of time; how

ever, sufficient information was available to allow for the 

examination of at least some policy trends for each country 

included in the analysis. 

Three measures of the dependent variable are derived 

from each of the policy categories. The first is the per

cent of the total budget allocated to each expenditure area 

which is considered to be an indication of the priority 

given by government to that policy area in relation to all 

other expenditures. The purpose of this measure is to allow 

for the examination of the extent to which political change 

and changes in the decision-making environment account for 

shifts in the policy emphases adopted by governments. 

The second set of policy variables consists of 

social and defense expenditures considered in relation to 
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the total population and education expenditures in relation 

to the size of the population between the ages of 5 and 19. 

The purpose of these per-capita measures is to gauge the 

expenditure effort of government in each policy area within 

the context of, for most of these nations, a rapidly growing 

population. The measure of education expenditures in rela

tion to the school age population is adopted because of the 

different rates of population growth characteristic of 

these countries. For example, the school-age population of 

Venezuela is far larger in relation to the total population 

than that of Argentina. This difference would not be cap

tured by considering the ratio of education expenditures 

with the total size of the population. 

The final policy measures are the raw or unweighted 

expenditure figures for each policy category. These amounts 

are analyzed in relation to raw or unweighted independent 

variables and are intended to allow for the examination of 

expenditure trends regardless of their relation to other 

expenditure areas or population growth. 

In addition to the measures of public policy based 

on the allocations to the different categories, the value 

for the total expenditures' of government is included in the 

analysis. The variable is adopted to allow for the examina

tion of the political and non-political factors which may be 

associated with over-time changes in what is an admittedly 



rough indication of the total volume of governmental 

activity. 

The Findings of Previous Studies: 
Hypotheses and Indicators 

The thrust of the findings reported by previous anal

yses of the relationship between political characteristics 

and the content of public policies is that the major factors 

influencing the content of policies are the socio-economic 

characteristics of a community and previous expenditure lev

els, e.g., incrementalism. Political characteristics such as 

political participation, competition, ideology, and whether 

a regime is "democratic" or "authoritarian" are found, in 

general, to be relatively unimportant for explaining ob

served differences or changes in policy expenditures. 

On the basis of these conclusions political change 

in Latin America would be expected to have little, if any, 

impact on the over-time patterns of governmental expendi

tures. That is, the reported influence of wealth and popu

lation characteristics and the constraints imposed by the 

decisions of previous governments suggest that it would make 

no difference for the content of future decisions if the 

change in regime was accompanied by increased political par

ticipation and competition, occurred as the result of mili

tary action, or brought to power leadership with a different 

ideology from that of the previous government. The following 



two hypotheses summarize these effects of soci-economic 

characteristics and incrementalism on the link between po

litical change and the content of public policies: 

(H,): Political change will have little, if any, 
effect on the relationships between socio
economic characteristics and the expenditure 
decisions of government. 

(H_): Political change will have little, if any, 
effect on the relationship between current 
expenditure decisions and previous decisions 
adopted by government. 

The measures of national economic characteristics 

are based on the Gross Domestic Product. GDP represents the 

value of the total production of wealth within a country and 

excludes the value of international transfers of wealth. As 

such, it provides a base for the examination of the policy 

consequences of changes in the national economy. 

Gross Domestic Product, the lagged value of GDP (t-1 

year), and GDP per capita employed as possible explanations 

of variation in the expenditure decisions of government. 

The lagged value of GDP, e.g., the value for the previous 

year, is included to examine the possibility that responses 

of government are influenced more by previous conditions 

than by those which exist at the time policy decisions are 

adopted. The ratio variable Gross Domestic Product per cap

ita is intended to gauge the amount of wealth generated 

within a national community in relation to population size. 

Over-time change in this measure provides an indication of 
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the extent to which the economic capabilities of a country 

are able to keep pace with or exceed population growth. 

Given rates of population increase which exceed three per

cent in some Latin American countries, a positive change in 

this measure would represent substantial economic growth. 

The indicators of societal characteristics are de

rived from size of urban population and size of school-age 

population. An urban community is defined as a city with a 

population of 100,000 or more. This definition was adopted 

so that measures based on the size of the urban population 

would be comparable across nations. The definitions of ur

ban population used for the census in each country differ 

substantially and if census figures were used, valid compar

isons across nations would be largely precluded. The size 

of the school-age population is indicated by the number of 

individuals between the ages of 5 and 19. 

The measures of urbanization are the size of the ur

ban population, the lagged size of urban population (t-1 

year), and the percent of the total population residing in 

urban communities. The lagged value, as with GDP, allows 

for the examination of the possibility that governments re

spond more to previous than to current conditions. The ra

tio of the size of the urban population to that of the total 

population provides an indication of the extent to which the 

population is shifting from rural to urban centers. 
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The size of the population between the ages of 5 and 

19, and its lagged value (t-1 year), provide a means to ex

plore the extent to which government alters educational 

expenditures in response to the growth of this portion of 

the population. As this relationship is already captured in 

ratio terms by the variable education expenditures per popu

lation between 5 and 19, no additional ratio variable in

volving the size of the school-age population was included. 

Incrementalism is measured through the use of two 

variables. First, the lagged value (t-1 year) of each of 

the measures of public expenditure is included as an inde

pendent variable. If the relationship between these mea

sures and expenditures is found to be high, it would suggest 

that current expenditures are more affected by the previous 

levels adopted by government than social and economic condi

tions within the national community (see Leege and Francis 

1974: 387). The second variable is "time" which is measured 

by coding the first year of the data set as 1, the second as 

2, etc. This measure would show a strong relationship with 

changes in policy expenditures when the change for each year 

is relatively constant. As with the lagged value of the de

pendent variable, if time is highly related to the policy 

measures it would suggest that governments are more influ

enced by previous allocation decisions than by alternations 



in the socio-economic environment (see Draper and Smith 

1966: 137-139; Leege and Francis 1974: 384-386.) 

Dependence: 
Hypothesis and Indicators 

The possible policy consequences of Latin American 

dependence stem primarily from the intrusion of external de

cisions and decision-makers into the national policy-making 

process. To the extent that the wealth of a nation is 

determined by its participation in foreign trade and by the 

activities of foreign-owned enterprises, government, regard

less of the political characteristics associated with it, is 

constrained by decisions adopted outside of the nation. Ad

ditional external constraints result from the degree to 

which government relies on resources provided by foreign as-
I 

sistance rather than on its ability to mobilize resources 

from within the national community. 

The dependence argument does not imply that the ex

penditure decisions of government will necessarily change 

should a nation become less dependent. Rather, the thrust 

of the argument is that it is the degree of dependence which 

determines the extent to which governments are able to alter 

the content of public policies in response to changing con

ditions within the national community. Therefore, it is 

possible for political change to have an impact on the con

tent of public policy only in the absence of a close 
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relationship between the components of dependence and the 

actions of government (Sunkel 1972). Summarized, the ex

pected effect of dependence on the consequences of political 

change for the content of public policy can be stated as: 

(H^): Political change will have little, if any, 
effect on the relationships between external 
dependence and the expenditure decisions of 
Latin American governments. 

The measures of foreign trade adopted for the analy

sis are based on the total value of trade, i.e., imports plus 

exports, and the value of exports. Both the total value of 

foreign trade and its lagged value (t-1 year) are considered 

in relation to the expenditure figures for each policy cate

gory and total expenditures. The importance of foreign 

trade to the total production of wealth within the national 

community is measured by the ratio of the value of foreign 

trade to Gross Domestic Product. It is assumed that the 

higher the score of this ratio, the greater is the potential 

internal impact of the market and pricing decisions adopted 

by the "developed" economies. 

The value of exports and its lagged value (t-1 year) 

are included in order to examine John Bailey's (1974: 7-8) 

observation that the prices paid for export commodities 

have important consequences for the allocation decisions of 

government. To the extent that the value of exports affects 

the resources available to government, expenditures will be 

influenced by fluctuations in the value of this 
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characteristic of the national economy regardless of changes 

in national political characteristics. 

The measures of the foreign investment component of 

dependence include the book value of investment by United 

States firms, the lagged value of U.S. investment (t-1 year), 

and the ratio of the value of U.S. investment to Gross Domes-

2 tic Product. While this is an admittedly rough base for 

the measurement of foreign investment, it does provide an 

indication of the importance of United States owned enter

prises for the productive capacities of the national communi

ty. As these figures increase, especially in relation to 

Gross Domestic Product, the greater is the loss of national 

control over the production of wealth. 

As was discussed in the third chapter, this element 

of dependence focuses on the extent of foreign control over 

national productive capacities. Measures based on the flow 

of investment dollars into or of profits leaving Latin 

American nations do not indicate the extent of foreign con

trol and for this reason were not included in the analysis. 

The indicators adopted as measures of foreign 

assistance include the total value of grants and loans re

ceived from the United States and international organiza

tions, the lagged value of grants and loans (t-1 year), and 

2. Foreign investment data were not available for 
the following five countries: Bolivia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, 
Guatemala, and Honduras. 



the ratio of the value of grants and loans with total gov

ernmental expenditures. As the amount of foreign assistance 

received by a government increases, especially in relation 

to total expenditures, the "leverage" of foreign decision

makers over national policy decisions also increases. The 

threat of the loss of the resources from foreign assistance 

means that governments which have a high degree of depen

dence on those resources are constrained by the policy per

ceptions and political needs of those who determine the 

amount of assistance provided. For those nations, political 

change would be expected to have relatively little impact on 

the content of public policy unless that change was accom

panied by a reduction of dependence on foreign assistance. 

The final indicator of national dependence adopted 

for the analysis is an index which combines the ratios of 

foreign trade with GDP, the value of U.S. investment with 

GDP, and the value of foreign assistance with total govern

mental expenditures. The purpose of the index is to provide 

a single measure of national dependence which allows for the 

examination of the relationship between public policy and 

the combined effects of foreign trade, foreign investment, 

and foreign assistance. For those nations in which foreign 

investment data were not available, the index is a combina

tion of foreign assistance and foreign trade. Because the 

theoretical discussions of the concept do not allow for the 
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conclusion to be drawn that any of the components are more 

important than the others, the contribution of each to na

tional dependence are assumed to be equal. 

The dependence index is constructed through the use 

of T-scores. The computation involves first the transforma

tion of each observation to Z-scores or its distance from 

the mean in standard deviation units. The effect of this 

transformation is to standardize the scores so that the dif

ferences of units of measure are removed with the result 

that the different indicators can be summed in spite of the 

different measures involved in the untransformed observa

tions. The T-score for each observation is computed direct

ly from the Z-scores as follows: T=50+10Z. The effect of 

this transformation is to remove the negative values associ

ated with Z-scores and to distribute the data around a mean 

of 50 with a standard deviation of 10 (see Leege and Francis 

1974: 186).3 

The use of T-scores to construct the dependence in

dex does mean that individual observations are not compar

able across the nations included in the study. The reason 

is that the base of the index is the mean for each of the 

separate indicators within each nation; therefore, it is not 

possible to use the index to determine whether in 1960 

3. For an example of index construction based on T-
scores. see the index of democratic performance utilized by 
Deane Neubauer (1967). 



Brazil was more or less dependent than Chile. It is possi

ble, however, to determine from the index whether Brazil 

was more or less dependent in 1960 than it has been since 

the military takeover of 1964. Further, it is possible to 

compare the effects of change in the index over time across 

nations. The higher the index score, the greater is a na

tion's dependence which, it is assumed, decreases the poten

tial policy impact of political change. Both the current 

and lagged values (t-1 year) of the index are included in 

the analysis. 

Corporatism, Clientelism, and Political 
Change: Measurement and Hypothesis 

As was argued in the third chapter, the centripetal 

effects of corporatism as reinforced by clientelism imply 

that characteristics such as political participation, com

petition, ideology, or whether a government is military or 

civilian are largely matters of form without substantial im

pact on the actions of government. If changes in these 

characteristics are to have an effect on the content of pub

lic policies, then those changes must include an alteration 

of the corporatist-clientelist relationships characteristic 

of that particular polity. 

The relationships characteristic of the corporatist 

polity are based first on the central position of the state 

which is, in theory, derived from the perception of society 
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as an organic body. As it is the sole proprietor of "legit

imate" authority, it is the duty of the state to determine 

and pursue the "common good" of the organic whole, even when 

this means that the separate parts of the body may suffer. 

The substantive dominance of the state is derived from its 

control over resources and privileges required by the func

tional groups which comprise the national community. From 

the dependence of groups on the state follows the power of 

the state to determine which groups will have access to 

those benefits. It is in essence the power to determine 

which groups are legitimate components of the organic whole 

and therefore allowed to participate in the political 

process. 

Just as groups are dependent upon their relationship 

to the state for the acquisition of essential benefits, in

dividuals within these groups are dependent on their rela

tionship to those above them, i.e., clientelism. Thus, the 

individual acquisition of required resources and privileges 

rests first on the link between the groups and the state and 

then on the actions of superiors at each level of the clien-

telist chain within the group. The needs of those who are 

linked to groups which have not been recognized by the 

state will be largely ignored by the policy decisions of 

government. 
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From this it follows that change in political form 

would not be expected to be associated with change in the 

content of public policies unless there is an accompanying 

alteration in the relationships between the state and func

tional groups. In general, this would mean either the 

acknowledgment of the needs of a previously excluded group 

or a reordering of the positions of groups before the state 

or both. Summarized, the expected relationship can be 

stated as: 

(H^): If political change is to affect the policy 
decisions of government, then it must include 
an alteration in the relationships between 
functional groups and the state. 

On the basis of this perspective of what is politi

cal reality in Latin America, the determination of the con

sequences of political change rests first on the question of 

whether or not a change in control of the apparatus of the 

state from one government to another results in an altera

tion of the content of public policies. If it does not, 

then the characteristics associated with the change of gov

ernment, such as elections, military coup, or ideology, are 

assumed to have little impact on the policy decisions adopted 

by that regime. If, however, change in the control of the 

state is associated with alterations in policy expenditures 

even when the effects of socio-economic characteristics, in-

crementalism, and dependence are considered, then the ques

tion can be addressed as to whether the ideology of that 



regime and the circumstances by which it acquired control 

over the apparatus of the state differed from that of pre

vious and subsequent regimes. In order to allow for this 

determination to be made, the definition of political change 

adopted for this analysis is regime change. 

The measurement of regime change, which is a nominal 

or classificatory variable, is approached through the use of 

"dummy" variables (see Blalock 1972: 498-502; Draper and 

4 Smith 1966: 131-141; Johnston 1963: 221-228). As is sub

sequently discussed in the elaboration of the analytic ap

proach, the "dummy" variable technique enables the nominal 

measure of regime change to be incorporated within regres

sion analysis. The effect of the technique is that the 

relationships between public policy and the components of 

the decision-making environment (socio-economic character

istics, incrementalism, and dependence) can be determined 

for the period of time encompassed by each regime category. 

If the relationships between policy and the decision-making 

environment found for a particular regime period differ sig

nificantly from those established for the entire period of 

time encompassed by the data, then the inference is that the 

regime exerted an impact on the content of policy apart from 

the effects of the decision-making environment. 

4. For examples of the use of "dummy" variables in 
the analysis of over-time relationships see John Mueller 
(1970) and Jerry Hollenhorst and Gary Ault (1971). 
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The major limitation affecting the application of 

the "dummy" variable technique is the total number of obser

vations, in this case years, for each country which limits 

the total number of variables that can be included in any 

one regression model. Because of this limitation, a maximum 

of three regime categories is possible for each country. 

For those countries in which there were more than three sep

arate governments, the decision as to which regimes would be 

included in the same category was based on whether or not 

the transfer of control from one government to another was 

characterized by factors which could be expected to result 

in policy change. The classification criteria included 

whether or not there appeared to be a shift in ideology; the 

transfer of power from the military to civilians or civil

ians to the military; and, importantly, whether transition 

from one regime to another appeared to include the possibil

ity of an alteration in the relationships between functional 

groups and the state. For example, the governments of Chile 

prior to that of Eduardo Frei, 1964, were grouped together 

because they were to be similar with few differences in ide

ology or the representation of functional interests and 

therefore few differences in policy approach. In contrast 

the governments of Eduardo Frei and Salvador Allende were 

considered to be substantially different and were placed 

into separate categories. In sum, the categories adopted 
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for each nation are intended to identify those regime 

changes which would be most likely to lead to changes in the 

content of public policies. A summary of the regime cate

gories adopted for each nation is presented in Appendix B. 

Data Characteristics: Some 
General Limitations and Considerations 

As with any statistically based examination of the

oretical questions, there is an underlying tension between 

theoretical goals and limitations imposed by the require

ments of statistical technique. The technique adopted for 

this study is multiple regression analysis. The number of 

observations available for each nation is the major limita

tion on the link between theory and technique. Additional 

concerns stem from the use of ratio variables and the com

parability of measures which include monetary and population 

estimates. 

With the use of lagged values, the maximum number of 

observations, i.e. years, is 23, with fewer available for 

some nations. The number of observations and the number of 

variables included in a regression model affect both mea

sures of statistical significance and the variance of the 

separate parameters of the model. The small number of ob

servations characteristic of the data for this analysis 

means that each additional variable tends to reduce statis

tical reliability. Therefore, the results of complex 
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multivariate models containing a large number of variables 

would tend to be statistically unreliable and largely mean

ingless. As is discussed below, the effect of this limita

tion is to preclude the use of models containing a large 

number of variables and places constraints on the applica

tion of the "dummy" variable technique. 

A second, though less limiting, concern stems from 

the use of ratio variables such as Gross Domestic Product. 

On conceptual grounds, percentage and per-capita measures 

often provide the best data approximation for the concepts 

included in the study such as the importance of foreign aid 

to governmental activities. However, as Fernando Cortes and 

Adam Przeworski (19 71) argue, regression parameters computed 

on the basis of ratio variables may lead to less than accu

rate conclusions about the relationships suggested by theory. 

The underlying goal of regression analysis is to explain the 

variation of the dependent variable by determining the de

gree to which it is accounted for by variation in the inde

pendent variables. With ratio measures, variation can be 

caused by change in the numerator, the denominator, or both. 

In effect the source of the variation is masked when ratio 

variables are used. For example, if the theoretical ques

tion concerning the relationship between social expenditures 

and societal wealth is approached solely through the use of 

per-capita measures in order to take into account the 
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effects of population size, the relationship found may be 

determined more by the variation of population size, the de

nominator of both measures, than that of social expenditures 

and societal wealth. If this is the case and depending on 

the question posed, the results of the analysis or ratio 

variables may be quite misleading. 

Two sets of data are analyzed for each country in 

order to respond to the observations of Cortes and 

Przeworski (1971). The first set, with the single exception 

of the value of exports, consists solely of ratio variables. 

The second data set, with the exception of the dependence 

index, is composed of the raw measures from which the ratio 

variables were computed. The purpose of this untransformed 

data set is, then, to allow for the examination of the rela

tionships between expenditure categories and the independent 

variables free of the potential problems associated with 

ratio variables. Ideally, the findings from the analysis of 

both sets of data should lead to similar general conclusions. 

Two additional characteristics of the data concern 

the transformation of monetary measures to their value in 

U.S. dollars and the population figures used as the base 

for several variables. With the exception of three measures 

(value of imports and exports, value of foreign assistance, 

and book value of U.S. investment) all monetary figures are 

converted to U.S. dollars on the basis of the 'free trade 
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rate for that year. The conversion to dollars is intended 

to provide comparability across nations and to improve com

parability over time within each nation by at least partial

ly taking into account for the effects of inflation. 

Because the exchange rate applied is the same for each mea

sure, with the exceptions noted, fluctuations due to change 

in that rate will affect each of the measures in the same 

way. 

Variables which include population estimates are 

similarly computed on the basis of a consistent set of esti

mates . As with the monetary measures, fluctuation due to 

estimate errors will affect each of these measures in the 

same way. The goal for both monetary and population mea

sures is to remove the potentially extraneous source of var

iation which would result if differing exchange rates or 

population estimates were introduced into the analysis. 

Analytic Approach 

The approach adopted for this analysis is composed 

of two stages. The first stage consists of determining 

which of the independent variables either individually or in 

combination comprise the best statistical explanation of the 

variation in the measures of public policy. In the second 

stage the "dummy" measures of regime change are used in or

der to determine the relationships characteristic of the 

period of time encompassed by each regime category. For 



this study, the "best" statistical explanation of policy 

expenditures is defined as that regression model which ex

plains the greatest amount of the variation in the dependent 

2 varxable, indicated by R , in which each variable adds at 

2 least .01 to R , and in which the regression coefficient for 

each variable is statistically significant at the .05 level. 

Derivation of the "best" regression model is based 

first on the application of the stepwise procedure (see 

Draper and Smith 1966: 171-172). This procedure, in effect, 

searches among the independent variables and enters them 

into the regression in an order determined on the basis of 

which variables contribute to the greatest increase in the 

amount of variation accounted for by the model. The first 

variable selected by the procedure is that which individu

ally accounts for more of the unexplained variation than any 

other independent variable. Subsequent variables entered 

may not show strong individual relationships with the depen

dent variable, but when considered with the measures already 

2 in the model, contribute to the greatest increase in R . As 

a result, some variables included in the "best" regression 

model are not, individually, strongly related to the mea

sures of public policy. Conversely, some variables which 

are not included exhibit strong individual relationships. 

In addition, the procedure allows for the removal of 

variables when their initial contribution to the amount of 
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variance explained is reduced when other variables are con

sidered. When this occurs it in effect means that the ini

tial relationship between that measure and the dependent 

variable is determined by other measures. One consequence 

is that in some cases the first variable selected which pre

sumably has the strongest relationship to the measures of 

policy is later removed when other variables are added to 

the model. For this analysis this meant that, in some 

cases, the first variable entered was not included in the 

model selected as providing the "best" statistical explana

tion of policy expenditures. 

From the results of the stepwise procedure, those 

variables which entered without adversely affecting the 

statistical significance of the components of the model plus 

the next one or two variables to enter, if they added at 

2 least .01 to R , were selected for further analysis. These 

variables were then considered in several different possible 

combinations and from this analysis was selected the "best" 

over-time explanation for each of the measures of public 

policy in each country. On the basis of these models some 

conclusions are drawn about the relative importance of 

socio-economic characteristics, incrementalism, and depen

dence for explaining the expenditure decisions of Latin 

American governments. 
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Because the derivation of the "best" regression 

model is based on the analysis of over-time data, the issue 

of serial correlation raises potential problems for the in

terpretation of the results. A variable is considered to be 

serially correlated if the individual observations are not 

independent from each other. This means that, in essence, 

the observation for a particular year is related to those 

for previous years. When this is the case, the best statis

tical explanation for the variation of a measure may be the 

previous or lagged observations. The computation of the re

lationship between two serially related variables may, there

fore, lead to erroneous interpretations as the variation of 

both measures is determined by over-time change rather than 

any relationship between the two measures. This would mean 

that the computed relationship would be spurious with the 

variance of both variables accounted for by over-time change. 

One approach to this problem is to de-trend the data 

by computing the extent to which the observed values are 

above or below the value expected from the over-time trend. 

These de-trended values are then employed for the computa

tion of relationships which are free from the potentially 

contaminating effects of time (Leege and Francis 1974: 389-

390). However, as is argued by Chong-Soo Tai, Erick J. 

Peterson, and Ted Robert Gurr (1973: 472) there should be a 

conceptual justification for using de-trended values, that 
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is the use of this transformation must be relevant to and 

not preclude the analysis of the theoretical questions 

posed. 

A major hypothesis for this study concerns the poli

cy consequences of incrementalism or the extent to which 

previous decisions by government determine subsequent deci

sions. Therefore, in order to examine this hypothesis, the 

analytical approach must not preclude the possibility that 

the measures of public policy are serially related. For 

this reason, the data for this study were not transformed 

into de-trended values. 

This does not mean that these potential problems are 

ignored. As David Leege and Wayne Francis (1974: 384-387) 

argue, the use of lagged variables and an explicit measure 

of time allow the presence of serial relationships to be de

tected and therefore provide a means to guard against con

cluding that two measures are closely related when in fact 

both are determined by over-time change. 

The goal of the second stage is to determine whether 

or not political change affects the relationship between 

policy expenditures and the independent variables which com

prise the regression models previously identified. This ap

proach to the question of the policy impact of political 

change assumes that the actions of government are related to 

characteristics of the national community. Indeed, there is 



little theoretical basis to expect otherwise. The determi

nation of the consequences of political change does not, 

therefore, rest on whether political characteristics are 

more or less highly correlated with policy expenditures than 

are socio-economic characteristics, incrementalism, or de

pendence. Rather, as framed by the hypotheses, the theore

tical focus is on whether or not the relationships between 

policy expenditures and those independent variables identi

fied in the first stage of the analysis are or are not sub

stantially the same for each period of time encompassed by 

the regime categories. 

The ideal statistical approach would be to conduct 

separate analyses for the period of time encompassed by each 

regime category; however, the very small number of observa

tions for the separate regime categories means that the re

sults from this approach would be largely meaningless. The 

"dummy" variable technique substantially resolves this dif

ficulty because it allows for the computation of separate 

regression parameters describing the relationships between 

the measures of public policy and the independent variables 

for each regime period on the basis of the total number of 

observations available. 

Even with this technique the number of observations 

characteristic of this data imposes constraints on its ap

plication. The analysis of the relationships between policy 
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variables and those measures identified by the "best" re

gression model for each regime period is limited to separate 

considerations of the relationships between the measure of 

public expenditure and each independent variable contained 

in the overall regression model. The reason for this limi

tation is that with three regime categories, the appropriate 

"dummy" variable model attempting to explain the variation 

in the measure of policy includes the independent variable, 

two "dummy" variables, and an interaction term between each 

"dummy" variable and the independent variable for a total of 

five variables. With the addition of one more independent 

variable, the appropriate model would contain eight varia

bles which, given the number of observations, would give re

sults of questionable reliability. 

The first step in the application of this technique 

to the analysis of the effects of political change is to 

code each regime category on the basis of l's and O's. For 

three regime categories two "dummy" variables are employed. 

For the first category the values for the "dummies" would be 

D^=0, D2=0; for the second category, D^=l, D2=0; and for the 

third, D^=0, D2=l. The interaction terms are computed by 

multiplying and D2 with the independent variable (X). 

The resulting regression model is Y=a+b^X+b2D^+b2D2+b^D^X+ 

bjjD2X. The relationship between the measure of policy and 

the independent variable characteristic for each regime 
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period are derived from the overall model in the following 

way. For the first regime category where ^ ' D2=® a"^ t*ie 

terms of the model containing either or will be equal 

to 0 with the result that the model for this category is Y= 

a+b^X. For the second category which is coded and D2= 

0, all the terms containing D2 will be equal to 0 so that 

the model becomes Y=(a+b2)+(b^+b4)X. With the third cate

gory, coded D^=0 and ^2=1/ all the terms containing will 

be equal to 0 and can be removed from the model with the re

sult that the relationship characteristic for this period is 

expressed as Y=(a+b^)+(b^+b^)X. 

Following the criteria established by Jerry 

Hollenhorst and Gary Ault (1971), a regime change is consid

ered to have an impact on the relationship between the mea

sure of public policy and the independent variable when the 

appropriate regression coefficient is statistically signifi

cant at the .05 level. In the above example, this would 

mean that the first regime category (D^=0, D2=0) would be 

considered to have altered the relationship between the in

dependent and dependent measures if b^ is found to be. sta

tistically significant. The impact of the third regime 

category (D^=0, D2=l) rests on the signficance level of the 

regression coefficient b^. The procedure is such that any 

one, all, or none of the regime categories may indicate that 

a regime has had an impact on the content of public policies. 
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In addition to determining whether or not a regime 

category exhibits a statistically significant effect, the 

analysis is also directed toward an assessment of the magni

tude of that effect. The approach adopted for the analysis 

of this issue is derived from that developed by Charles 

Cnudde and Donald McCrone (1969) for their analysis of poli

cy differences among the American states. The approach con

sists first of the computation of the regression coefficient 

describing the relationship between the independent and de

pendent variable over the entire period of time encompassed 

by a data set. Then the 95 percent confidence interval 

around this coefficient is computed, defining the range of 

values beyond which change would be considered to be sub

stantial. If the value of the coefficient describing the 

relationship between that independent variable and the mea

sure of public policy for a particular regime is statisti

cally significant and falls above or below the values 

bounded by this confidence interval, then the inference is 

that the regime exerted a substantial impact on the overall 

relationship. For these results it is also possible to draw 

conclusions as to whether that effect is positive or nega

tive in relation to the overall association between the in

dependent and dependent measures. 

Thus, conclusions about the relationships expected 

from the research hypotheses are based on three sets of 
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statistical results for each of the thirteen Latin American 

nations; first, whether the measures representative of a 

hypothesis are contained in the "best" overall regression 

model; second, whether political change exhibits a statis

tically evident impact on the relationships between those 

variables identified by the overall model and the measures 

of public policy; and, finally, whether the statistical ef

fect of regime change can be considered to be substantial. 



CHAPTER 5 

POLITICAL CHANGE AND PUBLIC POLICY: 
ANALYTIC RESULTS 

To reiterate, the central question is whether polit

ical change, defined as the change from one government to 

another, alters the relationships between different areas of 

public expenditure and components of the decision-making en

vironment. The decision-making environment for Latin Ameri

can nations includes characteristics identified by previous 

research (wealth, urbanization, and incrementalism) and the 

external linkages described by the dependency literature 

(foreign trade, foreign investment, and foreign assistance). 

The research hypotheses posit that political change will 

have little, if any, effect on the relationships between 

these factors and the measures of public policy. 

The analysis of the policy consequences of political 

change was approached in two stages. First, regression 

analysis was employed to determine which of the character

istics of the decision-making environment, acting either 

singly or in combination, provided the "best" statistical 

explanation for the policy measures. Second, the effects of 

regime change on these relationships were explored through 

the use of "dummy" variables. Political change is considered 

104 
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to affect the policy decisions of government if the coeffi

cient for a particular regime is statistically significant 

at the .05 level. 

The results of the statistical analysis are pre

sented and discussed on a country-by-country basis. The 

findings indicate that Latin American nations differ consid

erably with regard to the relationships associated with the 

measures of public policy and the impact of regime change on 

those relationships. The more general trends and conclu

sions suggested by these results are explored in the final 

chapter. 

Statistical Results: 
Presentation and Interpretation 

The presentation of and inferences drawn from the 

results of the statistical analysis require some explana

tion. The first statistics presented for each dependent 

variable are its mean (y) and standard deviation (S.D.). 

The mean represents the average value for that measure over 

the period of time encompassed by the data. The standard 

deviation summarizes the extent to which the separate obser

vations for each dependent variable are scattered about the 

mean and is an indication of how well the mean describes 

that data. The larger the standard deviation relative to 

the mean, the greater has been the variation of the alloca

tion decisions by governments for that policy category. 
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The "best" overall regression model is presented in 

section "A" under each dependent variable heading. The pre

sentation of the model follows the usual format, Y=a+b1X1+ 

...+b^X^, where "a" represents the intercept of the regres

sion line or plane with the Y axis, i.e. it is the value of 

the dependent variable (Y) when all the independent vari

ables are equal to 0. Each regression coefficient (b) rep

resents the estimated direction and amount of change in the 

dependent variable associated with one unit of change in 

that independent variable (X). Coefficients which are not 

statistically significant at the .05 level are indicated by 

an asterisk. In almost every case the first variable in the 

model accounts for more of the explained variance of the de

pendent variable than do any of the other variables included 

in the model. 

2 Beneath the overall model is presented the R or 

percentage of the variation in the dependent variable ac

counted for by the model, the standard error of the esti

mate, and the statistical significance of the model. The 

standard error of the estimate (Se) can be interpreted as 

the average distance of the observations from the regression 

line, in bi-variate models, or the regression plane, in the 

multi-variate case. When the standard error of the estimate 

approaches the value of the standard deviation of the 
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dependent variable, it indicates that the model does not 

provide a very accurate or reliable description of that 

measure. 

The effects of the regime categories on the associa

tion between the variables contained in the overall model 

and the policy measures are presented in section "B" under 

each dependent variable heading. As was discussed in the 

previous chapter, because of the number of observations, 

each independent variable contained in the overall model is 

2 considered separately. The R , regression coefficient, and 

the 95 percent confidence interval around that coefficient 

are presented following the listing of each independent 

variable. These measures are derived from the computation 

of the bi-variate relationship between each independent 

variable identified by the overall model and the policy 

variable. 

The results of the analysis of the "dummy" measures 

for different governmental regimes are presented following 

2 the heading "Regimes." The R represents the percentage of 

the variation in the dependent variable accounted for by the 

model including the "dummy" variables. If the regression 

coefficient for a regime category is not statistically sig

nificant at the .05 level, then this is indicated by an as

terisk. When a value for the regime coefficient is reported, 

the category had a statistically evident impact on the 
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relationship between the independent variable and the mea

sure of public policy. This value is then compared to the 

95 percent confidence interval around the coefficient de

scribing the overall relationship in order to obtain an 

indication of the magnitude and direction of the effect by 

that regime category. 

The following two examples from Venezuela and Colom

bia illustrate the form of presentation and the interpreta

tion given to these results. First, the relationships found 

to characterize the measure of the total amounts allocated 

to educational expenditures in Venezuela are presented as 

follows: 

Education Expenditures: y=193.16 S.D.=148.285 

A. Overall Model: y=103.73 + .626 Lag Education 
Exp. + .0238 GDP 

R2=.9 7 Se=27.31 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Ed. Exp.: R2=.95 b=1.169 95% Interval 
=1.045 to 1.294 

Regimes: R2=.95 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. GDP: R2=.94 b=.0485 95% Interval-.0431 to 
.0539 

Regimes: R2=.98 (1):b=* (2):b=.0393 
(3):b=.0575 

The overall or "best" regression model indicates 

that incrementalism and societal wealth acting in combina

tion account for some 97 percent of the variation in total 
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educational expenditures by Venezuelan governments. Further, 

the standard error of the estimate is substantially less 

than the standard deviation of the dependent variable and 

the model is statistically significant at a level less than 

.001. These measures indicate that the model provides a 

reasonably reliable description of the relationship between 

these two environmental factors and total educational 

expenditures. 

The results of the regime analysis indicate that 

none of the regime categories had a statistically evident 

impact on the relationship between incrementalism and total 

educational expenditures. From this it is inferred that the 

overall effect of incrementalism also characterized the pe

riod of time encompassed by each of the regime categories. 

In contrast, the second and third categories do evi

dence an impact on the relationship between educational ex

penditures and societal wealth. The regime coefficients 

indicate that the government of Marcos Perez Jimenez (1951-

1958) did not have a statistically, evident impact on the 

overall relationship. This suggests that the coefficient 

for the overall relationship is characteristic of this pe

riod. During the time encompassed by the second category 

representing governments of the reformist Accion Democra-

tica (1959-1968), increases in GDP were associated with 

increased allocations to education at a rate below the lower 
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limit of the 95 percent confidence interval around the over

all coefficient. A possible inference is that during the 

period of AD rule education was not an area of policy empha

sis with the increased resources from growth in societal 

wealth being diverted to areas other than education. The 

coefficient for the subsequent COPEI regime (1969-1973) is 

above the upper limit of the 95 percent confidence interval 

which indicates substantial change from the AD period. Dur

ing the period of COPEI rule increases in GDP were associ

ated with greater allocations to education at a rate 

substantially above the overall rate and above that of the 

AD regimes. These differences indicate that the change from 

one regime to another affected the content of education 

policy. The trends and differences established by the 

statistical results are illustrated in Figure 1. 

The second example, relationships characteristic of 

total social expenditures in Colombia, differs in that for 

two cases the effect evidenced by regime change does not 

fall beyond the bounds of the 95 percent confidence inter

val. The relationships found are as follows: 

Social Expenditures: y=101.06 S.D.=75.084 

A. Overall Model: y=88.45 + 1.04 Lag Social Exp. -
.533 Dependence Index 

R2=.96 Se=14.95 Sig./ .001 
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Pig. 1. Overall and Regime Regression Lines for the Rela
tionship between GDP and Education Expenditures in 
Venezuela. 
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B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Social Exp.: R2=.95 b=1.097 95% In
tervals 9709 to 1.223 

Regimes: R2=.96 (l):b-1.393 (2):b=1.082 
(3):b=1.006 

2 2. Dependence Index: R =.25 b=1.967 95% In-
terval=-3.64 to -.2947 

Regimes: R2=.54 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

The overall model indicates that incrementalism and 

the combined effects of dependence account for 96 percent 

of the variance in the amounts allocated to social expendi

tures by Colombian governments. As with the previous exam

ple, the standard error of the estimate and the significance 

level for the model indicate that these results are statis

tically reliable at an acceptable level. 

The results of the regime analysis show that in no 

case did change from one regime category to another affect 

the relationship between the dependence index and total 

social expenditures. Again, the inference is that the co

efficient describing the overall relationship also .charac

terizes the period encompassed by each regime category. 

On the other hand, the relationship between incre

mentalism and total social expenditures is altered by each 

of the regime categories. The coefficient for the first 

period (1951-1958), dominated by the authoritarian regime of 

Gustavo Rojas Pinilla, is above the upper limit of the 95 

percent confidence interval indicating that the yearly 
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increases in social expenditures was substantially greater 

than that characteristic of either the overall relationship 

or the other two regime periods. The second and third cate

gories represent governments of the Liberal and Conservative 

Parties respectively. Under Liberal governments social ex

penditures increased at a slightly faster rate than under 

Conservative governments, but in both cases the regime co

efficient does not fall beyond the limits of the confidence 

interval. The interpretation is that both regimes had a 

statistically evident effect on the overall relationship, 

but in neither case was the magnitude of that effect sub

stantial. The results of the different regressions are il

lustrated in Figure 2. 

In sum, the following country-by-country discussion 

of the statistical data focuses on three sets of results: 

first, on the characteristics of the decision-making envi

ronment identified by the overall model as "best" explaining 

change in the different policy measures over the entire pe

riod of time encompassed by the data; second, on the in

stances where regime categories evidence a statistically 

significant impact on these overall relationships; third, on 

the magnitude and direction' of the effects found for these 

categories which are determined through comparisons with the 

boundaries established by the 95 percent confidence inter

vals around the coefficients describing the overall 
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first, on the characteristics of the decision-making envi

ronment identified by the overall model as "best" explaining 

change in the different policy measures over the entire pe

riod of time encompassed by the data; second, on the in

stances where regime categories evidence a statistically 

significant impact on these overall relationships; third, on 

the magnitude and direction' of the effects found for these 

categories which are determined through comparisons with the 

boundaries established by the 95 percent confidence inter

vals around the coefficients describing the overall 
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Social Expenditures in Colombia. 
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relationships. The interpretation of these results rests 

both on the trends indicated and on the political character

istics of the regime periods which are summarized in the 

initial portion of the following discussions of each 

country. 

Argentina: Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

The characteristics of the government encompassed by 

the three regime categories suggest that the change from one 

period to another will affect expenditure decisions in Ar

gentina. The first category represents the final years 

(1951-1955) of the authoritarian, personalist regime of Juan 

Peron. A dominant characteristic of this government was its 

close links with and support from labor groups and the "have-

nots" of Argentine society. In turn, an important means of 

maintaining and rewarding this support was through govern

mental programs included within the general category of 

social expenditures. The symbolic and material policy em

phasis given by Peron to these elements of the national 

community provided him with a large reservoir of support 

which remained even after.his removal and exile. Indeed, 

much of the subsequent political controversy and instability 

in Argentina has centered on the issues of Peron and 

Peronism. 
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The removal of Peron by the military in 1955 led to 

an apparent re-ordering of the positions of societal groups 

before the state. During the time covered by this data a 

dominant theme of military involvement in politics was the 

political exclusion of those groups and individuals linked 

to Juan Peron. The exception is, then, that the second 

category which represents military governments (1956-1957, 

1966-1969) will, in terms of policy expenditures, differ 

from the government of Peron particularly in the area of 

social policy. 

The expected policy effects category representing 

the civilian regimes of Arturo Frondizi and Arturo Illia 

(1958-1965) are less clear. The fact that both governments 

were ultimately removed by the military suggests that their 

freedom to alter policy trends was bounded by the prefer

ences of the military. However, Frondizi did attempt to 

maneuver for the re-establishment of political legitimacy 

for Peronist groups which, even though this precipitated his 

overthrow, suggests that his government may have had an im

pact on the content of policies in response to the demands 

of thQse groups. 

Argentina; Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 

(1) Juan Peron (1951-1955) 

(2) Military Regimes (1956-1957, 1966-1969) 
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(3) Frondizi-Illia (1958-1965) 

I. Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.2205 
S.D.=.04813 

A. Overall Model: y=.0954* + .5716 Lag Social Exp. 
% Total Exp. 

R2=.31 Se=.0412 Sig.=.014 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Social Exp. Total Exp.: R =.31 b=,5716 
95% Interval=.1338 to 1.0094 

Regimes: R2=.47 (1) :b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

II. Social Expenditures per Capita: y=17.572 S.D.= 
8.0914 

A. Overall Model: y-35.723 + .0274 GDP per Capita 
- 3.1001 Time + 165.5793 % Urban 

R2=.89 Se=2.902 Sig./ .001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. GDP per Capita: R =.81 b=.0344 95% Inter
vals 0258 to .04 3 

Regimes: R2=.86 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Time: R2=.53 b=1.0488 95% Interval=.5455 
to 1.5521 

Regimes: R2=.86 (1):b=* (2):b=1.991 
(3):b=2.3268 

3. % Urban: R2=.62 b=56.4809 95% Interval= 
33.9485 to 79.0133 

Regimes: R2=.85 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

III. Social Expenditures: y=373.35 S.D.=200.33 

A. Overall Model: y=55.34 + .035 GDP 

R2=.8 8 Se=71.78 Sig./_.001 
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B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. GDP: R =.88 b=.0347 95% Confidence Inter
vals 0281 to .0413 

Regimes: R2=.91 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

IV. Educational Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.1137 S.D.=.0229 

A. Overall Model: y=.035 + .1995 % Urban - .169 
Foreign Aid % Total Exp. 

R2=.82 Se=.0103 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. % Urban: R2=.75 b=.1758 95% Interval= 
.1242 to .2275 

Regimes: R2=.89 (l):b=1.1128 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

2 2. Foreign Aid % Total Exp.: R =.01 b=.0648 
95% Interval=.2332 to .3627 

Regimes: R2=.55 (l)b=* (2):b=.6456 
C3):b=* 

V. Educational Expenditures Per Population 5-19: y= 
31.4221 S.D.+16.3005 

A. Overall Model: y=22.2427 + .0483 GDP per Capita 
+ 59.1755 % Urban 

R2=.9 3 Se=4.7042 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.89 b=.0754 9-5% inter
vals 0618 to .089 

Regimes: R2=.93 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. % Urban: R2=.83 b=136.619 95% Interval= 
105.444 to 167.793 

Regimes: R2=.93 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VI. Educational Expenditures: y=195.09 S.D.=117.627 
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A. Overall Model: y=93.93 + .014 GDP + .013 Lag 
Urban Population 

R2=. 95 Se=27. 55 Sig.£_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

GDP: 
.0238 

1. GDP: R2=.93 b=.0211 95% Interval=.0181 to 

Regimes: R2=.95 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Lab Urban Population: R2=.89 b=.0365 95% 
Interval=.0299 to .0432 

Regimes: R2=.95 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VII. Defense Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.1784 
S.D.=.03219 

A. Overall Model: y=.274 - .006 Time - .1287 Value 
of Trade % GDP 

R2=.71 Se=.01849 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis 

Time: R 
to .0026 

1. Time: R2=.60 b=.0044 95% Interval=.0063 

Regimes: R2=.64 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Value of Trade % GDP: R2=.06 b=.0728* 95% 
Interval=.0747 to .2202 

Regimes: R2=.53 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VIII. Defense Expenditures per Capita: y=13.173 S.D.= 
.3.4734 

A. Overall Model: y=4.183 + .023 GDP per Capita -
.3995 Time 

R2=.87 Se=l.345 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

GDP per Capi 
val=.0098 to .0184 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.74 b=.0141 95% Inter-
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Regimes: R2=.88 (l):b=.0156 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

rime: I 
to .5903 

2, Time: R2=.27 b=.3204 95% Interval=.0504 

Regimes: R2=.75 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

IX. Defense Expenditures: y=275.07 S.D.=88.73 

A. Overall Model: y=414.62 + .022 GDP - .02 Popu
lation 

R2=.91 Se=27.77 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

GDP: 
.0183 

Regim 
(3):b=* 

1. GDP: R2=.87 b=.0153 95% Interval=.0123 to 

Regimes: R2=.92 (l):b=.0175 (2):b=* 

2. Population: R2=.53 b=.0334 95% Interval= 
.0174 to .0493 

Regimes: R2=.84 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

Total Expenditures: y=1620.96 S.D.=67 6.61 

A. Overall Model: y=121.77 + .212 GDP 

R2=.94 Se=167.524 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

GDP: 
.1366 

1. GDP: R2=.94 b=.1212 95% Interval=.0159 to 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

Argentina: Discussion 
and Interpretation 

The results for Argentina indicate that variation in 

the different measures is generally accounted for by Gross 

Domestic Product and urbanization and that, with the 
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exceptions discussed below, there is relatively little im

pact by regime change on those relationships. Measures of 

dependence comprise part of the statistical explanation of 

only two policy measures: Educational Expenditures % Total 

Expenditures and Defense Expenditures % Total Expenditures. 

A "lagged" measure of incrementalism emerges only in rela

tion to Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures. These 

findings coupled with the relative absence of effect by re

gime change suggest that the policy importance of socio

economic characteristics reported by previous research is 

also characteristic of policy making in Argentina. 

In spite of the relative paucity of instances in 

which the regime categories altered the overall relation

ships between expenditures and components of the decision

making environment, the cases in which an effect is 

evidenced indicate some interesting and, indeed, somewhat 

surprising trends. For the relationship between Time and 

Social Expenditures per Capita, the regime coefficients in

dicate that the government of Juan Peron did not have a 

statistically evident impact on the overall relationship. 

In contrast, the coefficients for the military regimes and 
/ 

the governments of Frondizi and Illia indicate not only a 

statistically evident effect, but both are also above the 

upper limit of the 95 percent confidence interval. This 

suggests, surprisingly, that the per-capita allocation of 
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resources to social expenditures increased at a faster rate 
/ 

under the military regimes than under Peron and grew even 

more rapidly under the elected civilian regimes. These re

sults imply that even though the groups linked to Peron were 

politically excluded and at times persecuted, governments 

following the Peronist period attempted to maintain the ac

quiescence or support of these groups by directing govern

mental actions toward this substantial portion of Argentine 

society. 

The second policy area for which regime change evi

dences some effect is on the relationships of % Urban and 

Foreign Aid % Total Expenditures with the budgetary priority 

given to educational expenditures. The coefficient describ

ing the relationship between urbanization and the percent 

allocated to education during the Peron era is substantially 

above the upper limits of the confidence interval. Because 

neither of the other two categories evidence a significant 

effect on this relationship, the influence of urban growth 

on the priority given by government to education appears to 

have declined considerably following the removal of Peron. 

For the relationship between Foreign Aid % Total 

Expenditures and Educational Expenditures % Total Expendi

tures only the military regimes evidence a statistically 

significant impact. The coefficient for this regime cate

gory is above the upper limit of the 95 percent confidence 
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interval which indicates that during periods of military 

rule increased foreign aid had a substantial and positive 

effect on the percentage of the budget allocated to 

education. 

The overall effects of the internal production of 

wealth on the per capita and total amounts allocated to de

fense expenditures are altered only by the government of 

Juan Peron. Even though in neither instance does the regime 

coefficient fall outside the bounds of the confidence inter

val, both are above the coefficient describing the overall 

relationship and approach the upper limits of the confidence 

interval. Thus, the magnitude of this effect by the Peron 

regime cannot be considered to be substantial, but combined 

with the absence of a statistically evident impact by the 

other two categories it does suggest that as is often the 

case in Latin America, Peron was solicitous of the demands 

of the military in the attempt to maintain power. Also, as 

is generally the case, conflicts with the military meant 

that ultimately the strategy did not work. It is also of 

interest that the advent of military rule did not mean that 

increases in societal wealth were translated into substan

tial increases in defense spending. 

In spite of the effects of regime change for per 

capita social expenditures, the budgetary priority of educa

tion, and the amounts allocated to defense spending, the 
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statistical findings do not indicate that change from one 

governmental period to another resulted in broad and sub-• 

stantial alteration of the relationships characteristic of 

the different policy measures. Rather the overall impor

tance of GDP and urbanization and the general absence of 

significant effects by regime change tend to confirm the 

conclusions of much of the previous research as summarized 

by the socio-economic hypothesis. These results imply that 

the continuing political instability of Argentina, which has 

grown out of the Gordion Knot of Peronism, has largely pre

cluded the possibility that any regime change will exhibit 

a substantial alteration of the actions of government. 

Bolivia; Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

Of the three regime categories for Bolivia only the 

second is expected to evidence some impact on the relation

ships associated with the different measures of public poli

cy. The first regime category represents the final year of 

the last government prior to the 1952 Revolution. The 

change from this regime to that encompassed by the second 

category (1952-1964), dominated by the Movimiento Nacional-

ista Revolucionario (MNR)., was accompanied by a period of 

violence including the victorious participation of groups 

which previously had little access to the state. Along with 

the promise of general societal reform, the acquisition of 
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power by this revolutionary coalition entailed at least an 

initial acknowledgment of the needs of previously excluded 

groups. Because of the incorporation of these groups, peas

ants and labor, it is expected that the MNR governments 

will evidence an alteration of policy in response to these 

demands. 

The third regime period (1965-1969) represents a 

period of political dominance by the military which began 

as a result of the disintegration of the initial coalition 

among leaders of the 1952 Revolution (Alexander 1973: 233-

250). The political prominence of labor unions, particular

ly the tin miners, was reduced and the focus of government 

appeared to emphasize the needs and demands of the Indian 

community. In general, however, the military dominated re

gimes reaffirmed the goals of the 1952 Revolution. There

fore, even though some symbolic change of group priorities 

occurred, the end of the MNR period did not include an ef

fort to undo or repudiate the stated goals of the MNR gov

ernments. As such, the change from governments associated 

with a civilian "revolutionary" leadership to governments 

dominated by the military is not expected to result in sub

stantial policy change. 
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Bolivia: Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 

(1) Pre-Revolution (1951) 

(2) MNR Regimes (1952-1964) 

(3) Military Regimes (1965-1969) 

I. Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.3463 
S.D.=.05174 

A. Overall Model: y=.4832 + .0547 Foreign Aid % 
Total Exp. - .4272 Value of Trade % GDP 

R2=. 40 Se=. 0425 Sig,.= .017 ' . 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Foreign Aid' % Total Exp.: R2=.20 b=.0353* 
95% Interval^-.0014 to .0719 

Regimes: R2=.42 (l):b=.0441 (2):b=* 
(3) :b=* 

2. Value of'Trade % GDP: R2=.04 b=.1584* 95% 
Interval=-. 5749, to .2582 

Regimes: R2=.12 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

II. Social Expenditures per Capita: y=3.4642 S.D.= 
2.0429 

A. Overall Model: y=-.3011* + .7445 Lag Social 
Exp. Per Capita + .126 Time 

R2=.96 Se=.4376 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Social Exp. per Capita: R =.93 b= 
1.0919 95% Interval-.9424 to 1.2414 

Regimes: R2=.95 (l):b=.7616 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

2. Time: R2=.87 b=.3378 95% Interval=.269 6 
to .4059 
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Regimes: R2=.96 (l):b=.607 (2):b=.2414 
(3):b=* • 

III. Social Expenditures: y=13.78 S.D.=9.686 

A. Overall model: y=-.93* + .92 Lag Social Expen
ditures + .121 Lag Foreign Aid 

R2=.98 Se=l.38 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Social Exp.: R =.96 b=1.124 95% In
terval^. 01 to 1.238 

Regimes: R2=.97 (l):b=.84 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

' 2. Lag Foreign Aid: R2=.74 b=.0655 95% In
terval. 3159 to .5921 

Regimes: R2=.90 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

IV. Education Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.1741 S.D.=.04451 

A. Overall Model: y=.0683 + .0009 Value of Exports 

2' R =.63 Se=.02772 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Value of Exports: R2=.63 b=.9173 95% In
terval . 00056 to .0031 

Regimes: R2=.69 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

V. Education Expenditures per Population 5 to 19: y= 
5.0321 S.D.=3.6586 

A. Overall Model: y=-3.816 + .3757 Time - .9739 
Foreign Aid % Total Exp. + .0491 Value of 
Exports 

R2=.96 Se=.7835 Sig./ .001 

B. Regime Analysis: 
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1. Time: R2=.67 b=,5309 95% Intervals 3389 
to .7229 

Regimes: R2=,93 (l):b=.792 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

2 2. Foreign Aid % Total Exp.: R =.21 b=2.6086 
95% Interval=-5.1682 to -.0489 

Regimes: R2=.93 (l):b=1.071 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

3. Value of Exports: R2=.6 3 b=.075 95% In-
terval=.0454 to .1046 

Regimes: R2=.90 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VI, Education Expenditures: y=7.19 S.D.=6,18 

. A. Overall Model: y=.98* + .896 Lag Ed. Exp. + 
.086 Lag Foreign Aid 

R2=.96 Se=l.25 Sig./_.001 

•, B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Education Exp.: R2=.93 b=1.097 95% 
Interval=.9419 to 1.2514 

Regimes: R2=.97 (l):b=.5826 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

2 2. Lag Foreign Aid: R =.64 b=.269 95% Inter
vals 1651 to .3729 

Regimes: R2=.92 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VII, Defense Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.1388 
S.D.=.04926 

A. Overall-Model: y=.1518 + .0018 GDP per Capita -
1.9 416 % Urban 

R2=.86 Se=.01963 Sig./_.001 

B, Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=,42 b=.0009 95% Inter
vals 0003 to .0014 
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Regimesi R2=.90 (1) ;b=*- (2):b=,0019 
(3):b=* 

2. % Urban: R2=,0002 b=.0261* 95% Interval= 
-.9996 to 1.0517 

2 
Regimes: R=.36 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VIII. Defense Expenditures per Capita: y=1.4042 S.D.= 
.95477 

A. Overall Model: y=.2377* + .1373 Time + .023 GDP 
per Capita - 22.0253 % Urban 

R2=.9 0 Se=.3251 Sig,/_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Time: R =.55 b=.1254 95% Interval=.067 to 
.1839 

Regimes: R2=.82 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. GDP per Capita: R2=.74 b=.0226 95% Inter
val.0157 to .0295 

Regimes: R2=.89 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

3. % Urban: R2=.61 b=30.3257 95% Interval= 
17.8972 to 42.7543 

Regimes: R2=.84 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

IX. Defense Expenditures: y=5.57 S.D.=4.294 t 

A. Overall Model: y=4.79 + .017 GDP + .06 Lag 
Value of Aid 

R2=.91 Se=l.373 Sig./ .001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP: R2=.87 b=.0214 95% Intervals 0172 to 
.0256 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1):b=* (2):b=.0196 
(3):b=* 

' 2 2. Lag Foreign Aid: R =.60 b=,1808 95% In
tervals 1046 to .257 
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Regimes: R2=.89 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

X. Total Expenditures: y=39.04 S.D.+26.187 

A. Overall Model: y=3.37 + .856 Lag Total Exp. + 
.39 Foreign Aid 

2 R =.96 Se=5.385 Sig./ .001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Total Exp.: R2=,93 b=1.069 95% Inter
val.9175 to 1.221 

Regimes: R2=.94 (l):b=.6949 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

2. Lag Foreign Aid: R2=.74 b=.0655 95% In
terval. 3159 to .5921 

Regimes: R2=.90 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

Bolivia: Discussion 
and Interpretation 

The major conclusion is that dependence forms an im

portant and essential component of the decision-making envi

ronment for Bolivia. The importance of dependence across 

policy areas is not especially surprising given the large 

infusions of aid from the United States following the 1952 

Revolution and the dominance of tin exports within the Bo

livian economy. The importance of these factors for the 

allocation decisions of Bolivian governments is reinforced 

by the evidence that in no case is the relationship between 

a measure of public policy and those representing dependence 

significantly altered by either MNR or military regimes. In 

addition to dependence, both GDP and incrementalism emerge 
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as part of the "best" statistical explanation for several of 

the policy measures. 

In general, regime change evidences little impact on 

the overall relationships characteristic of the policy mea

sures. The expectation that the policy thrust adopted by 

the MNR regimes would be largely unaltered by subsequent 

military regimes tends to be confirmed by the finding that 

in no case does the category representing military govern

ments exhibit a statistically evident effect on the rela-
\ 

tionships of the decision-making environment with the 

content of policy. Less expected is the general absence of 

an overall policy impact by the MNR governments. Further, 

those effects evidenced by these regimes are not what might 

be anticipated from reform oriented governments. For exam

ple, the coefficient for the relationship between Time and 

Social Expenditures per Capita during the period of the MNR 

is less than the lower limit of the 95 percent confidence 

interval around the overall coefficient. This indicates 

that the yearly per capita increase in expenditures for this 

policy area was less under these governments than during the 

other two regime periods. 

The effect indicated for the MNR regimes on the 

budgetary priority of defense spending is also somewhat un

expected. The results show that under MNR governments 

increases in societal wealth were translated into 
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substantially greater increases in the percentage of the 

budget allocated to defense than during the entire period of 

time and under military regimes. This can perhaps be ex

plained by the rising internal political violence and at

tempts by Victor Paz Estenssoro to maintain the support of 

the military which characterized the latter years of this 

regime period. The MNR regimes also show an effect on the 

relationship between GDP and the total amounts allocated to 

defense spending. The coefficient indicates that during 
i 

this period increases in GDP were associated with increased 

defense spending at a rate slightly below that indicated for 

the overall relationship. While not directly contradictory, 

these findings indicate that increased percentage alloca

tions for a particular area do not necessarily mean substan

tial increases in the amounts allocated. 

The general conclusions suggested by these results 

is that the policy effects of GDP, incrementalism, and in 

particular dependence have been largely unaltered by politi

cal change in Bolivia in spite of political turbulence and 

some change in the stated preferences of governments. Thus 

the hypotheses which posit that these components of the 

decision-making environment preclude political change from 

affecting the content of public policies can be accepted as 

generally characteristic of Bolivia. 
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Brazil; Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

The three regime periods for Brazil exhibit consid

erable variation with regard to the personalities in control 

of government and presumed policy emphases, especially fol

lowing the advent of military rule in 1964. From these dif

ferences it would be expected that change from one regime 

category to another would be associated with alterations in 

the relationships characteristic of the different policy 

measures. However, during the authoritarian regime of 

Getulio Vargas (1930-1945) many "corporatist" linkages be

tween societal groups and the state were erected which re

main as components of Brazilian governmental institutions. 

The continued existence of these institutionalized linkages 
I 

implies an underlying stability within the Brazilian politi

cal system which has been largely unaffected by surface in

stability and the shift from civilian to military rule 

(Skidmore 1973: 3-46). This suggests that political change 

may have relatively little impact on the allocation deci

sions adopted by government. 

The first regime period (1951-1954) encompasses the 

elected government of Getulio Vargas which ended with his 

suicide in 1954. During his previous period of rule Vargas 

has been identified with the interests of labor and had been 

responsible for linking these groups to the state. However, 

this elected government of Vargas lacked the dynamism of his 
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earlier regime and did not actively pursue new policy empha

ses. In effect, this government poses little prospect for 

policy change. 

Except for the transition period following the sui

cide of Vargas, the second regime period (1955-1963) is 

comprised of democratically selected civilian governments. 

The first of these governments was headed by Juscelino 

Kubitschek who stressed the "development" of Brazil. This 

focus emphasized industrial expansion and projects designed 

to improve the industrial infrastructure of the nation. The 

diversion of substantial resources into the construction of 

a new national capital in the interior of the nation, 

Brasilia, was the most prominent symbol of this emphasis. 

A worsening of the chronic problem of inflation which subse

quent elected regimes were unable to check was a major con

sequence of these policies. 

The second government of this period was headed by 

Janio Quadros. He resigned after seven months in office 

following a series of conflicts with the national congress. 

His resignation touched off a period of political turmoil 

and increasing economic instability culminating in the over

throw of Quadros' successor, Joao Goulart, in 1964. Despite 

considerable personality differences among these presidents, 

this regime period is expected to exhibit little effect on 

the relationships characteristic of the measures of public 
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policy. The major possible influence is that Kubitschek's 

emphasis on national development may have entailed a trans

fer of resources away from the policy categories included in 

these data. 

The third regime category (1964-1973) represents a 

period of rule by military governments and is expected to 

evidence a general effect on public policy trends. After 

seizing control of the apparatus of the state, the military 

acted to exclude "leftist" civilian politicians. As a re

sult, several active civilian politicians including former 

presidents were denied the right to participate in national 

politics (Roett 1972: 146-149). In effect, this meant that 

the "have-nots," particularly labor, were denied formal ac

cess to the state. The military has constructed a facade of 

democracy in Brazil including a national congress, two po

litical parties, and indirect elections; however, these in

stitutional forms have provided little political access 

outside that controlled by the military. 

The policy thrust of these military regimes has been 

to control inflation and to pursue economic growth. In gen

eral, the record of achievement in these areas has been im

pressive, but the achievement of these goals has entailed 

strict controls on wage increases and on the rights of labor 

to actively pursue improved conditions, while the costs of 

government services to the public have been increased. In 
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sum, this period has been characterized by repression 

against those identified as political opponents and by poli

cies which pursue economic growth at the expense of the 

"have-nots." 

Brazil: Statistical Results 

Regime Categories 

(1) Vargas (1951-1954) 

(2) Kubitschek — Quadros — --Goulart (1955-1963) 

(3) Military Regimes (1964-1973) 

I. Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.0935 
S.D.=.01722 

A. Overall Model: y=.1152 - .000 8 GDP per Capita 

R2=.45 Se=.01302 Sig.^_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. GDP per Capita: R =.45 b=.0008 95% Inter
val^.00013 to -.00004 

Regimes: R2=.54 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

II. Social Expenditures per Capita: y=2.3822 S.D.= 
.9927 

A. Overall Model: y=1.658 + 16.2339 % Urban + 
.0021 GDP per Capita 

R2=.90 Se=.33068 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. % Urban: R2=.87 b=22.1246 95% Interval= 
18.2963 to 25.9529 

Regimes: R2=.90 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. GDP per Capita: R2=.76 b=.0063 95% Inter
val.0047 to .0079 
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Regimes: R2=.90 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

III. Social Expenditures: y=19 3.34 S.D.=114.38 

A. Overall Model: y=-92.14 + .0178 Lag Urban 
Population 

R2=.94 Se=28.62 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Urban Pop.: R2=.94 b=.0178 95% Inter
val. 0158 to .0199 

Regimes: R2=.95 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

IV. Defense Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.2274 
S.D.=.05446 

A. Overall Model: y=.0679 + .6947 Lag Defense Exp. 
% Total Exp. 

R2=.49 Se=.03962 Sig.^_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Def. Exp. % Total Exp.: R =.49 b=.6947 
95% Interval=.3762 to 1.0133 

Regimes: R2=.68 (1) :b=* (2)b=* (3):b=* 

V. Defense Expenditures per Capita: y=6.0561 S.D.= 
3.17095 

A. Overall Model: y=-.0586* + .0153 GDP per Capita 
+ .3848 Lag Defense Exp. per Capita 

R2=.92 Se=.92556 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.90 b=.0218 95% Inter
val-. 0185 to .0252 

Regimes: R2=.91 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2 2. Lag Defense Exp. per Capita: R =.82 b= 
1.0763 95% Intervals 8449 to 1.3077 

Regimes: R2=.86 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 
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VI. Defense Expenditures: y=493.73 S.D.=356.823 

A. Overall Model: y=887* + .016 GDP + .36 Lag De
fense Exp. 

R2=.9 6 Se=73.41 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP: R2=.95 b=.0222 95% Interval=.0199 to 
.0244 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2 2. Lag Defense Exp.: R =.91 b=1.154 95% In
tervals 9918 to 1.3162 

Regimes: R2=.93 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VII. Total Expenditures: y=2341.47 S.D.=1789.934 

A. Overall Model: y=6.04* + .137 GDP + 1.25 Ex
ports - .75 Value of Trade 

R2=.9 8 Se=297.16 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP: R2=.96 b=.1116 95% Interval=.1009 to 
.1223 

Regimes: R2=.97 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Value of Exports: R2=.74 b=1.354 95% In
terval.9892 to 1.7191 

Regimes: R2=.90 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

3. Value of'Trade: R2=.72 b=.6138 95% Inter
val. 4412 to .7863 

Regimes: R2=.91 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

Brazil: Discussion 
and Interpretation 

These results suggest two somewhat surprising con

clusions. First, dependence does not appear to be an 
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important influence on the allocation decisions of Brazilian 

governments. Second, the changes from one regime type to 

another evidence little impact on the relationships charac

teristic of expenditures in different'policy areas. 

With regard to the first general conclusion, only 

the trade component of dependence appears and then only as 

part of the "best" statistical explanation of one policy 

measure: Total Expenditures. Given the emphasis placed by 

the military regimes on exports and foreign investment, it 

is surprising that these elements of the decision-making 

environment are not also related to allocation decisions. 

The overall importance of urbanization and GDP for social 

expenditures and that of GDP and incrementalism for defense 

spending suggests that the size and volume of transactions 

in Latin America's largest nation serve to mitigate the 

policy consequences of foreign trade, foreign investment, 

and foreign assistance. 

The second general conclusion stems from the finding 

that none of the regime categories, even that for the mili

tary, exhibits a statistically significant impact on the 

relationships characteristic of the different measures of 

public policy. The clear implication of these findings is 

that personality differences, seeming changes in policy em

phasis, and alterations of formal political institutions 

have had little impact on the factors influencing the 
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allocation decisions of Brazilian governments. In addition 

to confirming the socio-economic and incrementalism hypothe

ses, these results imply that in Brazil changes in the rela

tionships of societal groups with the formal decision-making 

component of government have been less important for the 

content of policy than the continuing linkages of groups to 

bureaucratic organizations within the apparatus of the 

s tate. 

Chile; Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

In terms of policy emphasis, each of the regime 

categories for Chile represents governments that differed 

substantially. The first category (1951-1964) includes 

governments organized by the traditional parties of Chile. 

These governments attempted little change and can be consid

ered as "maintenance" regimes which sought to preserve "tra

ditional" Chilean society and politics. 

The second category represents the periof of time 

(1965-19 70) encompassed by the Christian Democratic regime 

of Eduardo Frei. Overtly pressing for societal reform, this 

government adopted ambitious programs in public housing, 

land reform, national participation in the exploitation of 

copper resources, and mobilization of the "have-nots" of 

Chilean society. Though most of these programs did not 

achieve their perhaps overly optimistic goals, the acknowl

edgment of the needs of previously excluded groups and the 
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forces set in motion during this period signaled the end of 

the traditional party system and established the potential 

for substantial social change. 

The third regime category represents the Unidad 

Popular government of Salvador Allende (1971-1972). Con

sisting of a coalition of "leftist" factions and political 

parties, this government moved to accelerate the pace of 

change begun under the Christian Democrats. To a consider

able degree what began under Frei as the acknowledgment of 

of the needs of previously excluded groups became, under 

Allende, a substantial re-ordering of groups before the 

state with the traditional "elites" largely excluded. The 

resulting deep divisions within Chilean society led ulti

mately to the overthrow and death of Allende in 1973. 

Chile; Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 

(1) Gonzales Videla — Ibanez — Alessandri 
(1951-1964) 

(2) Eduardo Frei (1965-1970) 

(3) Salvador Allende (1971-1972) 

I. Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.2555 
S.D.=.03128 

A. Overall Model: y=.2762 - .1415 Foreign Aid % 
Total Exp. 

R2=.22 Se=.02834 Sig.=.028 

B. Regime Analysis: 
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2 1. Foreign Aid % Total Exp.: R =.22 b=.1415 
95% Interval==.2664 to =.0166 

Regimes: R2=.29 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

II. Social Expenditures per Capita: y=24.914 S.D.= 
15.1305 

A. Overall Model: y=-98.735 + .1857 GDP per Capita 
+ 170.104 Value of US Investment % GDP 

R2=.9 3 Se=4.34302 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.85 b=.0908 95% Inter
vals 0729 to .1086 

Regimes: R2=.98 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Value of US Investment % GDP R2=.66 b= 
137.346 95% Interval=-183.759 to -90.9336 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3) :b=* 

III. Social Expenditures: y=219.68 S.D.=170.683 

A. Overall Model: y=102.59* + .092 GDP - .332 
Value of US Investment 

R2=.94 Se=43.68 Sig./ .001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP: R2=.91 b=.086 95% Interval-.0734 to 
.0986 

Regimes: R2=.99 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b= 
.0604 

2. Value of US Investment: R2=.03 b=.3224* 
95% Interval3-.4879 to 1.1327 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1):b=.5992 (2):b=.4274 
(3) :b=* 

IV. Education Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.1573 S.D.=.01856 
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A. Overall Model: y=.3944 - .00014 GDP per Capita 
- .2861 Value of Trade % GDP - .6731 % Urban + 
.0099 Time 

R2=.7 4 Se=.0106 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.30 b=.000 07 95% In
terval . 00002 to .00011 

Regimes: R2=.45 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Value of Trade % GDP: R2=.13 b=.0899* 95% 
Interval=-.19 84 to .0187 

Regimes: R2=.51 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

3. % Urban: R2=.04 b=.049* 95% Interval= 
.0642 to .1622 

Regimes: R2=.56 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

4. Time: R2=.19 b=.0012 95% Interval=.00004 
to .0024 

Regimes: R2=.54 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

•Education Expenditures per Population 5 to 19: y= 
43.852 S.D.=27.19 87 

A. Overall Model: y=-92.629 + .1959 GDP per Capita 
+ .4071 Lag Ed. Exp. per Pop. 5 to 19 + 135.714 
Value of US Investment % GDP 

R2=.9 7 Se=4.9269 Sig.^_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.91 b=.1693 95% Inter
val". 1451 to .19 35 

Regimes: R2=.99 (l):b=.0949 (2):b=* 
(3) :b=.2497 

2 2. Lag Ed. Exp. per Pop. 5 to 19: R =.89 b= 
1.2222 95% Interval=1.0268 to 1.4178 

Regimes: R2=.94 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3) :b= 
1.0267 
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3. Value of US Investment % GDP: R2=.74 b= 
262.923 95% Interval=-334.916 to -190.929 

Regimes: R2=.98 (1):b=117.396 (2):b= 
298.196 (3):b=-844.667 

VI. Education Expenditures: y=137.17 S.D.=112.574 

A. Overall Model: y=38.34* + 1.94 Lag Ed. Exp. -
.036 Lag GDP 

R2=.96 Se=23.21 Sig./ .001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Ed. Exp.: R2=.95 b=1.285 95% Inter
val^. 144 to 1.426 

Regimes: R2=.97 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b= 
1.076 

2. Lag GDP: R2=.85 b=.0642 95% Interval= 
.0515 to .0769 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1):b=* (2):b=.0231 
(3) :b=.1245 

VII. Defense Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.1359 
S.D.=.04758 

A. Overall Model: y=.300 7 - .555 % Urban 

R2=.7 6 Se=.02364 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. % Urban: R2=.76 b=-.555 95% Interval= 
-.6985 to -.4114 

Regimes: R2=.78 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VIII. Defense Expenditures per Capita: y=11.1886 S.D.= 
3.9053 

A. Overall Model: y=1.7866* + .0254 GDP per Capita 
+ .3167 Lag Defense Exp. per Capita - 18.8345 % 
Urban 

R2=.89 Se=l.3835 Sig./ .001 
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B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. GDP per Capita: R =.81 b=.0229 95% Inter
vals 0177 to .028 

Regimes: R2=.90 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b= 
.0523 

2 2. Lag Defense Exp. per Capita: R =.54 b= 
.19419 95% Interval=.5393 to 1.344 

Regimes: R2=.71 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

3. % Urban: R2=.27 b=27.2728 95% Interval= 
6.5718 to 47.9739 

Regimes: R2=.69 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

IX. Defense Expenditures: y=94.76 S.D.=46.935 

A. Overall Model: y=77.50 + .026 GDP - .114 Value 
of US Investment % GDP 

R2=.9 6 Se=10.52 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP: R2=.91 b=.0236 95% Interval=.0201 to 
.0271 

Regimes: R2=.96 (l):b=.0215 (2):b=.0365 
(3):b=.0479 

2 2. Value of US Investment: R =.02 b=.069 95% 
Interval3-.1554 to .2933 

Regimes: R2=.84 (1):b=.1817 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

X. Total Expenditures: y=835.66 S.D.=592.232 

A. Overall Model: y=-297.97 + .223 GDP + .352 Lag 
Total Exp. 

R2=.9 8 Se=97.07 Sig.£_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP: R2=.96 b=.307 95% Interval3.279 to 
.3349 
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Regimes: R^=.99 (1):b=* (2) :b=* (3):b= 
.2076 

2. Lag Total Exp.: R^=.90 b=1.514 95% Inter
val.9732 to 1.33 

Regimes: R2=.94 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

Chile: Discussion 
and Interpretation 

The findings for Chile indicate that socio-economic 

characteristics, incrementalism, and, importantly, depen

dence are essential components of the environment within 

which the allocation decisions of government are adopted. A 

second general finding is that in no case does regime change 

alter the effects of the decision-making environment on the 

policy priorities of government. Given the different char

acteristics and presumed policy emphases of these govern

ments, this result is somewhat unexpected. Finally, the 

effects evidenced by the regime categories are not always in 

the direction anticipated from the political attributes of 

these governments. 

The impact of regime change on the policy conse

quences of dependence indicates that relationships involving 

Aid and Trade are unaffected, while the effects of U.S. in

vestment are generally altered by the change from one gov

ernment to another. Both the "traditional" regimes and the 

government of Eduardo Frei evidence a statistically signifi

cant impact on the relationship between Total Social 
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Expenditures and Value of U.S. Investment. Though neither 

of these regime coefficients is beyond the 95 percent confi

dence interval, the change from a positive relationship 

under the "traditional" governments to a negative associa

tion under Frei indicates that as national control was ex

tended over foreign owned enterprises, social expenditures 

continued to rise. A similar trend is evidenced by the ef

fects of the regime categories on the relationship between 

investment and Educational Expenditures per Population 5 to 

19. In particular, the coefficient describing this rela

tionship during the Allende period indicates that in spite 

of substantial reductions in the value of foreign holdings, 

the relative amounts allocated to education continued to 

rise. Finally, during the period of the "traditional" re

gimes increases in the Value of U.S. Investment were associ

ated with increased defense expenditures at a rate somewhat 

above that characteristic of the entire period of time. In

terestingly, despite considerable movement toward Chilean 

ownership of national economic activities during the Frei 

and Allende periods, neither, of these governments evidences 

an impact on this relationship. 

These findings indicate that even though foreign 

investment is more frequently related to expenditure deci

sions than are the other components of dependence, it is 

also more likely to be affected by political change. This 
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suggests that the policy consequences of those aspects of 

dependence which affect the amount of resources available 

government, foreign trade, and foreign assistance, are less 

likely to be altered by political change in Chile than are 

the effects of foreign control over internal economic 

activities. 

Given the emphasis by Frei and Allende on social re

form it is somewhat surprising that in no case did regime 

change alter the effects of the decision-making environment 

on the budgetary priorities of government. Equally unex

pected is the finding that change from one government to 

another did not affect the overall relationships character

istic of per capita social expenditures. One possible ex

planation of these results is that as part of their pursuit 

of social reform the governments of Frei and Allende in

cluded policies and programs not incorporated within this 

category of public expenditure. Significant actions such as 

the freezing of prices and raising of wages, political mo

bilization, and land seizures are largely missed by measures 

based on public expenditure. In particular, much of the 

visible change during the Allende period consisted of this 

approach to reform (Morris 19 73). This explanation also 

appears to account for the finding that under Allende in

creases in GDP were translated into increased social expen

ditures at a rate below the lower limit of the 95 percent 
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confidence interval around the coefficient describing the 

overall relationship. 

Less susceptible to this explanation is the impact 

of the regime categories on the relationships found for Edu

cational Expenditures per Population Ages 5 to 19 and Total 

Educational Expenditures. For both policy measures the co

efficient describing the effects of incrementalism during 

the Allende period shows that the relative and total amounts 

allocated to education increased at a rate substantially be

low that characteristic of the entire period of time. In 

contrast, the coefficients indicating the association be

tween these measures and GDP during the Allende government 

suggest that increases in societal wealth were translated 

into increased allocations for education at a rate substan

tially above that found for the overall period. These find

ings imply that during the Allende government the allocation 

of resources to education was more affected by fluctuations 

in GDP and less reliant on previous governmental decisions 

that was the case for the other regime periods. 

The effects of regime change on Defense Expenditures 

per Capita and Total Defense Expenditures also appear to run 

counter to the expected policy consequences of change to 

reform-oriented regimes. In both cases, under the Allende 

regime increases in societal wealth were translated into in

creased defense spending at a rate substantially above that 
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found for the entire period of time and above the rates 

characteristic of the "traditional" regimes and that of 

Eduardo Frei. These results apparently illustrate once 

again the tendency of reform-oriented governments to attempt 

to maintain at least the neutrality of the military through 

increased allocations to defense. For Allende, as for 

others, the approach ultimately failed. 

The results for Chile suggest that the efforts of 

the Frei and Allende governments to respond to the demands 

and needs of previously excluded groups did result in some 

alteration of the relationships found for the different 

policy areas, though not always in the direction antici

pated. Further, the regime categories affected associa

tions between policy and socio-economic characteristics, 

incrementalism, and the investment component of dependence 

which reinforces the impression of a general inpact by these 

regime changes on the allocation of resources to different 

areas of public expenditure. In terms of the research hy

potheses , the general effect of regime change indicates that 

none of these hypotheses can be completely accepted as char

acteristic of decision-making in Chile. 

Colombia; Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

The regime categories for Colombia encompass a peri

od of severe political strife and authoritarian rule followed 
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by an agreement among the warring factions which meant that 

the outcome of elections was predetermined. The change from 

the period of authoritarian rule to that of elected regimes 

is expected to exhibit some effect on the relationships 

characteristic of the measures of public policy. In con

trast, little, if any, impact is expected from the different 

elected regimes. 

The first regime period (1951-1958) includes the 

height of a period of civil strife centered around the en

mity among adherents of the Liberal and Conservative parties 

(la violencia) and is dominated by the authoritarian, per-

sonalist regime of Gustavo Rojas Pinilla. In several ways, 

Rojas attempted to emulate the populist aspects of the Peron 

government in Argentina. Part of this effort included poli

cies directed toward the "have-nots" of Colombian society, 

particularly in urban centers. Following his removal by the 

military, the memory of these policies contributed to a con

tinuing base of support for Rojas which became evident in 

his near victory in the 1970 presidential election 

(McDonald 1971: 178-198). 

Following the removal of Rojas, Colombia entered the 

period of Frente Nacional during which the Liberal and Con

servative parties agreed to alternate control of the presi

dency and to divide other political offices. One implica

tion of these institutional arrangements was that the 
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strict the ability of different regimes to substantially 

alter the policy emphases of government. Therefore, in 

spite of considerable differences in the rhetoric and policy 

goals of Liberal party presidents (1959-1962, 1967-1970) 

from those of the Conservative party (1963-1966, 1971-1973), 

it is not clear that regime change within the context of the 

Frente Nacional can be expected to exhibit an evident impact 

on the relationships characteristic of the measures of pub

lic policy (see Dix 1967: 129-168). 

Colombia: Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 

(1) Laureano Gomez — Rojas Pinilla — Junta 
(1950-1958) 

(2) Liberal Party Regimes (1959-1962, 1967-1970) 

(3) Conservative Party Regimes (1963-1966, 1971-
1973) 

I. Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.19 62 
S.D.=.04477 

A. Overall Model: y=.1661 •+ .0063 Time - .4812 
Value of US Investment % GDP 

R2=.92 Se=.01328 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Time: R^=.86 b=.0061 95% Interval-.0049 
to .0074 

Regimes: R^=.88 (l):b=.0081 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 
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2. Value of US Investment % GDP: R2=.02 b= 
.2571* 95% Interval=-1.2239 to .7097 

Regimes: R2=.73 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

II. Social Expenditures per Capita: y=5.1552 S.D.= 
3.0013 

A. Overall Model: y=6.0368 + 1.0219 Lag Social 
Exp. per Capita - .0766 Dependence Index + 
52.8243 Value of US Investment % GDP 

R2=.9 7 Se=.5884 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Social Exp. per Capita: R =.90 b= 
1.0385 95% Intervals 8620 to 1.215 

Regimes: R2=.93 (l):b=1.4212 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

2 2. Dependence Index: R =.25 b=.07 84 95% In
terval^ . 1475 to -.0092 

Regimes: R2=.57 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2 3. Value of US Investment % GDP: R =.16 b= 
50.7373* 95% Interval=-110.768 to 9.2935 

Regimes: R2=.68 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

III. Social Expenditures: y=101.06 S.D.=75.084 

A. Overall Model: y=88.45 + 1.04 Lag Social Exp. -
.533 Dependence Index 

R2=.9 6 Se=14.95 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Social Exp.: R2=.95 b=1.097 95% In
terval. 9709 to 1.223 

Regimes: R2=.96 (l):b=1.393 (2):b=1.082 
(3):b=l.006 

2 2. Dependence Index: R =.25 b=-1.967 95% In
tervals. 64 to -.2947 
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Regimes: R2=.54 (1);b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

IV. Education Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.1157 S.D.=.05017 

A. Overall Model: y=-.0483* + 1.0212 Lag Ed. Exp. 
% Total Exp. + .00035 Dependence Index 

R2=.94 Se=.01314 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Ed. Exp. % Total Exp.: R =.92 b=.9948 
95% Interval=.8467 to 1.1429 

Regimes: R2=.93 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2 2. Dependence Index: R =.00 3 b=.0001* 95% 
Interval =-.0 015 to .0012 

Regimes: R2=.87 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

V. Education Expenditures per Population 5 to 19: y= 
7.933 S.D.=5.42958 

A. Overall Model: y=-4.2158 + .8945 Lag Ed. Exp. 
per Pop. 5 to 19 + .0227 GDP per Capita 

R2=.97 Se=l.02149 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Ed. Exp. per Pop. 5 to 19: R =.95 b= 
1.0839 95% Interval=.9601 to 1.2078 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. GDP per Capita: R2=.74 b=.0917 95% Inter
vals 0637 to .1196 

Regimes: R2=.94 (1):b=* (2):b=.0798 
(3) :b=.1161 

VI. Education Expenditures: y=58.72 S.D.=52.99 

A. Overall Model: y=1.29* + 1.018 Lag Ed. Exp. + 
.0 65 Lag Foreign Aid 

R2=.99 Se=6.83 Sig.^_.001 
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B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Ed. Exp.: R2=.98 b=1.135 95% Inter-
val=,054 to 1.216 

Regimes: R2=.98 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Lag Foreign Aid: R2=.71 b=.4359 95% In
terval.2983 to .5735 

Regimes: R2=.74 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VII. Defense Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.1935 
S.D.=.05245 

A. Overall Model: y=-.1026* + .6504 Lag Defense 
Exp. % Total Exp. + .0011 Dependence Index 

R2=.44 Se=.04158 Sig.=.01 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Def. Exp. Total Exp.: R2=.28 b=.5772 
95% Interval=.1027 to 1.0518 

Regimes: R2=.46 (l)b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Dependence Index: R2=.10 b=.0008* 95% In
terval^. 481 to .0022 

Regimes: R2=.29 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VIII. Defense Expenditures per Capita: y=4.513 S.D.= 
1.6574 

A. Overall Model: y=-.4844* + .4771 Lag Defense 
Exp. per Capita - .0047 Value of Exports + .0221 
GDP per Capita 

R2=.6 8 Se=l.02728 Sig. = .001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Defense Exp. per Capita: R =50 b=.6815 
95% Interval=.3299 to 1.0331 

Regimes: R2=.61 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Value of Exports: R2=.05 b=.0023* 95% In
terval- . 0027 to .0073 
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Regimes: R2=.75 (l):b=.016 (2):b=* 
(3):b=-.0030 

3. GDP per Capita: R2=.42 b=.0212 95% In-
terval=.00836 to .03378 

Regimes: R2=.64 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

IX. Defense Expenditures: y=79.06 S.D.=39.91 

A. Overall Model: y=17.66* + .558 Lag Defense 
Exp. + .136 Foreign Aid 

R2=. 77 Se=20 J.5 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Defense Exp.: R =.70 b=.8073 95% In
terval. 5458 to 1.069 

Regimes: R2=.81 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2 2. Foreign Aid: R =.60 b=.282 95% Interval= 
.1678 to .3963 

Regimes: R2=.69 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

X. Total Expenditures: y=436.57 S.D.=255.14 

A. Overall Model: y=.776 + .654 Lag Total Exp. -
4.08 Dependence Index + .776 Foreign Aid 

R2=.96 Se=58.87 Sig./ .001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Total Exp.: R =.85 b=.9 831 95% Inter
val.7792 to 1.187 

Regimes: R2=.90 (1):b=* (2):b=1.197 
(3):b=* 

2. Dependence Index: R2=.15 b=5.176* 95% In-
terval=-ll.234 to .8815 

Regimes: R2=.53 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 
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3. Foreign Aid: R^=.65 b=1.8837 95% Inter
val^. 2054 to 2.5621 

Regimes: R2=.71 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

Colombia: Discussion 
and Interpretation 

These results establish dependence and incremental-

ism as the dominant components of the decision-making envi

ronment within Colombia. Of the socio-economic measures 

only GDP per Capita appears and then only in relation to 

Education Expenditures per Population Ages 5 to 19 and De

fense Expenditures per Capita. The suggested importance of 

national dependence for the allocation decisions of Colom

bian governments is reinforced by the evidence that in only 

one instance does regime change alter the policy conse

quences of a component of dependence. In contrast, the 

policy effects of incrementalism are frequently.altered by 

the regime categories. These findings suggest at the out

set that neither the socio-economic nor incrementalism hypoth

eses can be accepted for Colombia. However, relationships 

posed by the dependency hypothesis are established by these 

results as characteristic of policy-making by these 

governments. 

The expected "Peronist" characteristics of the gov

ernment of Rojas Pinilla tend to be confirmed by the effects 

of this regime on the consequences of the decision-making 

environment for social and defense spending. The regime 
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coefficients indicate that during this period both the per

centage of the budget and the amounts allocated to social 

expenditures increased from year to year at a faster pace 

than under the governments of either the Liberal or Conser

vative parties. The impact by this government on the rela

tionship between exports and per capita defense spending 

shows that increases in the value of exports were translated 

into increased allocation to defense at a substantially 

greater rate than during the other two regime periods. This 

finding can be partly explained by the efforts of this gov

ernment to quell the continuing internal political violence 

and, perhaps, by the attempt of Rojas to maintain the neu

trality, if not the support, of the military through a high 

rate of growth in the amounts allocated to this area. As 

has been the case for other governments, this strategy alone 

was not sufficient to prevent his removal 'from power. 

In spite of the institutional constraints estab

lished by the Frente Nacional, the results of the regime 

analysis show, unexpectedly, that some relationships in each 

policy area were affected by the differences between Liberal 

and Conservative party governments. The coefficients indi

cate that increases in per capita societal wealth tended to 

result in somewhat greater increments in the amounts allo

cated to Educational Expenditures per Population Ages 5 to 

19 under Conservative governments than during those of the 



Liberal party, though neither coefficient is beyond the 

limits of the 95 percent confidence interval. For the rela

tionship between the Value of Exports and Defense Expendi

tures per Capita, Liberal party governments exhibit no 

effect on the overall positive relationship while the coef

ficient for Conservative regimes is negative and below the 

lower limits of the confidence interval. This suggests that 

Conservative governments maintained or increased defense 

spending even when the resources available from exports 

declined. 

Both of these regime periods exhibit a statistically 

evident effect on the relationship between incrementalism 

and Total Social Expenditures. Though neither coefficient 

is beyond the bounds of the confidence interval, the results 

indicate that the amounts allocated to this area of public 

expenditure increased at a somewhat faster rate under Lib

eral governments than under those of the Conservative party. 

However, both are substantially less than the coefficient 

describing the rate of increase under the regime of Rojas 

Pinilla. Finally, the regime coefficients establish that 

total government expenditures increased during Liberal gov

ernments at a rate significantly above that for the other 

two periods. This finding tends to confirm the impression 

that Liberal party governments pressed for the expansion of 

the total range of governmental activity in contrast to the 
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lack of innovation and expansion characteristic of Conserva

tive party governments. 

In sum, the analytic results for Colombia establish 

dependence as an essential component of the decision-making 

environment and indicate that political change has had an 

impact on the factors influencing the allocation of public 

expenditures. Though incrementalism emerges with greater 

frequency than dependence as part of the "best" statistical 

explanations of expenditures, it is also the factor which is 

most frequently altered by regime change. Therefore, the 

dependence hypothesis can be accepted for Colombia. On the 

other hand, the hypothesis positing that incrementalism will 

preclude any effect by political change must be rejected. 

Finally, in addition to confirming that Rojas Pinilla did 

indeed emphasize social expenditures more than either Lib

eral or Conservative party governments, these results indi

cate that even with the institutional arrangements of the 

Frente Nacional, the change from one government to another 

entailed consequences for the allocation of public 

expenditures. 

Costa Rica; Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

There are two alternative possibilities for the ex

pected policy effects of regime change in Costa Rica. First, 

the governments represented by the two regime categories 
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appear to have differed substantially in terms of the expan

sion of governmental activity. The first category includes 

governments (1952-1953, 1958-1961, 1966-1969) which were 

generally opposed to governmental expansion. Though these 

regimes did not undo the initiatives adopted by other gov

ernments, neither did they institute new or substantially 

different programs. The second category represents govern

ments of the reformist Partido Liberacion Nacional (19 54-

1957, 1962-1965, 1970-1973). These regimes pursued 

substantial growth in the role of government and in general 

appeared to emphasize programs directed toward social reform 

(Denton 1971). Given these regime characteristics it is ex

pected that change from one regime to another will alter the • 

relationships characteristic of the different policy 

measures. 

The second alternative is suggested by the institu

tional context of Costa Rican government. Not only are a 

number of restrictions placed on the exercise of presiden

tial power, but also several policy-implementing institu

tions have been placed beyond the immediate control of 

either the president or the national legislature (Denton 

1971: 35-53). Coupled with the stability of Costa Rican 

politics this institutional setting suggests a policy con

tinuity which would not be significantly transformed by re

gime change. 
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Costa Rica: Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 

(1) Regimes other than Partido Liberacion 
Nacional (1951-1953, 1958-1961, 1966-1969) 

(2) Regimes of the Partido Liberacion Nacional 
(1954-1957/ 1962-1965, 1970-1973) 

I. Education Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.2487 S.D.=.06462 

A. Overall Model: y-.0189 + .9506 Lag Ed. Exp. % 
Total Exp. 

R2=.9 5 Se=.01459 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Ed. Exp. % Total Exp.: R =.95 b=.9506 
95% Interval=.8476 to 1.0536 

Regimes: R2=.96 (l):b=1.0618 (2):b=* 

II. Education Expenditures per Population 5 to 19: y= 
37.4396 S.D.=20.3208 

A. Overall Model: y=1163* + 1.0843 Lag Ed. Exp. 
per Pop. 5 to 19 

R2=.99 Se=2.4843 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Ed. Exp. per Pop. 5 to 19: R =.99 b= 
1.0843 95% Interval=l.0218 to 1.1468 

Regimes: R2=.99 (1):b=l.14022 (2):b=* 

III. Education Expenditures: y=22.06 S.D.=18.01 

A. Overall Model: y=.058* + 1.134 Lag Ed. Exp. 

R2=.99 Se=l.44 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Ed. Exp.: R2=.99 b=1.134 95% Inter
val^.094 to 1.174 
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Regimes: R2=.99 (1):b=1.181 (2):b=* 

IV. Total Expenditures: y;78.09 S.D.=49.382 

A. Overall Model: y=-3.90* + 1.170 Lag Total Exp. 

R2=.99 Se=5.28 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Total Expenditures: R2=.99 b=1.170 95% 
Interval=l.114 to 1.225 

Regimes: R2=.99 (1):b=1.106 (2):b=* 

Costa Rica: Discussion 
and Interpretation 

These results for Costa Rica suggest two general 

conclusions. First, and most striking given the character

istics of these governments, it is the non-PLN governments 

which exhibit a statistically evident effect on the rela

tionships characteristic of educational and total expendi

tures. Second, the overall models indicate that 

incrementalism alone accounts for almost all of the varia

tion in these measures of public policy. While tending to 

confirm the expected policy continuity of Costa Rica, each 

of these relationships is significantly affected by regime 

change. Thus, the incrementalism hypothesis cannot be ac

cepted as characteristic of decision-making in Costa Rica. 

In addition to the finding that only the non-PLN 

regimes evidence a statistically significant effect on edu

cational expenditures, the direction of these effects also 

runs counter to what might be expected from the 
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characteristics of these governments. The regime coeffi

cients indicate that the percentage of the budget devoted to 

education and the amounts allocated to this area of expendi

ture increased at a pace substantially above the overall 

rate. This suggests that these governments placed much more 

emphasis on public education than did the reform-oriented 

governments of the PLN. 

The one result which tends to correspond to the ex

pected policy activities of these different governments is 

the effect of regime change on the relationship between 

Total Expenditures and the measure of incrementalism. The 

coefficient for the non-PLN governments shows that during 

these periods total expenditures increased at a rate below 

the lower limit of the confidence interval around the coef

ficient describing the overall relationship. This indicates 

that governmental activity expanded at a slower pace under 

these regimes than during periods of rule by the PLN. 

Because of the lack of available data for other 

policy areas, it is not possible to determine whether these 

findings are characteristic of the consequences of regime 

change across a broader range of issues. However, for the 

area of education it does appear that the reformist thrust 

of the PLN did not include an emphasis on public education. 

Finally, because of the general impact by the regime change 

on the policy effects of incrementalism and because no other 
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independent variables emerge as part of the overall models, 

none of the research hypotheses are established as charac

teristic of decision-making in Costa Rica. 

Ecuador; Political Background 
And Statistical Results 

In general, there is little expectation that any of 

the regime categories for Ecuador will significantly alter 

the relationships found for the different measures of public 

policy. During this period of time, Ecuador experienced 

considerable political instability which centered around the 

actions of and reactions to the dominant figure in Ecuador-

/  '  . . .  ean politics, Jose Maria Velasco Ibarra. Five times presi

dent of his nation, three of which are included in the 

second regime category (1953-1956, 1961, 1969-1971), Velasco 

completed but one term of office. Linked with none of the 

traditional political parties, his source of support was his 

ability to appeal to the "have-nots" with promises of reform 

and improved social benefits. Because of this rhetorical 

emphasis his regimes do hold some promise for alterations of 

the relationships found for the different measures of public 

policy. However, his lack of consistency, the incorporation 

of individuals from across the ideological spectrum within 

his Velasquista party, and his apparent inability to govern 

mitigate against the expectation that these regimes will 

evidence a statistically significant policy impact. 
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The first regime category represents governments 

(1952,-1957-1960) of individuals associated with the more 

established, "traditional" political parties in Ecuador. 

Because of the popularity of and instability surrounding 

Velasco, these parties were unable to establish a consistent 

base for ongoing party politics and policy change. The 

third regime category (1962-1968, 1972-1973) consists of the 

series of interim regimes which followed the ouster of 

Velasco in early 1962 and the current military regime which 

took power following Velasco's removal in February of 1972. 

During these two periods little change in policy emphases 

was instituted and no attempt was made to change the ongoing 

role of government in Ecuador. There is, therefore, little 

expectation that these regimes will alter the effects of the 

decision-making environment on the content of public 

policies. 

Ecuador: Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 

(1) Galo Plaza — Ponce Enriques (1952, 1957-
1960) 

(2) Velasco Ibarra (1953-1956, 1961, 1969-1971) 

(3) Military and Interim Regimes (1962-1968, 
1972-1973) 

I. Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.2296 
S.D.=.03359 

A. Overall Model: y=.0861* + .5267 Lag Social Exp. 
% Total Exp. + .00013 Value of Exports 
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R2=.45 Se=.0264 Sig.=.006 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Social Exp. % Total Exp.: R =.29 b= 
.5826 95% Interval - .1334 to 1.0318 

Regimes: R2=.72 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Value of Exports: R2=.21 b=.00015 95% 
Interval=.000007 to .00029 

Regimes: R2=.71 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

II. Social Expenditures per Capita: y=6.1391 S.D.= 
2.8071 

A. Overall Model: y=2.9241 + .0274 GDP per Capita 
+ .0077 Value of Exports + .3482 Lag Social Exp. 
per Capita 

R2=.97 Se=.5564 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.93 b=.0568 95% Inter
val.0492 to .9643 

Regimes: R2=.95 (1):b=* (2) :b=* (3):b=* 

2. Value of Exports: R2=.82 b=.0244 95% In
terval. 0186 to .0301 

Regimes: R2=.93 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2 3. Lag Social Exp. per Capita: R =.86 b= 
1.1483 95% Intervals9148 to 1.3817 

Regimes: R2=.89 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

III. Social Expenditures: y=31.63 S.D.=20.827 

A. Overall Model: y-12.82 + .0 31 GDP + .035 Value 
of Trade 

R2=.99 Se=2.40 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 
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1. GDP: R2=.97 b=.0464 95% Interval=.0426 to 
.0502 

Regimes: R2=.98 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Value of Trade: R2=.93 b=.0958 95% Inter
val.0829 to .1086 

Regimes: R2=.98 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

IV. Education Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.1541 S.D.=.04079 

A. Overall Model: y=.0361* + .0031 Time + .5315 
Lag Ed. Exp. % Total Expenditures 

R2=.81 Se=.01885 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Time: R2=.72 b=.0053 95% Interval=.0037 
to .0070 

Regimes: R2=.86 (1):b=* (2):b=.0045 
(3):b=.0058 

2 2. Lag Ed. Exp. % Total Exp.: R =.71 b=.9559 
95% Interval-.6544 to 1.2573 

Regimes: R2=.82 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

V. Education Expenditures per Population 5 to 19: y= 
11.555 S.D.=7.3555 

A. Overall Model: y=7.2395 + .0409 GDP per Capita 
+ .0297 Value of Exports + .4785 Lag Ed. Exp. 
per Pop. 5 to 19 

R2=.9 7 Se=l.3227 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.89 b=.1457 95% Inter
val. 121 to .1705 

Regimes: R2=.91 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Value of Exports: R2=.88 b=.0662 95% In
tervals 0539 to .0786 
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Regimes: R2=.94 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2 3. Lag. Ed. Exp. per Pop. 5 to 19: R =.88 b= 
1.277 95% interval=l.0435 to 1.5122 

Regimes: R2=.94 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3)"b=* 

VI. Education Expenditures: y=23.06 S.D.=18.964 

A. Overall Model: y=20.74 + .08 Lag Value of Trade 
+.018 GDP 

R2=.9 8 Se=2.866 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Value of Trade: R2=.97 b=.1376 95% 
Interval=.1257 to .1495 

Regimes: R2=.98 (1):b=* (2):b=.1355 
(3) :b=.1360 

2. GDP: R2=.96 b=.0420 95% Interval=.0378 to 
.0461 

Regimes: R2=.97 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VII. Defense Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.1757 
S.D.=.03544 

A. Overall Model: y=*1753 - .0049 Time + .1825 
Value of Trade % GDP 

R2=.79 Se=.01701 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Time: R2=.72 b=.0046 95% Interval=-.6063 
to -.0032 

Regimes: R2=.78 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Value of Trade % GDP: R2=.01 b=.0714* 95% 
Interval=.2616 to .4044 

Regimes: Matrix is singular; therefore, re
liable estimates are not possible. 

VIII. Defense Expenditures per Capita: y=4.165 S.D.= 
.87015 
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A. Overall Model: y=3.437 + .0106 GDP per Capita -
.0329 Aid - Trade Index + .4564 Lag Defense Exp. 
per Capita 

R2=.87 Se=.3455 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.58 b=.0139 95% Inter
val. 0081 to .019 8 

Regimes: Matrix is singular; therefore, re
liable estimates are not possible. 

2. Aid-Trade Index: R2=.01 b=-.0066 95% 
Interval=-.0417 to .0286 

Regimes: R2=.17 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2 3. Lag Defense Exp. per Capita: R =.51 b= 
.6114 95% Interval=.313 to .9099 

Regimes: R2=.56 (l):b=.8219 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

IX. Defense Expenditures: y=19.98 S.D.=7.245 

A. Overall Model: y=3.9 85 + .051 Lag Value of 
Trade 

R2=. 92 Se=2 .16 Sig.^_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Value of Trade: R2=.92 b=.0511 95% 
Interval=.0437 to .0586 

Regimes: Matrix is singular; therefore, re
liable estimates are not possible. 

X. Total Expenditures: y=133.20 S.D.=76.998 

A. Overall Model: y=-20.99 + .66 Lag Total Expendi
tures + .073 GDP 

R2=. 9 8 Se=ll. 02 Sig.,/_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 
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1. Lag Total Exp.: R2=.96 b=1.105 95% Inter
val^.0032 to 1.2073 

Regimes: R2=.96 (l):b=1.1186 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

2. GDP: R2=.95 b=.1694 . 95% Interval=.1503 to 
.1886 

Regimes: R2=.97 (l):b=.2055 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

Ecuador: Discussion 
and Interpretation 

A major implication of these findings is that the 

trade component of dependence is established as an essential 

element of the decision-making environment in Ecuador. Thus, 

even though incrementalism and GDP are also found to be im

portant across issue areas, these results indicate, once 

again, the importance of the international environment for 

policy decisions within some Latin American nations. 

The regime analysis tends to confirm the expected 

lack of impact by the different regime categories. The 

small number of cases in which the effects of the explana

tory variables are altered and the finding that in only one 

case is the effect beyond the bounds of the 95 percent con

fidence interval allow at least guarded acceptance of the 

socio-economic, incrementalism, and dependence hypotheses 

for Ecuador. 

More specifically, none of the relationships found 

for the three measures of social expenditures are altered by 
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regime change. This suggests that despite his rhetoric and 

base of electoral support, the instability surrounding the 

governments of Velasco Ibarra precluded his regimes from 

exhibiting a sustained and substantial effect on this area 

of public expenditure. 

The association of incrementalism with the percent 

of the budget allocated to education is affected by both the 

governments of Velasco and the interim regimes. Though 

these effects cannot be considered to be substantial because 

the coefficients do not fall outside the bounds of the con

fidence interval, they do indicate that the emphasis placed 

by Velasco on this area of public expenditure was less than 

that characteristic of the overall relationship and that 

found for the interim regimes. 

This conclusion is reinforced by the effects evi

denced by regime categories on the relationship between 

Total Education Expenditures and Lagged Value of Trade. 

Though again the regime coefficients are not beyond the con

fidence interval, they do suggest that under Velasco in

creases in trade were related to increased educational 

spending at a lower rate than is indicated for the interim 

regimes and for the overall relationship. 

The final relationships affected by the measures of 

political change are found under Defense Expenditures per 

Capita and Total Governmental Expenditures. The coefficient 



describing the association between incrementalism and per 

capita defense spending during governments of the "tradi

tional" political parties indicates a somewhat greater rate 

of increase during this period than was characteristic for 

the entire period of time, though the coefficient is not 

above the upper limit of the confidence interval. A similar 
< 

effect by this regime category is found for the relationship 

between incrementalism and total expenditures. However, the 

coefficient describing the association between GDP and total 

expenditures during the "traditional" governments is above 

the upper limit of the 95 percent confidence interval around 

the overall coefficient. This suggests that under these re

gimes increases in societal wealth led to growth in govern

mental activity at a rate above that characteristic of the 

other two regime periods. 

In sum, even though relationships involving measures 

of socio-economic characteristics, incrementalism, and de

pendence are altered by the regime categories, the small 

number- of cases in which an effect is indicated and the 

finding that in only one instance can the effect of regime 

be considered to be substantial allow for at least a partial 

acceptance of the research hypotheses. Thus, the major con

clusions for Ecuador are that dependence is an essential 

element of the decision-making environment and that the 

ephemeral quality of politics in this nation have largely 
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prevented political change from having a substantial and 

broad effect on the policy consequences of the decision

making environment. 

Guatemala: Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

During the period of time encompassed by this set of 

data, Guatemala experienced considerable political instabil

ity, significant guerilla movements, and political terrorism 

by both the "left" and the "right." With the exception of 

the government of Jacobo Arbenz Guzman (1951-1953) which was 

the culmination of a period when government pressed for so

cial reform, Guatemalan governments have been dominated and 

restricted by the preferences of the traditional holders of 

political and economic power. Generally considered to be 

among the most reactionary ruling groups in Latin America 

(Alexander 1973: 306), governments dominated by these inter

ests would be expected to exhibit little effect on the rela

tionships found for the different policy measures. 

The single possible exception to this pattern was 

the government of Julio Cesar Mendez Montenegro (1966-1969) 

which is encompassed by the third regime category. Because 

of his association with the earlier reform movement, his 

presidency raises at least some prospect for characteristics 

which differ from those of the more conservative regimes 

(1954-1965, 1970-1973) included in the second category. 



However, in spite of his seemingly reformist posture, the 

constant threat of the "right" to remove Mendez forced him 

to back away from any significant movement toward policy 

change. Given these constraints, the change to this "re

formist" regime may exhibit little effect on the relation

ships characteristic of the measures of public policy. 

Guatemala: Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 
t 

(1) Arbenz (1951-1953) 

(2) Military Dominated (1954-1965, 1970-1973) 

(3) Mendez Montenegro (1966-1969) 

I. Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.2417 
S.D.=.02774 

A. Overall Model: y=.1693 + .3737* Lag Social Exp. 
% Total Exp. - .1215* Foreign Aid % Total Exp. 

R2=.20 Se=.02615 Sig.=.133 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Social Exp. % Total Exp.: R =.10 b= 
.3148* 95% Interval==.1409 to .7706 

Regimes: R2=.27 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Foreign Aid % Total Exp.: R2=.07 b=-.096* 
95% Interval=-.2702 to .0782 

Regimes: R2=.38 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

II. Social Expenditures per Capita: y=6.9948 S.D.= 
2.039 

A. Overall Model: y=-2.49 73 + .8273 Lag Social 
Exp. per Capita + 14.4233 Value of Trade % GDP 

R2= .95 Se=.48846 Sig.</_.001 
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B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Social Exp. per Capita: R =.92 b=1.00 8 
95% Interval=.8664 to 1.1496 

Regimes: R2=.94 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Value of Trade % GDP: R2=.65 b=48.8499 
95% Interval=31.69 33 to 66.0066 

Regimes: R2=.71 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

III. Social Expenditures: y=29.52 S.D.=14.768 

A. Overall Model: y=1.80* + .505 Lag Value of 
Trade + .524 Lag Social Expenditures 

R2=.98 Se=l.9 89 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Value of Trade: R2=.98 b=.09 65 95% 
Interval=.0897 to .1034 

Regimes: R2=.98 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Lag Social Exp.: R2=.97 b=1.0807 95% In-
terval-1.0019 to 1.1595 

Regimes; R2=.99 (1):b=* (2) :b=* (3):b=* 

IV. Defense Expenditures % Total Exp.: y=.0978 S.D.= 
.01536 

A. Overall Model: y=.0748 + .2321* Lag Defense 
Exp. % Total Exp. 

R2=.0 5 Se=.01536 Sig. = .322 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Defense Exp. % Total Exp.: R =.05 b= 
.2321* 95% Intervals.2452 to .7094 

Regimes: R2=.54 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b= 
1.9091 

V. Defense Expenditures per Capita: y=2.8604 S.D.= 
.8579 
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A. Overall Model: y=1.5484 + .1009 Time 

R2=.64 Se=.530 Sig./ .001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Time: R =.64 b=.1009 95% Interval3.0643 
to .1375 

Regimes: R2=.80 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VI. Defense Expenditures: y=12.17 S.D.=5.834 

A. Overall Model: y=-11.55 + .0161 Lag Population 
5 to 19 

R2=.83 Se=2.47 Sig./ .001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Population 5 to 19: R2=.83 b=.0161 
95% Interval=.01276 to .0194 

Regimes: R2=.91 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VII. Total Expenditures: y=124.24 S.D.=55.758 

A. Overall Model: y=7.10* + .50 6 Lag Total Exp. + 
.68 Foreign Aid + .125 Value of Trade 

R2=.97 Se=9.70 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Total Exp.: R2=.95 b=1.097 95% Inter
val.9786 to 1.2158 

Regimes: R2=.95 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Foreign Aid: R2=.68 b=.9014 95% Interval3 
.6222 to 1.1806 

Regimes: R2=.77 (1):b=* (2) :b=* (3):b=* 

3. Value of Trade: R2=.95 b=.0788 95% Inter
val .0706 to .0871 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1) :b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 
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Guatemala; Discussion 
and Interpretation 

These results indicate that incrementalism and de

pendence are the dominant characteristics of the environment 

which affects allocation decisions in Guatemala. Incremen

talism is found across policy categories, while foreign as

sistance appears in relation to both social expenditures and 

total expenditures. Surprisingly, a measure of socio

economic characteristics emerges only in relation to Total 

Defense Expenditures. Therefore, even before the effects of 

regime change are considered, the socio-economic hypothesis 

can be rejected for Guatemala. 

The importance of incrementalism and dependence for 

the allocation decisions of Guatemalan governments is rein

forced by the finding that in only one case, the relation

ship between incrementalism and the budgetary priority of 

defense, does regime change evidence a significant impact. 

Though somewhat surprising with regard to the expected ef

fects of the reformist Arbenz regime, these results tend to 

confirm that, in terms of governmental expenditures, beneath 

the political turmoil of Guatemala there is an underlying 

continuity bounded by the preferences of traditional elites. 

Honduras; Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

Of the three regime categories for Honduras, only 

the second, representing the reformist government of Ramon 
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Villeda Morales (1958-1963), is expected to exhibit a sub

stantial impact on the policy effects of the decision-making 

environment. The first category (1951-1957) encompasses 

governments of the conservative Nationalist party with the 

latter part of this period consisting of the virtual dicta-

torship of Julio Lozano Diaz. These governments maintained 

the traditional thrust of public policies within this nation 

and there is little expectation that they will evidence a 

statistically significant impact on the relationships found 

for the different measures of public policy. 

In contrast, Villeda Morales is generally considered 

to have been within the tradition of democratic reform in 

Latin America and did, seemingly, emphasize the needs of 

labor and peasant groups which had been largely excluded 

under previous regimes. Therefore, it is expected that this 

government will alter the relationships characteristic of 

public expenditures. 

The third regime period (1964-1973) is dominated by 

Ozvaldo L^pez Arellano. Lopez came to power following the 

1963 coup against Villeda Morales which was intended to pre

vent the anticipated electoral victory of Villeda's Liberal 

party. With the exception of the short lived regime of 

Ramon Cruz (1971), Lopez ruled throughout this period. Un

der this government the initiatives begun under the govern

ment of Villeda Morales were not overtly reversed but neither 
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were they expanded nor were new policy emphases added to the 

agenda of government. In essence, the Lopez regimes offer 

little prospect for substantial alteration of the existing 

patterns of governmental activity. 

Honduras; Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 

(1) Manuel Galvez — Lozano Dias (1951-1957) 

(2) Villeda Morales (1958-1963) 

(3) Lopez Arellano (1964-1973) 

I. Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.3173 
S.D.=.08636 

A. Overall Model: y=.0903 + .5835 Lag Social Exp. 
% Total Exp. + .2131 Foreign Aid % Total Exp. 

R2=.7 5 Se=.04581 Sig.^_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Social Exp. % Total Exp.: R =.64 b= 
.7547 95% Interval=.4756 to 1.0337 

Regimes: R2=.90 (1):b=* (2):b=1.235 
(3):b=* 

2. Foreign Aid % Total Exp.: R2=.46 b=.3854 
95% Interval-.1767 to .5940 

Regimes: R2=.74 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

II. Social Expenditures per Capita: y=8.1532 S.D.= 
4.1607 

A. Overall Model: y=.2782 + .5974 Time 

R2=. 98 Se=. 6467 Sig.^/_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 
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1. Time: R2=.98 b=.59 74 95% Interval=.5521 
to .6427 

Regimes: R2=.99 (l):b=.4361 (2):b=.958 
(3) :b=.7478 

III. Social Expenditures: y=19.59 S.D.=13.480 

A. Overall Model: y=-27.0 + .018 Lag Pop. + .0455 
Urban Population 

R2=.9 9 Se=l.260 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Population: R =.98 b=.028 95% Inter
vals 0263 to .0297 

Regimes: R2=.99 (l):b=.0184 (2):b=.0307 
(3):b=.0344 

2. Urban Population: R2=.9 6 b=.1237 95% In
terval-. 1125 to .1349 

Regimes: R2=.99 (l):b=.157 (2):b=.3296 
(3):b=.0979 

IV. Education Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.1814 S.D.=.0513 

A. Overall Model: y=.0246* + .891 Lag Education 
Exp. % Total Exp. 

R2=.8 6 Se=.0199 Sig.^_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Ed. Exp. % Total Exp.: R2=.86 b=.891 
95% Interval-.7117 to 1.070 

Regimes: R2=.94 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

V. Education Expenditures per Population 5 to 19: y= 
12.381 S.D.=6.3497 

A. Overall Model: y=-1.5434* + .6812 Time + 60.542 
% Urban 

R2=.97 Se=l.0818 Sig./_.001 
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B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Time: R2=.96 b=.9 057 95% Interval=.8194 
to .9920 

Regimes: R2=.98 (l):b=.5144 (2):b=* 
(3) :b=l.926 

2. % Urban: R2=.90 b=218.406 95% Interval= 
181.771 to 255.04 

Regimes: R2=.99 (1):b=293.271 (2):b=* 
(3) :b=* 

VI. Education Expenditures: y=11.460 S.D.=8.207 

A. Overall Model: y=6 8* + 1.042 Lag Education 
Expenditures 

R2=.9 8 Se=l.315 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Education Exp.: R2=.98 b=1.042 95% 
Interval=.9648 to 1.1186 

Regimes: R2=.98 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VII. Defense Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.1241 
S.D.=.03362 

A. Overall Model: y=.0401* + .6672 Lag Defense % 
Total Exp. 

R2 = .48 Se=.02484 Sig.=.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Defense % Total Exp.: R =.48 b=.6672 
95% Interval=.3251 to 1.0092 

Regimes: R2=.66 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VIII. Defense Expenditures per Capita: y=2.8855 S.D.= 
.95441 

A. Overall Model: y=-.0135 + .6614 Lag Defense 
Exp. per Capita + 13.3635 % Urban 

R2=. 7 7 Se=.48506 Sig.^/_.001 
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B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Defense Exp. per Capita: R =.69 b= 
.9572 95% Interval-.6363 to 1.2781 

Regimes: R2=.72 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. % Urban: R2=.59 b=26.5265 95% Interval= 
15.4795 to 37.5735 

Regimes: R2=.76 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

IX. Defense Expenditures: y=6.58 S.D.=3.618 

A. Overall Model: y=-.14* + .632 Lag Defense Exp. 
+ .017 Lag Urban Pop. 

R2=.92 Se=l.060 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Defense Exp.: R2=.89 b=1.1087 95% In
terval. 9162 to 1.3012 

Regimes: R2=.92 (l)b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2 2. Lag Urban Population: R =.86 b=.0347 95% 
Interval=.0282 to .0412 

Regimes: R2=.92 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

X. Total Expenditures: y=17.68 S.D.=12.741 

A. Overall Model: y=2.616* + .3193 Urban Pop. 

R2=.9 8 Se=4.727 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Urban Population: R2=.98 b=.3193 95% In
terval. 2992 to .3394 

Regimes: R2=.99 (l):b=.6141 (2):b=.0571 
(3):b=.30 3 
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Honduras; Discussion 
and Interpretation 

The results of the statistical analysis suggest two 

general conclusions. First, incrementalism and, somewhat 

surprisingly for a poor and largely rural nation, urbaniza

tion are established as the dominant factors influencing the 

allocation decisions of Honduran Government. 

Some confirmation for this conclusion is provided by 

the results indicating the impact of regime change on the 

effects of population size and urbanization on Total Social 

Expenditures. The coefficients indicate that under Lopez 

the amounts allocated to this area increased more in re

sponse to population growth than was characteristic of the 

government of Villeda Morales. In contrast, social expendi

tures increased in response to urban growth at a substan

tially greater rate under Villeda than during the other two 

regime periods. 

The significance of the effect of the Villeda gov

ernment on the relationship between urbanization and Total 

Social Expenditures is given added weight by the results 

indicated for Total Governmental Expenditures. The regime 

coefficients establish that the influence of urban growth on 

total expenditures was far less under Villeda Morales than 

during the other two regime periods. This result can, per

haps, be explained by the emphasis given by Villeda to rural 

concerns which would reduce the effect of urban growth on 
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the expansion of total governmental activity. A policy em

phasis on the needs of rural groups was not present during 

the first regime period and came to characterize the gov

ernment of Lopez Arellano only at the end of the period of 

time included in this data. Thus, in terms of allocations 

to social expenditures, Villeda appears to have been more 

responsive than the other regimes to problems emanating from 

urban growth but, when the total range of governmental ac

tivities is considered, programs not delineated by the gen

eral expenditure categories apparently accounted for much of 

the increase in public expenditures. 

The regime coefficients for the measures of educa

tion expenditures imply that this was not a policy emphasis 

for the reformist government of Villeda Morales. There is 

no effect by the regime categories on either the priority 

given or total amounts allocated to public education expen

ditures. For Educational Expenditures per Population Ages 

5 to 19 the results indicate that the relative amounts al

located to education increased at a significantly greater 

rate under Lopez than under Villeda and more in response to 

urban growth during the first regime period than under 

either of the subsequent governments. 

In sum, because of the frequency with which the re

gime categories evidence a statistically significant effect 

and because dependence does not appear to form an important 
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component of the decision-making environment, none of the 

research hypotheses can be accepted as characteristic of 

policy making in Honduras. Further, the reformist image of 

Villeda Morales tends to be confirmed by the effects of this 

regime on relationships between the decision-making environ

ment and the content of public policies. 

Mexico; Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

The characteristics of politics in Mexico pose two 

conflicting expectations for the policy consequences of re

gime change. First, each category represents governments of 

the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), the dominant 

political organization in Mexico. Within this political 

context, the change from one regime to another would not be 

expected to be associated with differences in ideology or 

substantial change with regard to the inclusion or exclusion 

of differing interests. This basic stability of Mexican 

politics suggests that each president is constrained by the 

preferences of the several groups already incorporated with

in the PRI with little prospect that policy change will fol

low from regime change. 

The alternative expectation is derived from the 

perception that politics within the PRI includes the compe

tition for power among several "camarillas" or personalist 

groupings organized around prominent political leaders 



(Johnson 1971: 59-84; Padgett 1976: 62-117). The implica

tion is that the selection of a particular individual to be 

president of Mexico entails the rise to power of one set of 

personalist linkages within the party at the expense of 

others. This suggests that each Mexican president will have 

a separate base of support within the PRI and, therefore, 

some measure of freedom in the determination of policy em

phases. If this interpretation is correct, the change from 

one government to another would be expected to entail some 

impact on the policy consequences of the decision-making 

environment. 

Mexico: Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 

(1) Aleman — Ruiz Cortinez (1951-1958) 

(2) Lopez Mateos (1959-1965) 

(3) Diaz Ordaz (1965-1969) 

I. Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.2058 
S.D.=.05815 

A. Overall Model: y=.03593* + .8426 Lag Social 
Exp. % Total Exp. 

R2=.7 7 Se=.02851 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Social Exp. % Total Exp.: R =.77 b= 
.8426 95% Intervals6089 to 1.0764 

Regimes: R^=.82 (l):b=.7545 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 



II. Social Expenditures per Capita: y=8.1621 S.D.= 
5.32108 
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A. Overall Model: y=5072* + 1.0469 Lag Social Exp. 
per Capita 

R2=.98 s 86152 e=. 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Social Exp. per Capita: R2=.98 b= 
1.0469 95% Interval=.9615 to 1.132 

Regimes: R2=.98 (1) :b=l.097 (2) :b=* 
( 3) :b=* 

III. Social Expenditures: y=322.69 S.D.=253.315 

A. Overall Model: y=-688.45 + .1614 Lag Urban 
Population 

R2=.99 Se=27.574 Sig.L_.OOl 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Urban Population: R2=.99 b=.l614 95% 
Interval=.l526 to .1702 

Regimes: 
(3)b:=* 

2 R =.99 ( 1) : b= .113 9 ( 2) :b= .191 

-IV. Education Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.1295 S.D.=.02818 

A. Overall Model: y=.l966 - .3574 Value of Trade % 
GDP 

2 R =.77 Se=.Ol381 Sig.L_.OOl 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. 2 Value of Trade % GOP: R =.77 b=.3574 95% 
Interval=-.4565 to -.2583 

Regimes: R2=.89 (1) :b=-.1886 (2) :b=-1.43 
( 3) :b=* 

-v. Education Expenditures per Population 5 to 19: y= . 
13.489 S.D.=8.7383 
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A. Overall Model: y=-7.66 + .0588 GDP per Capita 

R2=.9 8 Se=l.32099 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.98 b=.0588 95% Inter
val.0544 to .0633 

Regimes: R2=.99 (1):b=.0314 (2):b=.0607 
(3):b=.0632 

VI. Education Expenditures: y=192.54 S.^.=143.15 

A. Overall Model: y=-59 3.65 + .0228 Lag Population 

R2=.95 Se=33.012 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Population: R =.95 b=.0228 95% Inter
vals 0201 to .0254 

Regimes: R2=.97 (1):b=.0121 (2):b=* 
(3) :b=* 

VII. Defense Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.06895 S.D.=.01197 

A. Overall Model: y=.1769 - .5913 % Urban 

R2=.54 Se=.00839 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. % Urban: R2=.54 b=.5913 95% Interval^ 
-.8727 to -.3099 

Regimes: R2=.65 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VIII. Defense Expenditures per Capita: y=2.3574 S.D.= 
.98518 

A. Overall Model: y=-0243* + .0034 GDP per Capita 
+ .5251 Lag Defense Exp. per Capita 

R2=.96 Se=.21098 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 
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1. GDP per Capita: R2=.94 b=.0065 95% Inter-
val=.0057 to .0073 

Regimes: R2=.96 (l):b=.0048 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

2 2. Lag Defense Exp. per Capita: R =.94 b= 
1.063 95% Interval=.9217 to 1.2044 

Regimes: R2=.96 (l):b=.8501 (2):b=* 
(3):b=2.4589 

IX. Defense Expenditures: y=90.60 S.D.=50.846 

A. Overall Model: y=3.39* + .0071 Lag GDP 

R2=.9 8 Se=6.844 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag GDP: R2=.98 b=.0071 95% Interval= 
.0066 to .0076 

Regimes: R2=.99 (l)b=.006 8 (2):b=* 
(3) :b=* 

X. Total Expenditures: y=1424.71 S.D.=1031.82 

A. Overall Model: y=-31.66* + 1.187 Lag Total 
Expenditures 

R2=.97 Se=174.549 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Total Exp.: R2=.92 b=1.187 95% Inter-
val=1.0 86 to 1.288 

Regimes: R2=.97 (1):b=* (2) :b=* (3):b=* 

Mexico: Discussion 
and Interpretation 

The results indicate that each of the three regime 

categories (Lucas Aleman-Adolfo Ruiz Cortinez 1951-1958;-

Adolfo Lopez Mateos 1959-1964; and Gustavo Diaz Ordaz 1965-
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1969) evidences some impact on the consequences of environ

mental factors. This finding tends to confirm the expecta

tion that because of the "personalist" characteristics of 

politics within the PRI, different presidents may alter the 

policy emphases of Mexican governments. Further, the fre

quency with which regime categories alter the effects of 

environmental factors indicates that none of the expected 

policy consequences of socio-economic factors, incremental-

ism, or dependence can be accepted as characteristic of 

Mexico. 

A second general conclusion suggested by these re

sults is that incrementalism and socio-economic character

istics are the dominant factors related to budgetary 

decisions in Mexico. The one deviation from this pattern is 

the relationship evidenced between the Value of Trade % GDP 

and the budgetary priority of educational expenditures. The 

absence of measures of dependence from the "best" statisti

cal explanations of public expenditures, with this one ex

ception, implies that as with Brazil, the sheer size and 

increasing volume of internal transactions within the second 

most populous nation of Latin America absorb the policy im

pact of the components of dependence. 

For the area of social expenditures only the Aleman-

Ruiz period evidences a significant impact on the associa

tion of incrementalism with the percentage and per capita 
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amounts allocated to this policy category. Though in nei

ther case can the effect be considered substantial, the co

efficients indicate that during this period the percentage 

of the budget allocated to social spending increased at a 

somewhat slower pace than was characteristic of the entire 

period of time, while the per capita amounts increased at a 

somewhat faster rate. A possible explanation for this ap

parent contradiction is that as the overall budget was ex

panded during this era, allocations to social expenditures 

accounted for a smaller percentage of the increase even 

though the per capita amounts spent in this area were 

augmented. 

The coefficients indicating the effects of the re

gime measures on the relationship between urban growth and 

Total Social Expenditures show that the Aleman-Ruiz govern

ment increased social spending in response to urbanization 

at a rate substantially less than that found for the over

all period. In contrast, the government of Lopez Mateos 

appears to have been substantially more responsive to urban 

growth through its allocation to social programs. These co

efficients indicate that significant change occurred as a 

result of the change in governments from the first regime 

period to the second. 

The effects of the regime categories on the rela

tionship between the budgetary priority of education and the 



Value of Trade % GDP also evidence a substantial alteration 

following the transition from the first regime period to the 

government of Lopez Mateos. Under Lopez Mateos the overall 

negative relationship increased markedly. This suggests 

that even as the value of trade relative to total production 

of internal wealth was declining, the Lopez regime raised 

the percentage of the budget devoted to education. In ef

fect, the proposed consequences of this aspect of dependence 

appear to have had little impact on the allocation decisions 

of this government. 

This general trend is reaffirmed by the results for 

Education Expenditures per Population Ages 5 to 19 and Total 

Education Expenditures. The coefficient which describes the 

relationship between GDP per Capita and relative education 

expenditures during the Aleman-Ruiz period indicates that 

increases in societal wealth were translated into spending 

for this area at a rate substantially below either the over

all rate or that indicated for the other two regimes. Even 

though the coefficients for the governments of Lopez Mateos 

and Diaz Ordaz are not beyond the bounds of the 95 percent 

confidence interval, they are both somewhat above the over

all coefficient, indicating that the change from the first 

regime period was associated with substantial change in the 

effects of GDP per Capita on this area of public spending. 

With regard to total spending for education, the coefficient 
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for the Aleman-Ruiz period shows that total allocations for 

this area grew in response to population growth at a rate 

again substantially below that characteristic of the entire 

period of time. Though neither of the other two categories 

evidences a statistically significant effect, the inference 

is that the responses of these governments to population 

growth was greater than that found for the first category. 

In the area of defense expenditures the most inter

esting finding is that the relationship between incremental-

ism and per capita defense spending for defense for the 

government of Diaz Ordaz indicates substantially greater in

creases than are found for the first regime period or for 

the overall relationship. This suggests that during the 
/ 

Diaz Ordaz government, the response to rising internal vio

lence and increased political opposition was increased allo

cations to the military. 

Importantly, despite the frequency with which the 

regime categories evidence a significant impact on the rela

tionships found for the different areas of public policy, no 

impact is indicated for the relationship between incremen-

talism and Total Governmental Expenditures. This suggests 

that the pace of the expansion of governmental activity in 

Mexico was not significantly altered by the change from one 

government to another, even though these regimes exhibit 

somewhat different policy emphases. 
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In sum, these results tend to support the view that 

at least in part because of the personalist linkages charac

teristic of the PRI, governmental change was followed by 

policy change. Apart from establishing that the socio

economic, incrementalism, and dependency hypotheses cannot 

be accepted as characteristic of budgetary decisions in Mex

ico, the findings indicate that within this single-party 

dominant system, political stability has not led to policy 

rigidity. 

Panama: Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

The political experience of Panama during the time 

encompassed by these data suggest two different expectations 

for the policy effects of regime change. First, the differ

ent characteristics of the three regime categories imply 

that the change from one governmental period to another will 

evidence some impact on the policy consequences of environ

mental factors. Included are changes from an authoritarian 

regime to a period of elected civilian rule and then to 

another authoritarian government. These governmental 

changes also entailed some differences with regard to stated 

policy emphases. 

Alternatively, three aspects of politics in Panama 

appear to mitigate against the possibility that these re

gimes will evidence an impact on the relationships found for 
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the different policy measures. The first of these elements 

is the dominance of the Panama Canal in the political, eco

nomic, and social life of the nation. As a political issue, 

the canal has been a focus for governmental rhetoric and 

popular attention often at the expense of social reform or 

the plight of the "have-nots." 

The second aspect stems in part from the issues sur

rounding control over the Panama Canal. Throughout this 

period the dominant personality in Panamanian politics was 

Arnulfo Arias whose nationalist stance contributed to his 

three victories in presidential elections. Much like 

Velasco Ibarra in Ecuador, Arias was unable to complete any 

of his three terms. The two periods of authoritarian rule 

included in this analysis followed the removal of Arias by 

the national guard. 

To a degree, the third background element, the ab

sence of stable political parties, stems from the continued 

popularity of Arias. In particular, his election and subse

quent removal after but ten days in office in 1968 signaled 

the end of a period during which Panama appeared to be 

evolving toward some degree of stable electoral politics 

(Alexander 1973: 14). Each of these background elements and 

in particular the issue of the canal suggest that despite 

the regime differences discussed below, governmental change 
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in Panama is more symbolic than posing the possibility of 

substantial policy change. 

The first category (1951-1956) is dominated by the 

regime of Jose' Remon who as head of the national guard 

seized power following the removal of Arnulfo Arias in 1950. 

Prior to his assassination in 1955 Remon did attempt to in

stitute changes in policy which tended to emphasize the 

needs of the "have-nots" in Panamanian society (Harris 1970: 

179). Thus, in terms of the stated policy emphasis of this 

government there is some prospect that this category will 

evidence an effect on relationships between the decision

making environment and policy. 

The second category encompasses three elected re

gimes of which the second, that of Roberto Chiari, appears 

to have placed the most emphasis on change. However, during 

this period of time the issue of the Panama Canal assumed 

prominence and was accompanied by considerable violence in 

1964. Also, the ephemeral nature of political parties in 

Panama provided little organized support for change within 

the national community. Thus the focus on issues surround

ing the canal coupled with party instability imply that 

little significant alteration in the policy effects of en

vironmental factors can be expected from these regimes. 

The third category represents the initial years of 

the authoritarian regime of Omar Torrijos. Coming to power 
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following the removal of Arias in 1968, Torrijos has, at 

least rhetorically, pressed for substantial change within 

Panama; however, once again the issue of United States con

trol over the canal seemingly has assumed a position of 

prominence on the agenda of government. It is not clear 

whether this focus has precluded this government from also 

pursuing its reformist goals. 

Panama; Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 

(1) Jose Remon and Interim Regimes (1951-1956) 

(2) de la Guardia — Chiari — Robles (1957-
1968) 

(3) Omar Torrijos (1969-1973) 

I. Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.3657 
S.D.=.05517 

A. Overall Model: y=-.0808* + 2.237 % Urban -
.0179 Time 

R2=.62 Se=.03593 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. % Urban: R2=.16 b=-.6139* 95% Interval= 
-1.3208 - .0931 

Regimes: R2=.76 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Time: R2=.34 b=-.0048 95% Interval=-.8035 
to -.0015 

Regimes: R2=.75 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

II. Social Expenditures per Capita: y=31.9044 S.D.= 
11.9168 
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A. Overall Model: y=-.08072* + 1.0839 Lag Social 
Exp. per Capita 

R2=.9 8 Se=l.8207 Sig.^_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Social Exp. per Capita: R =.9 8 b= 
1.0839 95% Interval=1.0032 to 1.1646 

Regimes: R2=.98 (l):b=1.3417 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

III. Social Expenditures: y=39.24 S.D.=22.597 

A. Overall Model: y=3.27 + .0735 Lag GDP 

R2=.99 Se=1.99 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag GDP: R2=.99 b=.0735 95% Interval= 
.0706 to .0764 

Regimes: R2=.99 (l):b=.1165 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

IV. Education.Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.21696 S.D.=.02867 

A. Overall Model: y=.1347 + .376 8* Lag Ed. Exp. % 
Total Exp. 

R2=.13 Se=.02753 Sig.=.124 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Ed. Exp. % Total Exp.: R2=.13 b=.3768* 
95% Interval55-. 1132 to .8669 

Regimes: R2=.56 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

V. Education Expenditures per Population 5 to 19: y= 
55.3374 S.D.=26.4592 

A. Overall Model: y=-20.2276 + .1466 GDP per 
Capita 

R2=.99 Se=2.6815 Sig.^_.001 
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B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.99 b=.1466 95% Inter
vals 1394 to .1538 

Regimes: R2=.99 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VI. Education Expenditures: y=24.43 S.D.=17.162 

A. Overall Model: y=-7.86 + .0559 Lag GDP 

R2=.9 9 Se=l.39 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag GDP: R2=.99 b=.0559 95% Interval= 
.0538 to .0579 

Regimes: R2=.99 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VII. Total Expenditures: y=117.92 S.D.=91.445 

A. Overall Model: y=52.67 + .303 GDP - 1.27 Lag 
Aid-Trade Index 

R2=.9 8 Se=12.16 Sig.£_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

GDP: 
.2810 

1. GDP: R2=.95 b=.2598 95% Interval=.2286 to 

Regimes: R2=.99 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Lag Aid-Trade Index: R2=.32 b=2.802 95% 
Interval=.9681 to 4.636 

Regimes: R2=.89 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

Panama: Discussion 
and Interpretation 

These statistics indicate that with two exceptions 

the regime categories do not significantly alter the policy 

effects of environmental factors. In general this finding 

tends to confirm the view that within the context of the 
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Panama Canal, the personal popularity of Arnulfo Arias, and 

the absence of coherent political parties, the change from 

one government to another had little impact on existing pub

lic expenditure trends. 

The two exceptions to this overall conclusion are 

the effects evidenced by the government of Jose Remon for 

the per capita and total amounts allocated to social expen

ditures. The indication is that under this government per 

capita spending for this area grew at a rate substantially 

above the pace characteristic for the entire period of time. 

Similarly the effect of this regime on the relationship be

tween the Lagged Value of GDP and Total social Expenditures 

suggests that increases in societal wealth were transformed 

into increased social spending at a rate much greater than 

that found for the entire period. Both results imply that 

in the area of social expenditures the reformist thrust of 

the Remon regime was followed by some alteration in the al

location decisions of government. 

The components of the "best" statistical explana

tions for the measures of public policy indicate that socio

economic characteristics and incrementalism form the dominant 

components of the decision-making environment in Panama. A 

, measure of dependence appears only as part of the explana

tion for Total Governmental Expenditures. These results in 

combination with the general absence of an effect by the 
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regime categories allow for the acceptance of the socio

economic and incrementalism hypotheses as generally charac

teristic of Panama, while that related to dependence must 

be rejected. 

Peru; Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

The policy effects of the decision-making environ

ment in Peru are expected to be altered only during the 

third regime period which represents the government of 

Fernando Belaunde Terry (1964-1968). In contrast to the 
/ 

earlier governments of Manuel Odria (1951-1956) and Manuel 

Prado (1957-1962), the Belaunde regime emphasized, at least 

in terms of stated goals, reform as an essential component 

of national development. In particular, this government 

stressed education, housing, and rural development (Webb 

1975: 79). 

Alternatively, the reformist posture of the Belaunde 

government was not accompanied by a readily apparent altera

tion in the relationships between the state and societal 

groups. This meant that the ability of traditional inter

ests to block or delay attempts at reform continued as an 

important characteristic of policy-making and application in 

Peru (see Petras and LaPorte 1973: 33-123). In effect, 

Belaunde*s reformist posture does not appear to have been 

based on the political power necessary to give substance to 
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the stated policy thrust of his government. If this inter

pretation is correct, then the expectation is that none of 

the regime categories will evidence an effect on the policy 

consequences of the decision-making environment. 

Peru; Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 

(1) Manuel Odria (1950-1956) 

(2) Manuel Prado — Military Junta (1957-19 62, 
1963) 

(3) Fernando Belaunde (1964-1968) 

I. Education Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.1512 S.D.=.07227 

A. Overall Model: y=-.0665 + .7137 Lag Ed. Exp. % 
Total Exp. + .5477 Foreign Aid % Total Exp. + 
.0006 Value of Exports - .0212 Time. 

R2=.9 0 Se=.02688 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag. Ed. Exp. % Total Exp.: R2=.77 b=.9007 
95% Interval=.6313 to 1.1701 

Regimes: R2=.85 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. Foreign Aid % Total Exp.: R2=.03 b=.1629 
95% Interval3-.3866 to .7125 

Regimes: R^=.58 (l)b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

3. Value of Exports: R2=.67 b=.0003 95% In
terval3 . 00017 to .00038 

Regimes: R2=.97 (l):b=-.0004 (2):b=* 
(3):b=.0006 

4. Time: R2=.58 b=.0103 95% Interval3.0055 
to .0151 
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Regimes: R2=.93 (l):b=-.0164 (2):b=* 
(3):b=.0235 

II. Education Expenditures per Population 5 to 19: y= 
17.1518 S.D.=14.8226 

A. Overall Model: y=12.0026 + .9 095 Lag Ed. Exp. 
per Pop. 5 to 19 - 54.401 Value of US Invest
ment % GDP 

R2=.999 Se=.5594 Sig./^.OOl 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Ed. Exp. per Pop. 5 to 19: R2=.98 b= 
1.0038 95% Interval=.9334 to 1.0742 

Regimes: R2=.998 (l):b=.1769 (2):b=* 
(3):b=l.1614 

2. Value of US Investment % GDP: R2=.49 b= 
248.797 95% Interval=-.399.4348 to 
-109.1596 

Regimes: R2=.80 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

III. Education Expenditures: y=70.38 S.D.=69.602 

A. Overall Model: y=-1.42 + 1.2556 Lag Ed. Exp. 

R2= .99 Se=7.153 Sig.</_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Ed. Exp-: R2=.99 b=1.2556 95% Inter-
val=l.1865 to 1.3247 

Regimes: R2=.99 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b= 
1.2312 

IV. Defense Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.1767 
S.D.=.02326 

A. Overall Model: y=.0966 + .4488* Lag Defense 
Exp. % Total Exp. 

R2=.22 Se=.055 Sig.=.055 

B. Regime Analysis: 
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2 1. Lag Defense Exp. % Total Exp.: R = .22 b= 

.4488 95% Interval®-.0104 to .908 

Regimes: R2=.32 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

V. Defense Expenditures per-Capita: y=6.5267 S.D.= 
2.7786 

A. Overall Model: y=-.6808* + .0203 GDP per Capita 
+ .3905 Lag Defense Exp. per Capita 

R2=.9 2 Se=.81718 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. GDP per Capita: R =.89 b=.0314 95% Inter
val.0255 to .0373 

Regimes: R2=.93 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2 2. Lag Defense Exp. per Capita: R =.85 b= 
.9545 95% Interval®.7314 to 1.1777 

Regimes: R2=.86 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VI. Defense Expenditures: y=69.47 S.D.=39.054 

A. Overall Model: y=-12.85 + .017 GDP + .046 Lag 
Value of Trade 

R2=.96 Se= 7.921 Sig./ .001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP: R2=.91 b=.0311 95% Interval=.0257 to 
.0364 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1):b=* (2):b=.037 
(3):b=* 

2. Lag Value of Trade: R2=.93 b=.097 95% In
terval. 0827 to .1114 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VII. Total Expenditures: y+39 6.52 S.D.=232.2 81 

A. Overall Model: y=-40.82 + .111 GDP + .442 Lag 
Total Exp. 



R2=.9 8 Se=38.269 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP: R2=.96 b=.1831 95% Interval = .1588 
to .2075 

Regimes: R2=.97 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b= 
.1457 

2 2. Lag Total Expenditures: R =.92 b=.99997 
95% Interval=.8334 to 1.1666 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b= 
.4419 

Peru: Discussion 
and Interpretation 

These findings establish incrementalism as the 

dominant environmental factor across policy categories with 

measures of dependence emerging in relation to education ex

penditures and GDP in association with the amounts allocated 

to defense and total expenditures. The results of the re

gime analysis indicate that the policy effects of each of 

these environmental factors are altered by the regime cate

gories. Therefore, the socio-economic, incrementalism, and 

dependence hypotheses cannot be accepted as characteristic 

of Peru. 

The reformist posture of the Belaunde government is 

given some credence by the effects evidenced for this re

gime in the area of educational expenditures. The findings 

indicate that the percent of the budget allocated to educa

tion increased over time and in response to the value of ex

ports at a markedly higher rate under this regime than during 
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the other regime periods. Similarly the coefficients indi

cate that the yearly increases in educational spending rela

tive to the size of the school age population grew at a 

substantially greater pace under Belaunde than was charac-
/ 

teristic of the regimes of Odria or Prado. This general 

trend is somewhat contradicted by the effect of this govern

ment "on the' relationship between incrementalism and the 

total amounts allocated to education. The coefficient de

scribing the relationship during the Belaunde period is 

somewhat less than that found for the overall period. How

ever, the difference is within the bounds of the 95 percent 

confidence interval and is, therefore, not substantial. One 

possible explanation for this apparent contradiction is the 

finding that total governmental expenditures grew at a sub

stantially slower pace under Belaunde than during the entire 

period of time. In effect the relative measures of educa

tional expenditures increased at a high rate during a period 

in which raw or total allocations experienced a slow rate of 

growth. 

Interestingly but not unexpectedly, with but one ex

ception, the effects of environmental characteristics on 

defense spending were unaltered by the regime categories. 

The one deviation is that under the government of Manuel 

Prado increases in GDP were related to increased defense ex

penditures at a rate above that found for the overall 
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relationship. In contrast to the fluctuation evidenced for 

educational expenditures and total expenditures, each of 

these regimes appears to have responded to the demands of 

the military with essentially similar increments in spending. 

In spite of the effects evidenced by the Belaunde 

regime on education expenditures, the reformist image of 

this regime is called into question by the results for Total 

Governmental Expenditures. The evidence is that the expan

sion of governmental activity, as indicated by total expen

ditures, appears to have slowed under this regime. The rate 

of increase over previous expenditure levels and in response 

to GDP was substantially below that found for the overall 

relationship. This finding suggests that the thrust toward 

land reform or public housing was not supported by increases 

in public expenditure. Though clearly the data do not allow 

for direct examination of this possibility, the evidence is 

that the expenditure increases called for by the ambitious 

programs of the Belaunde government were not forthcoming. 

Thus the reformist rhetoric of this government was appar

ently not given substantive meaning in terms of government 

activity. 

Venezuela: Political Background 
and Statistical Results 

The major political change in Venezuela during this 

period is that from the first category, representing the 
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dictatorship of Marcos Perez Jimenez (1951-1958), to the 

second regime category encompassing governments of the 

reform-oriented Accion Democratica (1959-1968). AD has de

veloped substantial organizational support from previously 

excluded groups, particularly peasants, and has been com

mitted to both democratic government and social reform. 

Therefore, the change in AD-organized governments entailed 

both an alteration in ideology and the acknowledgment of 

the needs of groups not previously linked to the state. 

It is expected, therefore, that the second regime category 

will evidence an impact on the policy effects of the 

decision-making environment. 

In contrast, the third category, representing the 

government of the Social Christian-COPEI (1969-1973), is not 

expected to evidence substantially different effects from AD 

governments. As with AD, COPEI has evolved into a well-

organized political party with peasant and labor support. 

Also, it has been committed to directing the actions of gov

ernment toward social change within a democratic context. 

Therefore, because of the similarity of organization and 

policy goals, the COPEI period is expected to evidence a 

continuation of trends begun under AD rather than a signifi

cant alteration of those trends. 
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Venezuela; Statistical Results 

Regime Categories: 

(1) Perez Jimenez (1951-1958) 

(2) Accion Democratica (1959-1968) 

(3) COPEI (1969-1973) 

I. Social Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=s.2491 
S.D.=.12358 

A. Overall Model: y=.561 + .0184 Time - .0003 GDP 
per Capita - .4514 Value of Trade % GDP 

R2=.9 2 Se=.03692 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Time: R2=.85 b=.016 8 95% Interval=.01333 
to .0202 

Regimes: R2=.95 (1):b=* (2):b=.0212 
(3) :b=* 

2 2. GDP per Capita: R =.24 b=.0004 95% Inter-
val=.0007 to .00078 

Regimes: R2=.84 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

3. Value of Trade % GDP: R2=.59 b=-1.4253 
95% Interval=-1.9919 to -.8587 

Regimes: R2=.89 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

II. Social Expenditures per Capita: y=49.29 8 S.D.= 
29.4435 

A. Overall Model: y=57.5937 + 3.3394 Time -
103.0574 Value of Trade % GDP 

R2= .92 Se=8. 521 Sig./^_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Time: R2=.90 b=4.1246 95% Interval= 
3.4743 to 4.7748 

Regimes: R2=.95 (1):b=* (2) :b=* (3) :b=* 
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2. Value of Trade % GDP: R2=.69 b=365.4323 
95% Interval=-483.8467 to 247.018 

Regimes: R2=.96 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

III. Social Expenditures: y=448.46 S.D.=343.607 

A. Overall Model: y=-742.45 + .515 Lag Pop. 5 to 
19 - .129 Lag Value of Exports 

R2=.9 6 Se=71.13 Sig.^_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Pop. 5 to 19: R2=.95 b=.4396 95% In
tervals 39 36 to .4855 

Regimes: R2=.97 (1):b=* (2):b=.4469 
(3):b=.3164 

2. Lag Value of Exports: R2=.58 b=.4956 95% 
Interval = .3042 to .6869 

Regimes: R2=.93 (1):b=* (2):b=-.7419 
(3):b=* 

IV. Education Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y= 
.1087 S.D.=.04506 

A. Overall Model: y=.2663 + .0102 Time - 1.1456 % 
Urban 

R2=.94 Se=.01155 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Time: R2=.91 b=.006 3 95% Interval=.0054 
to .0073 

Regimes: R2=.97 (1):b=* (2):b=.0061 
(3):b=.013 

2. % Urban: R2=.75 b=1.6537 95% Interval= 
1.199 to 2.1083 

Regimes: R2=.94 (1):b=* (2):b=1.8162 
(3):b=* 

V. Education Expenditures per Population 5 to 19: y= 
56.4544 S.D.=29.9735 
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A. Overall Model: y=159.9756 + 6.7257 Time -
754.7618 % Urban 

R2= .93 Se=8.21768 Sig.^.OOl 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Time: R2=.90 b=4.2018 95% Interval= 
3.5443 to 4.8594 

Regimes: R2=.95 (1):b=* (2):b=* 
(3):b=8.358 

2. % Urban: R2=.75 b=1095.613 8 95% Interval= 
789.4511 to 1401.7765 

Regimes: R2=.91 (1) :b=* (2) :b=* (3):b=* 

VI. Education Expenditures: y=193.16 S.D.=148.285 

A. Overall Model: y=-103.73 + .626 Lag Education 
Exp. + .0238 GDP 

R2=.9 7 Se=27.31 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag Ed. Exp.: R2=.95 b=1.169 95% Inter-
val=l.045 to 1.294 

Regimes: R2=.95 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

2. GDP: R2=.94 b=.0485 95% Interval=.0431 to 
.0539 

Regimes: R2=.98 (1):b=* (2):b=.0393 
(3):b=.0575 

VII. Defense Expenditures % Total Expenditures: y=.0978 
S.D.=.00902 

A. Overall Model: y=.0765 + .2184* Lag Defense 
Exp. % Total Exp. 

R2=.0 5 Se=.00903 Sig. = .341 

B. Regime Analysis: 

2 1. Lag Defense Exp. % Total Exp.: R =.05 b= 
.2184* 95% Interval=-.2501 to .6870 
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Regimes: R2=.13 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 

VIII. Defense Expenditures per Capita: y=18.3817 S.D.= 
4.4924 

A. Overall Model: y=6.9525* + .0301 GDP per Capita 
+ 45.0889 Value of US Investment % GDP + .1181 
Dependence Index 

R2=. 86 Se=l. 8028 Sig.,/_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP per Capita: R2=.72 b=.0263 95% Inter-
val=."0184 to .0343 

Regimes: R2=.87 (l):b=.0344 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

2. Value of US Investment % GDP: R2=.03 b= 
10.3491* 95% Interval=-36.5858 to 15.8875 

Regimes: R2=.64 (1):b=lll.7088 (2):b= 
-28.25 (3):b=-27.5 

3. Dependence Index: R2=.13 b=-.0809* 95% 
Interval=-.1796 to .0177 

Regimes: R2=.63 (1):b=.5565 (2):b=-.128 
(3):b=-.2194 

IX. Defense Expenditures: y=152.39 S.D.=61.631 

A. Overall Model: y=-46.26 + .018 GDP - .281 For
eign Aid + .0298 Lag Value of US Investment 

R2= .96 Se=13. 42 Sig.£_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. GDP: R2=.91 b=.0198 95% Interval=.0169 to 
.0226 

Regimes: R2=.94 (l):b=.0282 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

2. Foreign Aid: R2=.27 b=.6047 95% Interval= 
.1497 to 1.0598 

Regimes: R2=.76 (1):b=* (2):b=* (3):b=* 
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2 3. Lag Value of US Investment: R =.55 b=.0667 

95% Intervals 0394 to .09397 

Regimes: R2=.88 (l):b=.0778 (2):b=-.1128 
(3):b=.9078 

X. Total Expenditures: y=1568.29 S.D.=640.164 

A. Overall Model: y=-106.83* + .266 Lag GDP + .20 8 
Lag Value of Trade - .362 Pop. 5 to 19. 

R2=.97 Se=127.70 Sig./_.001 

B. Regime Analysis: 

1. Lag GDP: R2=.94 b=.229 95% Interval=.203 
to .2548 

Regimes: R2=.95 (l):b=.3024 (2):b=* 
(3):b=* 

2. Lag Value of Trade: R2=.91 b=.6447 95% 
Interval=.5515 to .7378 

Regimes: R2=.95 (l):b=.4827 (2):b=1.2694 
(3):b=* 

3. Population 5 to 19: R2=.84 b=.7254 95% 
Interval=.5833 to .8675 

Regimes: R2=.89 (l):b=1.4857 (2):b=.2683 
(3):b=* 

Venezuela: Discussion 
and Interpretation 

These results suggest three general conclusions. 

First, socio-economic characteristics, incrementalism, and 

dependence are each established as important components of 

the decision-making environment in Venezuela. However, be

cause the regime categories frequently evidence an effect on 

these relationships, none of the research hypotheses can be 

accepted for Venezuela. 
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Secondly, the results of the regime analysis lend 

support to the expectation that the change from the govern

ment of Perez Jimenez to those of Accion Democr^tica would 

include changes in the content of public policies. In es

sence, the evidence is that the change from a repressive, 

authoritarian regime to a civilian, reform-oriented govern

ment altered the policy consequences of the decision-making 

environment across policy categories. 

The third finding is that the government of COPEI 

exhibits some considerable differences from the effects evi

denced by Accion Democratica. In general, the analysis in

dicates AD governments placed somewhat more emphasis than 

did COPEI on programs included within the social expenditure 

category. Alternatively, the COPEI government gave educa

tion expenditures greater budgetary priority and substan

tially greater increments in allocations than did AD. These 

findings indicate that in Venezuela regime change accom

plished through democratic processes was followed by sub

stantial alteration in the policy effects of environmental 

characteristics. 

Summary 

Apart from the cross-national diversity evidenced by 

these results, the analysis points to two major conclusions. 

First and in contrast to the findings reported by much of 

the previous research, as illustrated in Table 1, within 
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Table 1 

Percentage of Relationships Affected 
by Regime Categories 

Nation Percentage 

Argentina 33% 

Bolivia 48% 

Brazil 0% 

Chile 50% 

Colombia 26% 

Costa Rica 100% 

Ecuador 23% 

Guatemala 8% 

Honduras 47% 

Mexico 82% 

Panama 22% 

Peru 50% 

Venezuela 65% 

several nations the policy consequences of environmental 

characteristics vary significantly during the different re

gime periods. 

Throughout this analysis it has been assumed that 

public policies are influenced by components of the decision

making environment and that if the relationships between 

policy and the decision-making environment found for the 
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period encompassed by a particular regime differ from those 

found for the entire period of time, then that regime exert

ed an influence on the content of policies independent from 

the effects of the decision-making environment. Thus, for 

several Latin American nations political change defined as 

the change from one government to another did entail conse

quences for the content of public policies even when the 

effects of the decision-making environment are considered. 

The second general conclusion is that dependence 

forms an essential part of the decision-making environment 

for some of these nations. As Table 2 shows, in six of the 

thirteen nations at least one measure of dependence is part 

of the "best" statistical explanation for 50 percent or more 

of the measures of public policy. These results establish 

that allocation decisions by Latin American governments are 

influenced by the external linkages described by dependence 

and that evaluation of the implications of political change 

must include a consideration of the effects of international 

as well as national conditions. 

An additional finding of more methodological than 

substantive interest concerns the issue of ratio versus un-

transformed measures. As noted in the previous chapter, 

when ratio variables are employed the possibility exists 

that measures with similar demonimators, e.g., population 

size, will be highly correlated regardless of the degree of 
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Table 2 

Percentage with which Measures of Dependence 
are Part of the "Best" Regression Model 

Nation Percentage 

Argentina 20% 

Bolivia 70% 

Brazil 14% 

Chile 60% 

Colombia 90% 

Costa Rica 0% 

Ecuador 80% 

Guatemala 57% 

Honduras 10% 

Mexico 10% 

Panama 14% 

Peru 43% 

Venezuela 60% 

association among the numerators, e.g. , expenditures or GDP. 

In general, the analytic results indicate that for this data 

these potential problems do not greatly affect the associa

tions found. While there are differences among the three 

types of policy measures, these appear to be more the result 

of conceptual differences than the mathematical properties 

of regression analysis. Measures of the percent of the 
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budget in their denominators. Further, a comparison of the 

results of models explaining per capita expenditures through 

the use of ratio variables with those explaining total ex

penditures for the different areas reveals that in general 

there is little difference. In only six of the 35 possible 

cases (17 percent) are the possible interpretations of the 

models employing ratio variables substantially different 

from those which do not. Thus, while there are potential 

problems for interpretation when the analysis is based sole

ly on the use of ratio variables, these results suggest that 

for these data these possible difficulties are largely 

absent. 

Despite the significance of the general conclusion 

that in several instances political change is linked to al

terations in the content of public policies, it is the vari

ation among the finding for these thirteen nations which 

stands out as the dominant theme of the research results. 

Unanswered by the individual country analyses is whether 

there are regional trends which might account for the pres

ence or absence of a link between political change and pub

lic policy as well as the differing effects evidenced by the 

components of the decision-making environment. The compara

tive analysis in the following chapter explores the extent 

to which this cross-national variation can be explained by 

population growth, economic growth, political stability, and 
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the differences between civilian and authoritarian regimes. 

Also considered is whether political change more frequently 

alters the policy consequences of socio-economic character

istics, incrementalism, or dependence. Thus, the following 

comparative analysis of the covin try-by-country results is 

directed toward both a general consideration of the research 

hypotheses and an examination of the factors which may ac

count for the observed differences among these Latin Ameri

can nations. 

t 



CHAPTER 6 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY 
OF THE RESEARCH FINDINGS 

As noted, the variation among the findings for these 

thirteen nations stands out as the dominant theme of the 

country-by-country results. In particular, the consequences 

of regime change on the relationships between policy and the 

decision-making environment vary substantially across these 

nations which mitigates against generalizations about the 

policy implications or "meaning" of political change in Lat

in America. The comparative analysis considers the extent 

to which these differences can be accounted for by popula

tion growth, changes in GDP and GDP per capita, and politi

cal stability. Additionally, the analysis considers whether 

elected civilian governments or authoritarian regimes are 

more likely to alter the relationships between policy and 

the decision-making environment. 

The first two sections of the comparative analysis 

explore possible explanations of the differing national 

findings for the effects of socio-economic characteristics, 

incrementalism, dependence, and political change. The final 

section examines the varying results for the different policy 

areas (social, education, defense, and total expenditures) 

221 
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and for the three types of policy measures (percentage of 

the budget, per-capita expenditures, and untransformed ex

penditures) . Significantly, the major conclusion of the 

comparative analysis is that political change tends to alter 

the policy consequences of the decision-making environment 

more frequently under civilian regimes and in those nations 

which have experienced longer periods of political stability. 

Public Policy and the 
Decision-Making Environment 

As illustrated by Table 3, the effects of socio

economic characteristics, incrementalism, and dependence 

vary substantially among these Latin American nations. 

The product-moment correlations (Blalock 1972: 380) 

among these percentages, presented in Table 4, show a strong 

negative association between the policy effects of socio

economic characteristics and those of incrementalism. This 

finding indicates that national trends in the allocation of 

public expenditures will tend to be influenced by either 

previous governmental decisions or socio-economic character

istics, but not both. No clear association emerges between 

the percentage of policy measures affected by dependence and 

those found for the other independent variables, suggesting 

that nations in which either socio-economic characteristics 

or incrementalism influence the content of policy may also 

be affected by external dependence. 



Table 3 

Frequency with which Measures of Socio-Economic Characteristics, 
Incrementalism and Dependence are Part of the "Best" 
Explanation for the Policy Measures in Each Nation 

Country 
Number of 

Policy Measures 
Socio-
Economic Incrementalism Dependence 

Argentina 10 8(80%) 4(40%) 2(20%) 

Bolivia 10 3(30%) 6(60%) 7(70%) 

Brazil 7 6(86%) 3(43%) 1(14%) 

Chile 10 9(90%) 5(50%) 6(60%) 

Colombia 10 2(20%) 10(100%) 9(90%) 

Costa Rica 4 0 4(100%) 0 

Ecuador 10 6(60%) 7(70%) 8(80%) 

Guatemala 7 1(14%) 6(86%) 4(57%) 

Honduras 10 5(50%) 8(80%) 1(10%) 

Mexico 10 6(60% 4(40%) 1(10%) 

Panama 7 5(71%) 3(43%) 1(14%) 

Peru 7 3(43%) 6(86%) 3(43%) 

Venezuela 10 8(80%) 6(60%) 6(60%) 
N) 
to 
u> 
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Table 4 

Correlations among the Percentages 
Pound for the Policy Effects of Socio-Economic, 

Incrementalism, and Dependence Measures 

Socio-
Economic Incrementalism Dependence 

Socio-Economic 
Characteristics 1.00 

Incrementalism - .83* 1.00 

Dependence - .12 .29 1.00 

•Indicates that the correlation is significant at the .05 
level. 

Unanswered by the correlations among the observed 

effects of the independent variables is the extent to which 

national economic change, population growth, or political 

stability may account for the tendency of socio-economic 

characteristics, incrementalism, dependence to be associated 

with over-time trends in the allocation of public expendi

tures. It is these political, economic, and population 

trends which provide the basis for the examination of the 

differing results across nations and across policy measures. 

Population growth is measured by the percentage 

change between the first and last years encompassed by the 

data for each country. Similarly economic change is mea

sured by the percentage change for GDP and GDP per capita. 

Political stability is represented by two measures: first, 
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the maximum number of years under any type of government or 

series of governments without a forceful change of regime; 

second, the maximum number of years of uninterrupted rule by 

elected civilian governments. Though-these two indicators 

were included to allow for the possibility that continuous 

rule by civilian governments may evidence somewhat different 

effects from the measure of uninterrupted stability under 

both civilian and authoritarian regimes, Table 5 indicates 

little difference between the two measures. 

The product-moment correlations among the measures 

for population growth, economic change, and political sta

bility reveal, surprisingly, no significant association be

tween political stability and change in a nation's Gross 

Domestic Product (Table 6). This finding is in marked con

trast to earlier studies (see, for example, Needier 1968: 

77-97). The contrast may be accounted for by the definition 

of stability as continuous years of uninterrupted rule which 

differs from measures which rely on the total number of 

years of "constitutional" government. This result implies 

that for these thirteen nations political stability has been 

largely unaffected by the rate of economic growth. 

The correlations between the explanatory variables 

and the policy effects of socio-economic characteristics, 

incrementalism, and dependence establish economic change as 

the dominant factor accounting for the different findings 



Table 5 

Stability and Elected Regimes 

Years of 
No. of Years Maximum No. of Years Uninterrupted 
in This of Uninterrupted Rule by Elected 

Nation Analysis Political Stability Percent Civilian Regimes Percent 

Argentina 19 5 26% 4 21% 

Bolivia 19 13 68% 13 68% 

Brazil 23 10 43% 9 39% 

Chile 22 22 100% 22 100% 

Colombia 23 15 65% 15 65% 

Costa Rica 23 23 100% 23 100% 

Ecuador 22 10 45% 10 45% 

Guatemala 23 5 22% 4 17% 

Honduras 23 7 30% 5 22% 

Mexico 19 19 100% 19 100% 

Panama 23 12 52% 12 52% 

Peru 18 6 33% 6 33% 

Venezuela 23 15 65% 15 65% 
to 
to 
en 
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Table 6 

Inter-correlations among the Explanatory Variables 

Pop. GDP GDP/Capita Overall Elected 
Growth Change Change Stability Stability 

Population 
Growth 1.00 

GDP Change .28 1.00 

GDP/Capita 
Change .19 . 8 8 *  1.00 

Overall 
Stability .23 .34 . 2 0  1.00 

Elected 
Stability .22 .32 .18 .998* 1.00 

•Indicates the correlation is significant at the .05 level. 

which characterize these thirteen nations (Table 7). These 

results suggest that the policies of those nations with 

slower rates of total and per-capita economic growth tend to 

be more influenced by dependence and incrementalism than 

those which experienced more rapid growth. While the corre

lations do not address the question of the impact of exter

nal economic relations on rates of economic growth, the 

evidence is that as the pace of the internal production of 

wealth increases, the expenditure decisions of national gov

ernments tend to respond less to fluctuations in trade, in

vestment, and foreign aid and are less influenced by 

previous governmental decisions. 
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Table 7 

Correlations among the Explanatory Variables and the 
Percentage of Policy Measures Affected by Socio-Economic 

Characteristics, Incrementalism, and Dependence 

Pop. GDP GDP/Capita Overall Elected 
Growth Change Change Stability Stability 

Socio-
Economic 
Character
istics -.26 .25 .42 -.05 -.05 

Incremen
talism .44 -.42 -.65* -.07 -.07 

Dependence -.15 -.73* -.57* -.05 -.01 

*Indicates correlation significant at the .05 level. 

The complete absence of any relationship between 

political stability and the policy effects of the indepen

dent variables is also of interest. These findings run 

counter to the expectation that policy trends in politically 

stable nations will be characterized by marginal adjustments 

with the trends in politically volatile countries subject to 

considerable fluctuation reflecting the lack of political 

continuity. The evidence is that incremental adjustments 

of public expenditures are as likely to characterize politi

cally turbulent nations as well as those which have experi

enced longer periods of political stability. 

An additional implication of these correlations is 

that political stability contributes little to the 
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understanding of why dependence exerts a greater influence 

on the content of policies in some nations than in others. 

The notion that the tenuous hold over the apparatus of 

state by governments of volatile nations may lead to an in

crease of the internal influence by external decision-makers 

is given no support by these results. Indeed, governments 

of stable nations appear to be no more able to reduce the 

impact of external economic constraints than those of 

countries which more frequently experience forceful regime 

change. 

In sum, three major findings emerge from this part 

of the comparative analysis. First, the policies of these 

nations tend to be influenced by either socio-economic fac

tors or incrementalism, but not both. Second, the tendency 

of incrementalism and dependence to influence national poli

cy decisions is more pronounced in nations experiencing slow 

economic growth than in those in which the internal produc

tion of wealth is expanding rapidly. Third, the likelihood 

that the allocation trends will be influenced by socio

economic characteristics, incrementalism, or dependence is 

unrelated to the degree of political stability characteris

tic of these nations. 
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Regime Change and Public Policy; 
Economic and Population Growthy Political 

Stability, and Civiiian^Authoritarian Differences 

As was established with some clarity by the results 

of the individual country analyses (see Table 1) the conse

quences of regime change on relationships between the 

decision-making environment and the content of policy vary 

substantially from nation to nation. The obvious issue 

posed by these differences is why the effects of socio

economic characteristics, incrementalism, and dependence are 

altered by regime change more often in some nations than in 

others. Significantly, it is political stability and the 

distinction between civilian and authoritarian regimes that 

are found to contribute more to the explanation of the cross-

national variation than either population growth or economic 

change. 

The product-moment correlations of population growth, 

economic change, and political stability with the effects of 

regime change clearly establish the importance of continuous 

stability (Table 8). Stable political conditions appear to 

increase the probability of a regime affecting the content 

of public policies independent from the consequences of the 

decision-making environment. Thus, while the tendency of 

economic and social conditions, previous governmental de

cisions, or external economic factors to be related to policy 

trends is unaffected by political stability, the likelihood 
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Table 8 

Correlations of the Explanatory Variables 
with the Percentage of Policy Relationships 

Altered by Regime Categories 

% Relationships 
Explanatory Measure Altered by Regime 

Population Growth r=.27 

GDP Change r=.22 
» 
GDP/Capita Change r=.09 

Overall Stability r=.70* 

Elected Stability r=.69* 

•Indicates that the correlation is signifi-
cant at the .05 level. 

that regime change will alter those relationships is greater 

in those nations which have experienced longer periods of 

continuous stability. The policies of governments, such as 

those of Guatemala or Argentina, whose continued tenure is 

threatened are evidentally more influenced by fluctuations 

in the decision-making environment, perhaps as a result of a 

focus on the requisites for maintaining power. For these 

governments, changing the content of public policies may 

constitute a perceived, if not actual, threat to their con

tinued control over the apparatus of the state. At a mini

mum, this finding suggests that political stability is a 

pre-condition for the characteristics of a particular regime, 
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such as ideology, to be reflected in the allocation of pub

lic expenditures. 

Some confirmation for this general conclusion is 

provided by the evidence that there are significant differ

ences between the policy effects of civilian and authoritar

ian regimes. Throughout this and the subsequent portion of 

' the comparative analysis the statistical significance of the 

differences between civilian and authoritarian regimes is 

assessed through the application of the single-sample dif

ference of proportions test (Blalock 1972: 193-197). 

As the results in Table 9 indicate, civilian regimes 

are, in general, more likely than authoritarian governments 

to alter relationships between policy and the decision

making environment. More specifically, civilian governments 

exert an influence with greater frequency on the content of 

public policies independent from the effects of socio

economic trends and the precedents established by previous 

governmental decisions. It is only with regard to the con

sequences of external dependence that the effects of civil

ian and authoritarian regimes are similar as well as 

infrequent. This tends to confirm the view that regardless 

of regime type, any government will be largely constrained 

by the policy effects of external dependence. 

The findings of the comparative analysis to this 

point establish the rate of economic growth as the dominant 



Table 9 

Socio-Economic 
Characteristics 

Incrementalism 

Dependence 

Totals 

Effects of Regime Type on the Relationships Pound between 
all Policy Measures and the Independent Variables 

No. of Relationships No. of Relationships 
Altered by Altered by 

Civilian Regimes Authoritarian Regimes 

26(36%)* 

26(35%)* 

12(21%) 

64(31%) 

11(15%)* 

16(21%)* 

10(1.7%) 

37(18%)* 

Total Number 
of Relationships 

100%=73 

100%=75 

100%=58 

100%=206 

*Indicates that the Difference between Civilian and Authoritarian Regimes is signif-
icant at the .05 level (one-tailed test). 

K) 
Co 
to 
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national characteristic account for the differing policy 

effects evidenced by socio-economic, trends, incrementalism, 

and dependence. In contrast, political stability rather 

than economic growth is found to be an important condition 

for the ability of governments to determine the content of 

policies independent from the influences of the decision

making environment. Finally, the differences between the 

effects of civilian and authoritarian regimes suggest that 

the link between political change and the actions of gov

ernment will tend to be increased under conditions of 

stable, civilian rule. 

Policy Measures, the Decision-Making 
Environment, and the Consequences 

of Regime Change 

The remaining issue to be explored is the extent to 

which the separate measures of public policy may exhibit 

somewhat different effects by the decision-making environ

ment and regime change. Put simply, the question is whether, 

for example, the effects of dependence and regime change are 

more pronounced for social expenditures than defense expen

ditures; or more frequently found with the percentage of the 

budget measures or per-capita expenditures. Further, this 

portion of the analysis also considers whether the overall 

differences between civilian and authoritarian regimes are 

also characteristic for the individual policy categories. 
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Table 10 reveals no statistically significant asso

ciation between the areas of public policy and the effects 

of either the decision-making environment or regime change. 

Thus no pronounced tendency emerges for the separate mea

sures of the decision-making environment to be related more 

frequently to one policy area than another. Similarly, the 

frequency with which regime categories alter those relation

ships do not differ significantly across these areas of pub

lic expenditure. 

In spite of the absence of an overall statistical 

association, the table does contain some points of interest. 

First, the effects of incrementalism on defense expenditures 

are altered far less often by different governments than are 

the relationships between either social or educational ex

penditures and incrementalism. This presumably reflects the 

reluctance of governments to alter, particularly to reduce, 

existing trends in the allocations of public expenditure to 

the military as the support, or at a minimum the neutrality, 

of the men on horseback is perceived by many governments to 

be requisite for continued tenure in office. 

The second tendency indicated by these figures is 

that even though the relationships between dependence and 

policy are less affected by regime change than are those in

volving socio-economic characteristics and incrementalism, 

nearly half of the relationships between measures of 



Table 10 

Frequency with which the Relationship between Measures for Policy Areas 
and the Independent Variables are Altered by at Least One Regime Category 

No. of Relationships for 
SOCIAL EXPENDITURES 

Altered by Regime 

No. of Relationships for 
EDUCATION EXPENDITURES 

Altered by Regime 

No. of Relationships for 
DEFENSE EXPENDITURES 

Altered by Regime 

No. of Relationships for 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

Altered by Regime 

TOTAL NO. OF RELATIONSHIPS 

TOTAL ALTERED BY REGIME 

Socio-Economic • 
Characteristics Incrementalism Dependence Totals 

18 

6 (33%) 

20 

10(50%) 

26 

11(42%) 

9 

6(67%) 

73 

33(45%) 

21 

13(62%) 

25 

14(56%) 

21 

3(14%) 

8 

5(63%) 

75 

35(47%) 

20 

3(15%) 

15 

7(47%) 

14 

4(29%) 

9 

1(11%) 

58 

15(26%) 

59 

22(37%) 

60 

31(52%) 

61 

18(30%) 

26 

12(46%) 

206 

83(40%) 

Association between policy categories and the effects of the decision-
making environment: X^ = 4.02 df = 6 p > .05. 2 

Association between policy categories and the effects of regime: X =9.39 
df = 6 p > .05. 
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dependence and education expenditures are altered. Thus the 

one area in which Latin American governments appear to be 

less constrained by the policy consequences of external de

pendence is public education. In contrast, the effects of 

dependence on social expenditures, defense expenditures, and 

total expenditures are largely unaffected by regime change, 

supporting the thrust of the dependency argument for those 

policy areas. 

The examination of the effects of civilian and au

thoritarian regimes on the relationships characteristic for 

each policy area reveal that with the exception of social 

expenditures, civilian governments are more likely to influ

ence the content of policy independent from the decision

making environment. Also, with the exception of the findings 

for total governmental expenditures, both civilian and au

thoritarian regimes appear to be equally constrained by the 

policy effects of external dependence. 

As evidenced by Table 11, the relationships between 

social expenditures and the components of the decision-making 

environment are almost equally affected by civilian and au

thoritarian regimes. The absence of significant differences 

suggests that this policy area is not the special province 

of any particular regime type. As was discussed in the 

separate country analyses, the authoritarian government of 

Rojas Pinilla in Colombia increased social expenditures at <;• 



Table 11 

Effects of Regime Type on the Relationships 
between Social Expenditures and the Independent Variables 

No. of Effects by Number of Effects by Total Number 
Civilian Regimes Authoritarian Regimes of Relationships 

Socio-Economic 
Characteristics 

Incrementalism 

Dependence 

Totals 

5(28%) 

8(38%) 

2(10%) 

15(25%) 

3(17%) 

9(43%) 

1(5%) 

13(22%) 

100%=18 

100%=21 

100%=20 

100%=59 

to 
U) 
00 
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a faster pace than did subsequent civilian regimes while the 

change from the dictatorship of Venezuela's Perez Jimenez to 

the civilian governments of Accion Democratica exhibited the 

reverse effect. These results imply that populism or an em

phasis on social expenditures is as likely to arise from the 

barracks as from the ballot box. 

In contrast, Table 12 indicates that with the excep

tion of the effects of dependence, civilian governments are 

to a significant degree more likely to alter the linkages 

between education expenditures and the decision-making en

vironment. Interestingly, even though it was earlier noted 

that governments appear to be less constrained by the policy 

effects of dependence in the area of education than in the 

other policy areas, it apparently makes no difference 

whether that government is civilian or authoritarian. Thus, 

in contrast to the differing consequences of civilian and 

authoritarian regimes for the effects of socio-economic 

characteristics and incrementalism, when dependence is as

sociated with public spending for education, regime change 

is equally likely to exert an independent impact on educa

tional expenditures whether the resulting government is 

elected or acquires power through the use of force. 

The findings for defense expenditures similarly in

dicate that with the exception of the policy effects of de

pendence, civilian regimes are to a significant degree more 



Table 12 

Effects of Regime Type on the Relationships 
between Education Expenditures and the Independent Variables 

No. of Effects by Number of Effects by Total Number 
Civilian Regimes Authoritarian Regimes of Relationships 

Socio-Economic 
Characteristics 

Incrementalism 

Dependence 

Totals 

7(35%)* 

11(44%)* 

4(27%) 

22(37%)* 

3(15%)* 

6(24%)* 

4(27%) 

13(22%)* 

100%=20 

100%=25 

100%=15 

100%=60 

*Indicates that the difference between civilian and authoritarian regimes xs signif
icant at the .05 level (one-tailed test). 

to 

o 
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likely to alter the consequences of the decision-making en

vironment. As part of the discussion of the overall table, 

it was noted that governments seldom altered the link be

tween incrementalism and defense spending suggesting a re

luctance to tamper with yearly trends in the allocations to 

this area. Table 13 indicates that the few instances in 

which the effect of incrementalism was altered occurred only 

under civilian governments. This finding as well as the 

general tendency of civilian regimes to more frequently al

ter the relationships between defense spending and decision

making environment tends to reaffirm a tendency noted 

several times during the course of the country-by-country 

analysis. Civilian governments, such as that of Salvador 

Allende in Chile, appear to be somewhat more solicitous of 

the demands of the military than are authoritarian regimes. 

In general not only are civilian regimes more likely to al

ter the effects of the decision-making environment in this 

area but they also tend to increase the rate of expenditure 

growth in this area. 

The differences between the effects of civilian and 

authoritarian regimes on relationships characteristic of 

total governmental expenditures again indicate that civilian 

governments are more likely to alter the policy effects of 

the decision-making environment (Table 14). For this 



Table 13 

Effects of Regime Type on the Relationships 
between Defense Expenditures and the Independent Variables 

No. of Effects by Number of Effects by Total Number 
Civilian Regimes Authoritarian Regimes of Relationships 

Socio-Economic 
Characteris tics 

Incrementalism 

Dependence 

Totals 

9(35%)* 

3(14%)* 

5(36%) 

17(27%)* 

2(8%)* 

0* 

4(29%) 

6(10%)* 

100%=26 

100%=21 

100%=14 

100%=61 

•Indicates that the difference between civilian and authoritarian regimes is signif
icant at the .05 level (one-tailed test). 



Table 14 

Effects of Regime Type on the Relationships 
between Total Expenditures and the Independent Variables 

No. of Effects by Number of Effects by Total Number 
Civilian Regimes Authoritarian Regimes of Relationships 

Socio-Economic 
Characteristics 

Incrementalism 

Dependence 

Totals 

5(56%) 

4(50%)* 

4(50%)* 

13(52%)* 

3(33%) 

1(13%)* 

1(13%)* 

5(20%)* 

100%=9 

100%=8 

100%=8 

100%=25 

•Indicates that the difference between civilian and authoritarian regimes is signif
icant at the .05 level (one-tailed test). 
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measure of total governmental activity there is a signifi

cant difference between the consequences of civilian and 

authoritarian governments on the effects of dependence which 

contrasts with the findings for the separate policy areas. 

This implies that even though both regime types are equally 

unlikely to alter the effects of dependence on the distribu

tion of public expenditures, when the total size of the bud

get is considered, civilian regimes tend to be significantly 

less constrained by the internal consequences of external 

economic relations than are authoritarian governments. In 

general, it is under civilian regimes, rather than authori

tarian governments, that the total volume of governmental 

activities will be changed regardless of trends in the 

decision-making environment. 

When attention turns from the different policy 

areas to the relationships characteristic of the percentage, 

per capita, and total amounts allocated, some divergent pat

terns emerge with regard to the effects of the components of 

the decision-making environment and the consequences of 

civilian and authoritarian governments. As Table 15 indi

cates, the Chi-square analysis reveals a statistically sig

nificant association between the different types of policy 

measures and the separate components of the decision-making 

environment. An examination of the cells of the table in

dicates that measures of dependence are found to be part of 



Table 15 

Frequency with which the Relationships of Percentage, Per Capita, 
and Total Expenditures for Each Area with the Independent 
Variables are Altered by at Least One Regime Category 

Socio-Economic 
Characteristics Incrementalism Dependence 

No. of Relationships for 
PERCENT OF TOTAL BUDGET 11 

Altered by Regime 3(27%) 

No. of Relationships for 
PER CAPITA EXPENDITURE 27 

Altered by Regime 9(33%) 

No. of Relationships for 
TOTAL EXP. FOR EACH POLICY AREA 26 

Altered by Regime 15(58%) 

TOTAL NO. OF .RELATIONSHIPS 64 

ALTERED BY REGIME 27(42%) 

26 

9(35%) 

28 

15(54%) 

13 

6(46%) 

67 

20(45%) 

18 

4 (22%) 

15 

6(40%) 

16 

4 (25%) 

49 

14(29%) 

Totals 

55 

16 (29%) 

70 

30(43%) 

55 

25(45%) 

180 

71(39%) 

Association between Expenditure Measures and Effects of the Decision-making 
Environment: X^ = 11.94 df = 4 p < ,05. 

Association between Expenditure Measures and Effects of Regime: X = 8.78 
df = 4 p > .05. 
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the "best" statistical explanation with about the same fre

quency. In contrast, socio-economic measures are far less 

likely to be associated with the percentage of the budget 

measures than with either per-capita or total expenditures 

while incrementalism is found to be far less influential in 

relation to the total expenditures allocated to the differ

ent policy areas. Thus, trends in the priority given by 

governments to social, education and defense expenditures 

tend to be more influenced by previous governmental deci

sions and dependence than changing socio-economic conditions. 

Conversely, incrementalism is less likely to be associated 

with trends in the total expenditures for each policy area 

than either socio-economic characteristics or dependence. 

One implication of these differences is that change in the 

priorities of governments will tend to be more gradual and 

less responsive to fluctuations in national social or eco

nomic conditions that will the total dollar amounts allo

cated to the different areas. 

Even though the Chi-square result for the associa

tion between the effects of regime change and the different 

policy measures does not quite attain the .05 level of sta

tistical significance, the figures indicate that governments 

are far less likely to alter the effects of the decision

making environment on the percentage of the budget allocated 

to the different policy areas. This again indicates that 
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fluctuations in dollar amounts will not necessarily entail 

changing governmental priorities. In general terms, the 

importance of incrementalism and the overall absence of ef

fects by regime change imply that the policy implications of 

political change will more frequently be reflected in chang

ing trends in the amounts allocated to areas of public ex

penditure than in shifts of policy emphasis from one area to 

another. 

While the following tables reveal few instances in 

which the differences between the effects of civilian and 

authoritarian regimes are statistically significant, it is 

again civilian rather than authoritarian regimes which are 

more likely to alter the policy consequences of the decision

making environment. Table 16 indicates that relationships 

between incrementalism and the priorities of government are 

to a significant degree more often changed under civilian 

regimes. Additionally, the table reveals that in general 

civilian regimes are more likely to alter the consequences 

of the decision-making environment on percentage of budget 

measures. Thus, even though regime change infrequently 

leads to a change in the associations between these measures 

and the decision-making environment, it is civilian govern

ments which are more likely to exert an independent influ

ence on the priorities for the allocation of public 

expenditures. 
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Table 16 

Effects Evidenced by Civilian and Authoritarian 
Regimes on Relationships between % of the Budget Measures 

and the Independent Variables 

Socio-Economic 
Characteristics 

Incrementalism 

Dependence 

Totals 

Civilian Authoritarian 
Regimes 

2(18%) 

9(31%)* 

2(11%) 

12(22%)* 

Regimes 

1(9%) 

3(12%)* 

3(17%) 

7 (13%)* 

Total Number 
of Relationships 

100%=11 

100%=26 

100%=18 

100%=55 

•indicates that the difference between civilian and authori
tarian regimes is significant at the .05 level (one-tailed 
test). 

Conversely, as evidenced by Table 17, both regime 

types are equally likely to alter per-capita expenditure 

trends apart from the effects of the decision-making envi

ronment. Evidentally, when policy expenditures are consid

ered in relation to population growth the likelihood of an 

effect by regime change does not depend on whether the re

sulting government is civilian or authoritarian. However, 

when the total expenditures allocated to the different poli

cy areas are considered, the now familiar pattern re-emerges 

(Table 18). Once again, it is evident that the policy con

sequences of political change tend to be more pronounced 

when the resulting governments are elected civilian regimes 
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Table 17 

Effects Evidenced by Civilian and Authoritarian 
Regimes on Relationships between Per-Capita Expenditures 

and the Independent Variables 

Civilian Authoritarian Total Number 
Regimes Regimes of Relationships 

Socio-Economic 
Characteristics 5(19%) 

Incrementalism 10(36%) 

Dependence 4(27%) 

Totals 19(27%) 

4(15%) 

9(32%) 

4(27%) 

17(24%) 

100%=27 

100%=28 

100%=15 

100%=70 
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Table 18 

Effects Evidenced by Civilian and Authoritarian 
Regimes on Relationships between Untransformed Expenditures 

and the Independent Variables 

Socio-Economic 
Characteristics 

Incrementalism 

Dependence 

Totals 

Civilian Authoritarian 
Regimes • Regimes 

11(24%)* 

4(31%) 

4(25%) 

19 (35%)* 

6 (23%)* 

3(23%) 

2 (13%) 

11(20%)* 

Total Number 
of Relationships 

100%=26 

100%=13 

100%=16 

100%=55 

*Indicates that the difference between civilian and authori
tarian regimes is significant at the .05 level (one-tailed 
test). 
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than when control over the apparatus of the state is 

achieved and maintained through the use of force. 

To summarize, the comparative examination of the 

individual country results establishes the rate of economic 

growth, political stability, and the civilian-authoritarian 

dichotomy as the major factors related to the differing ef

fects of the decision-making environment and political 

change on the policies of these Latin American nations. 

The rate of economic growth emerges as the major factor as

sociated with the degree to which socio-economic character

istics, incrementalism, and dependence influence policy 

trends within these nations. In contrast, it is continuous 

political stability and not economics which increases the 

likelihood that political change will exert an influence on 

the content of public policies. Further, civilian govern

ments are more likely than authoritarian regimes to alter 

expenditure trends independent from changes in the decision

making environment. In essence, political stability en

hances the prospect that changing political characteristics 

will be reflected in national policy decisions. Thus, in 

contrast to the findings of previous studies, the political 

characteristics of a nation are found to be associated with 

changes in the content of public policies. In a word, 

politics matters. 
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Political Change and Public Policy 
in Latin America; Summary and 

Implications of the Research Findings 

Obviously, the major finding of this study is that 

political change, defined as the change from one regime to 

another, frequently exerts an independent influence on the 

allocation of public expenditures in Latin American na

tions. Further, the impact of political change on the con

tent of public policies is found to be greater under 

conditions of continuous stability and civilian rule. It 

is therefore stable change, by which is meant the institu

tionalized, regular transfer of power from one regime to 

another, that is established as an important factor condi

tioning the effect of political change on the actions of 

government. 

While not directly related to the central research 

question, an additional finding of importance is that for 

several of these nations external dependence is discovered 

to be an important component of the decision-making environ

ment. Not only are the components of national dependence 

frequently related to measures of public policy, it is also 

established that the effects of these external linkages pose 

more stringent constraints on the actions of government than 

do either socio-economic trends or incrementalism. The dis

cussion below first considers the consequences of these 
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findings for the research hypotheses and then examines their 

implications in light of the conclusions presented by pre

vious research. 

As stated, the expected effects of political change 

on the link between political change and public policy were: 

(H,): Political change will have little, if any, 
effect on the relationships between socio
economic characteristics and the expenditure 
decisions of government. 

In general, the hypothesis is not supported by the research 

results. Even though, as would be expected from the results 

of previous research, Gross Domestic Product and urbaniza

tion are frequently related to policy expenditures, regime 

change alters nearly half of those relationships. Further, 

there is no significant association between economic growth 

and the effects of political change. Thus, even though the 

socio-economic hypothesis may apply to specific nations 

such as Brazil, it cannot be accepted as generally valid for 

Latin America. 

As drawn from the conclusions of earlier studies, 

the expected effects of political change on the policy con

sequences of incrementalism were formulated as follows: 

(H_): Political change will have little, if any, 
effect on the relationship between current 
expenditure decisions and previous decisions 
by government. 

The frequency with which incrementalism is found to be re

lated to the measures of public policy tends to confirm the 
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previously discussed conclusions of Schmitter (1971a) and 

Ames and Goff (1974) pointing to the importance of previous 

decisions for the actions of current governments. However/ 

as with socio-economic characteristics, in nearly half of 

these cases political change results in increased or de

creased spending beyond the limits of incremental change. 

In sum, the hypothesis must be rejected. While the proposed 

effects of incrementalism are more applicable to some na

tions than to others, the evidence is that incrementalism 

does not necessarily constrain the actions of Latin American 

governments. 

As derived from the arguments of the dependency lit

erature, the proposed consequences of political change on 

the policy effects of national dependence were summarized as 

follows: 

(H.,): Political change will have little, if any, 
effect on the relationships between external 
dependence and the expenditure decisions of 
Latin American governments. 

The results of this analysis indicate that, in general, the 

hypothesis can be accepted as valid for Latin America. The 

evidence is that only 26 percent of the relationships be

tween dependence and policy are significantly affected by 

regime change. For those nations in which foreign trade, 

foreign investment, and/or foreign assistance are related to 

policy expenditures, dependence does appear to be a con

straint on the actions of government. The one qualification 
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to the general hypothesis is that the link between depen

dence and policy is more pronounced for nations experiencing 

slow rates of economic growth. 

The final hypothesis was drawn from the literature 

suggesting that corporatism and clientelism are the dominant 

characteristics of politics in Latin America. The implica

tion of these characteristics for the policy consequences of 

political change was stated as: 

(H.): If political change is to affect the policy 
decisions of government, then it must include 
an alteration of the relationships between 
functional groups and the state. 

Neither the acceptance nor the rejection of this hypothesis 

is clearly supported by the results of this study. Though 

it is evident that change in the control of the apparatus of 

the state from one regime to another often results in an al

teration of the policy effects of the decision-making envi

ronment, it is not clear that these consequences are 

consistently associated with changes in the relationships 

between societal groups and the state. For example, regime 

change in Chile and the change from the government of P^rez 

Jimenez to those of Accion Democratica in Venezuela do ap

pear to conform to the terms of the hypothesis. The differ

ing policy approaches of these governments were associated 

with the acknowledgment of the needs of previously excluded 

groups. Conversely, it is not evident that the differences 

found between AD governments and that of COPEI in Venezuela 
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or between Liberal and Conservative party governments in 

Colombia were associated with an alteration of group rela

tionships with the state. 

Two additional deviations posed by this hypothesis 

are established by the results for Mexico and Brazil. In 

Mexico, the broad and consistent incorporation of societal 

groups within the organization of the dominant political 

party suggests that there has been little alteration of re

lationships between the state and functional groups. There

fore, the change from one government to another in Mexico 

should result in little or no effect on the allocation of 

public expenditures. In contrast, the 1964 military take

over in Brazil led to the political exclusion of several 

individuals and groups. Therefore, this change should have 

evidenced some effects on the content of policy. The find

ings for these two nations were precisely the opposite from 

what might be expected under the terms of the corporatism-

clientelism hypothesis. There was no effect by regime 

change in Brazil, while in Mexico the change from one gov

ernment to another was associated with some alteration of 

the relationships characteristic for different policy areas. 

In sum, the corporatism-clientelism hypothesis does contrib

ute to the explanation for the effects evidenced by several 

of the regime changes considered, but aidds little to the 
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understanding of the results found for other instances of 

political change. 

When the results of the country-by-country and 

comparative analyses are considered in conjunction it is 

evident that the change from one government to another fre

quently exerts an independent influence on the actions of 

government and that these effects are more likely to occur 

under conditions of political stability and civilian rule. 

Thus, the initial conceptualization of political change in 

Latin America as being encompassed only by the replacement 

of one regime by another is found to be a less than complete 

description of the trends discovered. The evolution toward 

continuous political stability and civilian dominated poli

tics is found to be an important factor conditioning the 

likelihood that regime change will independently influence 

the content of policy. Thus, as stability increases, the 

political characteristics associated with different govern

ments will more often be reflected in the content of public 

policies. 

An equally clear aspect of these conclusions is that 

they contrast sharply with the results reported by most of 

the previous studies discussed in the first chapter. A 

major reason for these differences would appear to be in 

the definition of political change as the change from one 

regime to another. It is, after all, governments, and not 
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the degree of political participation, political competi

tion, or the legislative strength of the "left" which adopt 

policy decisions and it was the link between government and 

policy which provided the focus for this analysis. In this 

way it was possible to determine whether a government ex

erted an influence on the content of policy different from 

that evidenced by previous or subsequent regimes and whether 

that influence was different from what might be expected 

given the over-time effects of socio-economic characteris

tics, incrementalism, and dependence. Once this determina

tion was made, it was then possible to explore additional 

factors such as political stability, economic growth, or 

civilian-authoritarian differences which might contribute to 

the explanation of the effects evidenced by regime change. 

Finally the results of this study contradict the 

"economic determinism" of studies which find that political 

characteristics do not exert an independent influence on 

policy. First, regime change frequently alters the rela

tionships found between policy and measures based on Gross 

Domestic Product. And, secondly, economic growth is not 

significantly related to either the number of years of con

tinuous political stability or the frequency with which re

gimes independently affect the content of policy. In 

essence, the results establish that political change within 
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Latin America does imply more than just symbolism or rhet

oric, that it does have meaning for the responses of gov

ernment to national problems. 



APPENDIX A 

DATA AND DATA SOURCES 

Measures Sources 

Governmental 
Expenditures 

Population 
Estimates 

With the exception of Bolivia, all 
expenditure data are taken from: 
Statistical Abstract of Latin 
America (1957/ 1962-1972); America 
en Cifras (1965-1974); United Na-
tions/ Statistical Yearbook (1953-
19 74). The data for Bolivia are 
taken from that presented in James 
W. Wilkie (1969), The Bolivian Rev
olution and U.S. Aid Since 1952, 
and Wilkie (1974), Statistics and 
National Policy. 

All estimates are taken from those 
presented in Wilkie (19 74), Statis
tics and National Policy. The-fig
ures for 19 73 are computed from the 
growth rates exhibited in these 
data. 

Estimates of the 
Population Size of 
Cities over 100,000 

Statistical Abstract of Latin 
America (1957, 1962-1972); and the 
United Nacions, Demographic Year
book (1973). 

Estimates of the 
Percent Population 
between 5 and 19 

Statistical Abstract of Latin 
America (1957, 1962-1972). 

Gross Domestic 
Product 

Currency Exchange 
Rates (Free Trade 
Rates) 

United Nations, Yearbook of Nation
al Accounts Statistics (1961-1974); 
Wilkie (19 74), Statistics and Na
tional Policy. 

International Monetary Fund, Inter
national Financial Statistics 
(1955-19 76)y America en Cifras 
(1965-1974): Statistical Abstract 
of Latin America (1957, 1962-1972). 
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Measures Sources 

Foreign Aid 
Assistance 

Value of Imports 
and Exports 

Agency for International Develop
ment, U.S. Loans and Grants and 
Assistance from International Organ
izations (1968-1974); Wilkie (1974) , 
Statistics and National Policy. 

Wilkie (1974), Statistics and Na
tional Policy; United Nations, 
Yearbook of International Trade 
Statistics (1953-1974) . 

Book Value of Total 
U.S. Investments 

U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey 
of Current Business (1956-1975); 
Statistical Abstract of Latin 
America (1957, 1962-1972). 



APPENDIX B 

COUNTRIES AND REGIME CATEGORIES* 

Country 

Argentina 
(1951-1969) 

Bolivia 
(1951-1969) 

Brazil 
(1951-1973) 

Chile 
(1951-1972) 

Regime Categories 

1. Juan Peron, 1951-1955. 

2. Military regimes: 1956-1957, 1966-1969. 

3. Civilian regimes: Arturo Frondizi, 1958-
1961; Jos^ Maria Guido, 1962-1963; Arturo 
Illia, 1963-1965. 

1. Pre-Revolutionary regime of Hugo R. 
Ballivictn, 1951. 

2. Civilian regimes of the MNR: Victor Paz 
Estenssoro, 1952-1956; Hernan Siles Zuazo, 
1957-1960; Victor Paz Estenssoro, 1961-
1964. 

3. Military dominated governments: 1965-
1969. 

/ 
1. Elected government of Getulio Vargas, 

1951-1954. 

2. Interim regimes following suicide of 
Vargas, 1955; elected regime of Justelino 
Kubitschek, 1956-1960; regimes of Janio 
Quadros and Joao Goulart, 19 61-1963. 

3. Military regimes, 1964-1973. 

1. Elected regimes: Gabriel Gonzales Videla, 
1951-1952; Carlos Ibanez, 1953-1958; 
Jorge Alessandri Rodriguez, 1959-1964. 

*If the regime change occurs prior to July 1, that 
year is coded for the new regime; if the change occurs after 
July 1, that year is coded for the previous regime. 
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Country Regime Categories 

Chile 
(continued) 

Colombia 
(1951-1973) 

Costa Rica 
(1951-1973) 

Ecuador 
(1952-1973) 

2. Christian Democratic regime of Eduardo 
Prei Montalva, 1965-1970. 

3. Popular Unity government of Salvadore 
Allende Gossens, 1971-1972. 

1. Authoritarian regimes of Laureano Gomez 
and Gustavo Rojas Pinilla, 1951-1957; 
Interim regime, 1958. 

2. Elected governments of the Liberal party 
during the period of the Frente Nacional: 
Alberto Lleras Camargo, 19 59-1962; Carlos 
Lleras Restrepo, 1967-1970. 

3. Elected governments of the Conservative 
party during the period of the Frente 
Nacional: Leon Valencia, 1965-19 66; 
Misael Pastrana Borrero, 1971-1973. 

1. Regimes other than those of the PLN: 
Otilio Ulate Blanco, 1951-1953; Mario 
Echandi Jimenez, 1958-1961; Jose Joaquin 
Trejos Fernandez, 1966-1969. 

2. PLN regimes: /Jose Figueres, 1954-195"^; 
Francisco Jose Orlich, 1962-1965; Jose 
Figueres, 1970-1973. 

1. Elected regimes of the "traditional" po
litical parties: Galo Plaza Lasso, 1952; 
Camilo Ponce Enriques, 1957-19 60. 

/ f  
2. Regimes of Jose Maria Velasco Ibarra: 

1953-1956, 1961, 1969-1971. 

3. Interim civilian and military regimes: 
1962-1968. 

Guatemala 
(1951-1973) 

1. Elected "reform" regime of Jacobo Arbenz, 
1951-1953. 

2. Military dominated regimes: 1954-1965; 
1970-1973. 

/ / 
3. Civilian regime of Julio Cesar Mendez 

Montenegro: 19 66-1969. 
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Country 

Honduras 
(1951-1973) 

Mexico 
(1951-1969) 

Panama 
(1951-1973) 

Peru 
(1951-1968) 

Venezuela 
(1951-1973) 

Regime Categories 
/ 

1. Regimes of: Juan Manuel Galvez, 1951-
19 54; Julio Lozano Diaz, 1955-1956; Inter
im Junta, 1957. 

2. Civilian regime of Ramon Villeda Morales, 
1958-1963. 

3. Regimes dominated by Osvaldo Lopez 
Arellano; 1964-1970, and 1973; and the 
presidency of Ramon Ernesto Cruz, 1971-
19 72. 

1. Miguel Aleman, 1961-1962; and Adolfo Ruiz 
Cortinez, 1953-1958. 

2. Adolfo Lopez Mateos, 1960-1964. 

3. Gustavo Diaz Ordaz, 1965-1969. 
/ 

1. Interim regime of Alcibiades Arosemena, 
1951-1952; elected regime of Jose Antonio 
Remon Cantera, 1953-1954; and Interim 
governments, 1955-1956. 

2. Elected regimes of Ernesto de la Guardia, 
Jr., 1957-1960; Roberto Francisco Chiari, 
1961-19 64; Marco Aurelio Robles, 1965-
1968. 

3. Military regime of Omar Torrijos, 1969-
1973. 

1. Regime of Manuel Odria, 1951-1956. 

2. Regime of Manuel Prado y Ugarteche, 1957-
1962; interim junta, 1963. 

3. Civilian regime of Fernando Balaunde 
Terry, 1964-1968. 

/ 
1. Provisional regime of German Suarez 

Flamerich, 1951-1952; dictatorship of 
Marcos Perez Jimenez, 1952-1957; interim 
junta, 1958. 

2. Accion Democratica regime^: Romulo 
Betancourt, 1959-1963; Raul Leoni, 1964-
1968. 
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Country Regime Categories 

Venezuela 3. COPEI government of Rafael Caldera, 19 69 
(continued) 1973. 
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